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Abstract.

This dissertation presents a method for mapping large amounts of quantitative data, or

garnized into tables, into graphical presentations. The presentations are called interactive
zzzzzzrix charts. Each chart consists of a grid containing graphical marks in each of the cells,

a raci these marks may vary in color, size, shape and other characteristics. The goal of the

interactive matrix chart is to aid researchers in the process of analyzing data by expressing

the entire data set as a massive graph and, therefore, visually exposing underlying patterns.

The charts may be manipulated through both a simplification and a query mechanism.

Sirruplifying the interactive matrix chart involves rearranging rows and columns of the

chart. Querying the interactive matrix chart involves redesigning the individual marks

rrneant to represent the underlying data. By simplifying and querying the interactive matrix

chart, different relationships among the data are revealed.

This dissertation also describes and evaluates computer software that embodies these

Principles. The evaluation sought to determine whether or not medical science researchers

vº’ho worked with quantitative data organized into tables were able to recognize overall pat

terras existing in their data. The evaluation concluded that researchers will indeed begin to

See Cºverall patterns in their data. However, the researchers experienced a notable paradigm

shift from a more classical approach of examining micro-relationships between one or two

data EP oints to a novel approach of examining overall relationships among all of the data. It

is *****cluded that the interactive matrix chart is a viable tool in the human-computer coop
eI- - -***Y*e research environment.
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I. Introduction.

1. Graphs.

The medical science researcher, like many who work with quantitative data, is especial

157 in need of new techniques to aid in the analysis of data. The need for new techniques is
Iargely due to the volume of quantitative data collected on each patient.While graphs have

1crag been used as a means of one-way communication, they have not yet been exploited as

a two-way interactive tool in the research process. The purpose of this dissertation is to first

clescribe the matrix chart, an “interactive data graph,” designed for use with medical sci

erace data and then to evaluate its effectiveness as a reasoning tool. It is believed that the

rrnatrix chart will improve the researcher's ability to discover relationships and trends ex

isting in the data.

To begin, the term graph is used so widely that it is best to define exactly what one

Iraeans. Originally, the word graphics was derived from the Latin verb graphicus (to write).

* “graph” in classical times was simply a manuscript. More recently, graphics has been

SPecified to mean “the art or science of drawing a representation of an object on a two di

***ensional surface according to mathematical rules of projection (Webster 1974).” In other

**>rcis, the term graph has been restricted to drawings.

IN-Toreover, given that graphs intentionally represent objects, they may be distinguished
frc-rra figurative art, some icons and symbols which all may be more abstract. Graphs, by

******E*arison, are meant to be unambiguous. In this context, graphs may be equated more

****sely to formal grammars and mathematics. However, graphs are visual.

THAe object represented by a graph, a graphical object, may be either an entity or a re

*tiers ship among entities. An entity may, for instance, be represented by a point drawn

*>Erase Yºvhere on a coordinate system. On the other hand, researchers are often more interest
ecil =

- - - - - - -*** the relationship among many points drawn on a coordinate system. In this case, it is
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1.1. Examples of Graphical Communication:

| |
Bar Chart Line Graph

the relationship among the points that is the graphical object presented by the graph.

Data graphs, a subset of all graphs, are concerned specifically with representing mea

sured quantities (Tufte 1983). Measured quantities are numbers or perhaps ranges of num

bers. Now, the ambiguous term “entity” is interpreted simply as some number or range. A

cizata graph, therefore, will usually display the relationship among several numbers or rang

-> -

The use of data graphs is conventionally restricted to one-way communication. For in

stance, it is common to find a bar chart or line graph attached to a newspaper or journal ar

ticle. The data graph is used to convey some discovery to the reader, and the reader hope

fºr IIy retains some single graphical object. In a bar chart, the object is rendered by the vari
atiºn in height among the bars. In a line graph, the object is rendered by the change in slope

<>f the line (see figure 1.1).
The author of the graph is concerned with the rapid perception of the particular message

P****rayed, the graphical object, and perhaps the memorization of that message. The author
****Nº eliminate other arguably extraneous data from the graph since the other data does not

*ici tex the message that the author wishes to convey. The use of graphs in this manner is a

fºr r== <>f graphical communication: transcribing and telling others what has been discov
erec

-

*-*-aphical information processing involves several goals which do not apply to graph
1G =l **Smmunication (Bertin [1977] 1981). First, unlike graphical communication which
The*=ls. chooses certain data to describe, graphical information processing allows the re
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1.2. Graphics Taxonomy:

Graphical Communication Graphical Information Processing
Data Graphs Interactive Data Graphs

Line Graph Matrix Chart
Bar Chart
Pie Chart

searcher to focus on the entire data set. Consequently, the designer of the graph is disarmed

from advocating a particular message and must settle merely on presenting the data. Sec

ond, by allowing the entities to be rearranged, the graph renders new relationships among

the entities and therefore new graphical objects. The process of rearranging the entities in

order to reveal new graphical objects will be called “simplifying” the graph. Third, rather

than establishing only one design for each entity, graphical information processing allows

each entity to change its design. As entities change designs, even more graphical objects

are revealed. The process of redesigning the entities in order to reveal new graphical objects

will be called “querying” the graph.

By allowing one to view the entire data set, to simplify the set, and to perform queries

on the set, the graph becomes a tool for discovery rather than simply a medium for a single

message. In other words, graphical communication allows the researcher to remain rela

tively passive while graphical information processing encourages the researcher to actively

interact with the graph.

As has already been described, a data graph displays a graphical object based on num

bers or ranges of numbers. It is a form of graphical communication. An interactive data

graph is a form of graphical information processing. It displays the entire data set and al

lows for some form of simplification and querying. The graphical entities here will also be

based on numbers or ranges of numbers. The interactive matrix chart, or simply matrix

chart, presented in this dissertation is one type of interactive data graph (see figure 1.2).

The matrix chart is a large grid of graphical entities or point marks. Each point mark

corresponds to one number in an underlying table of data. In other words, the matrix chart
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1.3. Graphical Information Processing - The Matrix Chart:

|z|= |*|z|| 5 |
w|| |z1|, |y|
|a| |a| is |>.39

M1 M2 M3 M4 M5

P1

P2

-
N

|A
} •

Nº Z.

mirrors an underlying table of numbers. However, each mark may vary in size, shape,

brightness and other characteristics as queries are asked of the graph. Different queries will

determine which characteristics are to be changed. Also, columns and rows of the matrix

may be rearranged in order to seek similarities among those dimensions. As the researcher

invokes new graphical objects, as the matrix chart changes, it is believed that underlying

information about the data will become more apparent.

For example, figure 1.3 shows a table of five measurements for each of three patients.

The measurements are named M1 to M5, and the patients are named P1 to P3. An initial

matrix chart is rendered, and, after several iterations, the matrix chart shown in figure 1.3

is rendered. In this case, progressively larger circles represent progressively larger numbers

in the data table. The researcher may easily see the various concentrations of numbers fall

ing within certain ranges. Also, those numbers which are exceptionally high or exception

ally low are shaded by a dark filling while those numbers which are in the mid-range are

shaded by a light filling. Thus, the researcher may also recognize the occurrences of “in

range” versus “out-of-range” data. Moreover, as the researcher interacts with the matrix
chart, various charts will be rendered, and each chart will reveal a different set of relation

ships among the underlying numbers.

The balance of this introduction will begin by describing the appropriateness of the ma

trix chart in medical research. First, it will be established that medical research data is often

organized into tables and that these tables of data are already maintained on current com
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puters. Then, a taxonomy of current medical reasoning frameworks will be presented and

the matrix chart will be classified within this taxonomy. The use of the matrix chart will be

seen as exploiting one popular medical reasoning strategy: pattern recognition. The next

section will describe the roots of graphical information processing which lies with graphi

cal communication. Following this section, a description of early work in graphical infor

mation processing is presented. The last section of this introduction will explain the overall

approach taken in this dissertation to the specification, the implementation, and the evalu
ation of the matrix chart.

2. Medical Research Data.

The process of collecting medical research data typically proceeds in one of the follow

ing manners. First, given a single patient, the researcher may acquire a set of measurements

for that patient over a period of time. Second, given a collection of patients, the researcher

may acquire a set of measurements for each of the patients over a period of time. Third,

given a collection of patients, the researcher may acquire a set of characteristics for each of

the patients which is independent of time.

In each of these three cases, the data may be organized into one or more tables. In the

first case, a single table consists of the patient's various measurements along one axis and

a series of varying dates along the other axis. A cell in the table contains the measured value

for a particular measurement on a particular date. In the second case, multiple tables are

necessary. There may be a different table for each type of measurement, or for each patient,

or for each date assuming that all patients are evaluated on the same dates. For instance,

one version may involve patients along one axis, varying dates along the other axis, and

multiple tables, each for a different measurement. In the third case, a single table consists

of the many patients along one axis and the different characteristics along the other axis.

Here, a cell of the table contains the measured value for a particular characteristic and a par

ticular patient. Tables are an especially effective organization because the researcher may

easily record and review the data:
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Tables offer a useful means of presenting large amounts of detailed in
formation in small space. A simple table can give information that would re
quire several paragraphs to present textually and can do so with greater
clarity. Tabular presentation is often not simply the best but the only way
that large numbers of individual, similar facts can be arranged. Whenever
bulk of information to be conveyed threatens to bog down a textual presen
tation, an author should give serious consideration to the use of a table (Uni
versity of Chicago [1906] 1982).

However, it should be noted that there is a distinction between the researcher’s working

organization of the data and a synthesized organization of the data. Tables are an organiza

tion which eases the process of managing the data since specific datum can be accessed

simply by referencing a row and column name. Other organizations may better promote

some essential relationships among the data. Medical data especially is often organized hi

erarchically (Blois 1984). However, a given set of research data may not instantiate a hier

archical organization. Since a tabular organization of data is the basis for the matrix chart,

it is appropriate to limit the application of the matrix chart to those researchers working

with this organization.

Additionally, a distinction exists between degrees of structure attributed to the data it

self. A blood test, consisting of several known numeric fields each within a plausible range

of values, characterizes a well-understood structure. Conversely, a dietary note consisting

of several paragraphs of free text characterizes a poorly understood structure. However, it

may be possible in some cases to map a poorly understood structure into a well understood

structure. A dietary consult note, for instance, may be paraphrased using a formal grammar,

or it may be translated to a coded number. Nevertheless, when the structure is well under

stood, the data is said to be “structured data.”

Certainly, some structured data is already numeric. However, structured data which is

in a scalar form may easily be quantitated simply by assigning a number to each of the lev

els of the scalar range. A distinction exists, however, between quantitated scalar data and

naturally quantitative data. For quantitative data, there is an inherent ordering among mea
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sured values. One measurement is greater or less than another measurement. However, for

quantitated scalar data, there does not necessarily exist such an ordering. For instance, a

scalar characteristic associated with “city” may be quantitated (e.g. San Francisco's area

code is 415), but there is no necessary ordering from one city to another. On the other hand,

some quantitated scalar data does exhibit an inherent ordering (e.g. the scalar range none

(0), few (1), moderate (2), and many (3)). Thus, there is a distinction between quantitated

scalar data which is inherently ordered and that which is not inherently ordered.

Medical research data is overwhelmed with quantitative and ordered quantitated scalar

data: blood tests, allergy readings, cancer stages, respiratory tests, urinalyses, psychologi

cal tests, various empirically derived measures, etc. During the balance of the dissertation,

the term “quantitative data” will also include quantitated scalar data with an inherent order

ing.

Because the tabular organization is so widely used, there are computer-based facilities

for managing such an organization. In particular, there are two categories of computer

based tools. The first category, which became commercially available during the mid

1960's, is Database Systems. To a Database System, data are simply values of given types.

A type may be date or name and typical values might be “23 June 1912” and “John Smith.”

The goal of the system is to organize the data into structures and to provide a data manip

ulation language for updating and reviewing those structures. Different Database Systems,

however, organize data into different structures including tables (e.g. DB2 and Ingres), in

verted lists (e.g. DATACOM/DB), networks (e.g. IDMS), and hierarchies (e.g. IMS).

While some are implemented as flat files (e.g. FileMaker), most Database Systems based

on tables implement the Relational Model (Codd 1970). In this setting, tables are called “re

lations.” From the researchers point of view, Relational Database Systems provide several

advantages over their paper-oriented counterparts: compactness, speed, currency, reduced

redundancy, and most importantly, centralized control (Date 1986).

The second category is the electronic spreadsheet, originally adapted from ledgers used

by accountants and book-keepers. The first electronic spreadsheet, Visicorp's VISICALC,

came to market in the late 1970's (Gaines and Shaw 1984). The VISICALC spreadsheet
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appeared very similar to the way in which a ledger would appear on a sheet of paper. How

ever, due to the small size of a monitor, special commands were used to shift the view of

the spreadsheet in any direction. For the ledger, a cell could contain one of two values: a

label value (text) or a number value. However, a major advancement over the paper version

was the addition of a new type of value for the cells: a formula value. A formula value is

an arithmetic expression defining a given cell in terms of other cells throughout the spread

sheet. For instance, cell A5 may be calculated by adding cells A4, B4, and C4. Thus, the

formula attached to cell A5 may be “4 A4+B4+C4.” Moreover, as the defining cells were

changed, the defined cell would also change. For this reason, VISICALC coined itself an

“instantly calculating electronic worksheet” (Shneiderman 1987). While VISICALC is no

longer available, today there are several competing electronic spreadsheets including Lo

tus's 1-2-3 (Lotus 1983) and Microsoft’s Excel (Microsoft 1987).

There are various implications of using one or the other category of tool. However,

from the researcher's point of view, both Relational Database Systems and electronic

spreadsheets support a tabular organization of data. Moreover, both categories of tools are

readily available in today’s computing environment. Clearly, the popularity of such tools

encourages the organization of data into tables. In other words, given that medical science

researchers already work with quantitative data organized into tables, and given that mod

ern computing environments already support facilities for maintaining those tables, graph

ical information processing tools that focus on tables, such as the matrix chart, are intrinsi

cally appropriate.

3. Medical Reasoning.

Initially, the medical science researcher is expected to have some knowledge about a

subject's reported condition or state. The researcher begins to collect data and formulate a

hypothesis of the subject’s continuing state changes. As this continues, the researcher up

dates the hypothesis and after some volume of significant data has been accumulated, the
researcher settles on a conclusion.
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There are, what might be termed, action phases, which involve a scripted series of acts

by the researcher, and decision phases, which focus on the researcher's ability to analyze

the data. An action phase is comparatively straight forward. It is a well understood se

quence of steps in which there is no uncertainty as to what is needed or what will be dis

covered. An action phase will yield a specific result. A decision phase is left vague, and

there is some uncertainty as to the steps that need to be taken. The researcher’s “know-how”

is needed to fill this void. However, it should be noted that while there may be many to

choose among, a decision phase will ultimately yield a specific decision. It should also be

recognized that a decision phase will likely direct the researcher to the next action phase
and vice versa.

In the above scenario, the researcher cycles through decision and action phases until a

final decision phase is reached. The action phases are the various processes of collecting

data. Different procedures will yield different results. The decision phases are the processes

of formulating hypotheses and finally a conclusion. For the clinician, this conclusion is es

sentially a diagnosis. The framework asserts no method to use in formulating a hypothesis

or conclusion; it is vague and left to the researcher to figure out. A deference to decision

phases which are vaguely defined characterizes much early technique (King 1982).

More recently, it has been discovered that medical reasoning frameworks or strategies

can take many forms. Some attempt to reduce the entire problem of diagnosis to a series of

action phases while others still rely more on decision phases. Since the late 1950's, medical

reasoning frameworks have been under study, and there have been several attempts at clas

sifying them (Blois 1984; Blum 1986; Elstein et al. 1978). The initial impetus for studying

these different frameworks was the availability of computers: devices that might aid in

managing of large volumes of information. However, before computers could be exploited,

a better understanding of medical reasoning frameworks would have to be appreciated.

The first formalized framework involved the use of symbolic logic and probability the

ory (Ledley and Lusted 1959). The authors of this approach began by constructing a truth

table. The columns of the truth table represented either a symptom or a disease. Thus, for

an oversimplified setting of three symptoms and two diseases, the first few rows of the truth
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table would be (S0, sl, s2, d0, di) = (1,1,1,1,1), (1,1,1,1,0), (1,1,1,0,1), (1,1,1,0,0).

Each row represented a patient’s potential condition, a state of symptoms and diseases. Al

most immediately, certain rows were factored out, recognized as inconsistent with the cur

rent understanding of medicine. In other words, certain diseases obviously did not coincide

with certain symptoms. However, there still were several rows that contained the observed

symptoms and, thus, several combinations of possible diseases. In order to filter the remain

ing rows, assuming that there were more than one, some additional information as to the

frequency of the various disease combinations would have to be known. It was realized that

a table including all possible symptoms and all possible diseases might be said to represent

the whole of medical knowledge.

The process of filtering the rows suggested the use of conditional probabilities, partic

ularly Bayes' Theorem. A conditional probability speaks to the likelihood of an outcome

based on some occurrence. It is to be distinguished from a simple probability which only

speaks to the likelihood of an outcome without recognizing any conditional information.

Here, the goal of Bayes' Theorem was to determine the probability of a diseased based on

an observed symptoms, written P(d 1 s). One began by ascertaining the frequency of d in

the population or, in other words, the probability that d was currently in effect. For instance,

given that d was found in 5% of the population, the probability of d, or P(d), was 0.05. In

the process of computing Bayes' Theorem, a few more bits of information were needed: the

probability that a symptom would occur when a given disease was in effect, P(sld); and

the probability that the symptom would occur when the disease was not in effect, P(sld).
Such information is obviously more readily available than the converse since it can be

drawn from cumulative experience. Finally, Bayes’ Theorem stated that the probability of

a disease, given that a symptom was in effect was as follows:

P (d) : P (sld)
P (d) : P (sld) + p (d) : P (sia)

Bayes's Theorem was extended to multiple diseases and multiple symptoms, P(d0, di |
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so, s1, s2), involving a series of calculations. The entire process amounted to two action

phases: filtering through the truth table and calculating the conditional probabilities of the

remaining rows. The researcher was engaged in no independent decision phases. The au
thors conceded that the number of calculations would be immense. For 300 diseases and

400 symptoms, which is not uncommon, 2” combinations would have to be evaluated in
the initial truth table. For this reason, their examples were drawn from a very small subset

of possible symptoms and diseases. While the approach may be theoretically feasible, it is

still beyond the scope of modern computers to perform this many calculations in a reason

able amount of time. More importantly though, the truth table/conditional probability ap

proach served to initiate the study of medical reasoning frameworks.

As the study of medical reasoning frameworks continued, new action and decision

phase techniques were recognized. Either could lead to a hypothesis or conclusion. Some

times these techniques amounted to an entire medical reasoning framework, and sometimes

they were left to be placed into some other framework. Techniques to aid in action phases

encompassed formalized approaches that could be automated while techniques to aid in de

cision phases would always include the researcher in the loop. Action phase techniques in

cluded more sophisticated data collection instruments, medical applications of decision

trees (Passet al. 1979) and flow charts (Bleich 1969), expert systems (Buchanan and Short

liffe 1984; Miller et al. 1982), and statistical methods. On the other hand, decision stage

techniques included causal and classification (Blois 1984), empirical (Horowitz and Bleich

1981), hypothesis formation (Elstein et al. 1978) and pattern recognition approaches (see

figure 1.4).

Pattern recognition, in this context, is a vaguely understood process of analyzing data

either by matching the data with some previous experience or by reorganizing the data in

search of some inherent correlations. Typically, it serves as merely one technique in a great

er medical reasoning framework. Within this approach, two sets of issues are studied: un

derstanding the means by which the matching and reorganization are performed and en

hancing the process with assorted other techniques and tools. The study of the means by
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1.4. Reasoning Framework Phase Techniques:
Action Phases

“Decision.” Trees
Data Collection

Expert Systems
Flow Charts

- -
Statistical

- - - -----Symbolic Logic Conditional Probabilities

Z > Result
- -Decision

Classification Causal

Pattern Recognition
- -Empirical

Hypothesis Formation

Hypothesis or Conclusion
Decision Phases

which pattern recognition is performed has yielded various algorithmic approaches (Barr

and Feigenbaum 1981; Tou 1974).

On the other hand, tools to enhance the process have been fairly unexplored. The ma

trix chart is a tool for viewing patterns that may exist in the data. It enhances the process of

pattern recognition. As patient data is displayed and queried, various patterns will emerge

and, thus, aid the researcher in discovering familiar or significant arrangements of the data.

The matrix chart is specifically directed towards pattern recognition of quantitative data

that has been organized into tables. Moreover, since it instills the use of graphs, the princi

ples which apply to the design of graphs will also apply to the design of the matrix chart.
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4. Roots of Graphical Information Processing.

The roots of graphical information processing lie with graphical communication. More

precisely, an interactive data graph may be viewed as a sequence of data graphs driven by

the researcher's requests for simplifications and queries. Therefore, the same principles that

apply to the design of a single data graph will also apply to the continual re-design of an

interactive data graph.

Pierre De Fermat (1601-1665) and Rene Descartes (1596–1650) established the Carte

sian coordinate or x-y coordinate system on which graphical communication is founded

(Bers 1969). While they designed the system for representing locations on the plane, their

goal was to express the relative behavior of various mathematical formulae. For De Fermat

and Descartes, the coordinate system had become the foundation of a new discipline: ana

lytic geometry. They are not, however, considered the inventors of graphical communica

tion since they focused on the representation of mathematical formulae rather than exploit

ing graphs as abstractions of arbitrary data.

The two men who ultimately invented graphical communication were Johann Lambert

(1728-1777), a Swiss-German scientist and mathematician, and William Playfair (1759

1823), an English political economist (Tillings 1975; Tufte 1983). Lambert took the coor

dinate system provided by Descartes and De Fermat and began plotting points and lines

connecting the points:

We have in general two variable quantities, x, y, which will be collated
with one another by observation, so that we can determine for each value of
x, which may be considered as an abscissa, the corresponding ordinate y.
Were the experiments or observations completely accurate, the ordinates
would give a number of points through which a strait or curved line should
be drawn. But as this is not so, the line deviates to a greater or lesser extent
from the observational points. It must therefore be drawn in such a way that
it comes as near as possible to its true position and goes, as it were, through
the middle of the given points. (Lambert 1765 as quoted in Tillings 1975)

By allowing miscellaneous data to be represented abstractly by a graph, Lambert had
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made his first major contribution. These were the first scatter plots and line graphs. At first,

Lambert was concerned mainly with illustrating concepts and techniques for “curve fit

ting,” forming smooth lines through the plotted points. In his later work, Lambert began

using graphs as tools for communicating various phenomenon, thus, laying the foundation

for the study of graphical communication.

William Playfair was not so much interested in the study of graphs. He wanted the read

er to memorize his message, and he believed graphs provided the means. Playfair contrast

ed his approach with tables of numbers which for him was the common alternative of pre
senting data:

On inspecting any one of these charts attentively, a sufficient distinctim
pression will be made to remain unimpaired for a considerable time, and the
idea which does remain will be simple and complete, at once including the
duration and amount. (Playfair 1785 as quoted in Tillings 1975)

Most of Playfair's graphs were time-series graphs, but he also invented the bar chart

and pie chart.

Since Lambert's and Playfair's day, new methods have been developed including Gantt

charts, triangular scatter plots, networks, etc. However, it is only recently that a more ana

lytical view of their design has been undertaken. Huff (1954) presented the problem by

showing numerous instances of misleading graphs, either poorly or intentionally designed.

He called them “gee-whiz” graphs. Often, they were line graphs with scales which were ar

bitrarily broken to shrink the size of the graph, comparatively elongating the slope of the

curve, or scales were stretched, thus, shrinking the slope of the curve. These adjustments

misled the reader either by implying a greater than actual increase or a lesser than actual

increase in the quantities represented by the curve.

Tufte (1983) proposed a heuristic solution, although somewhat incomplete. He began

by defining certain properties to each and every graph: data-ink ratio, chartjunk, data den

sity, etc. Then, he defined rules which addressed these properties: maximize the data-ink

ratio, eliminate chartjunk, maximize data density. Tufte's rules were based largely on his
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personal experience and many were qualified by “within reason.”

However, Bertin ([1967] 1983) presented the most complete approach to the design of

graphs. First, he presented a classification of all drawings which encompassed maps, net

works, and diagrams. Diagrams are what he called data graphs. Bertin asserted that a graph

was simply a series of marks placed on the plane. A mark could be an area mark in which

case it would represent many locations on the plane. A mark could be a line mark in which

case it would represent a stream of locations on the plane, or a mark could simply be a point

mark. Regardless of the size of a point mark, it would represent only one location on the

plane. For instance, a circle which is literally twenty locations across will conceptually rep

resent only that one location at its center. Clearly, a point mark may lead to confusion if the

mark is allowed to become so large as to appear to be an area mark. Bertin argued that a

mark is either a point, line, or area mark depending on how it is perceived, commonly a

function of the size and shape of the mark.

In addition to position on the plane, a mark may also incorporate “retinal” characteris

tics. They include size, shape, texture (pattern), color (hue), orientation, and value (bright

ness). Bertin argued that these characteristics evoked depth perception and added greater

dimension to the mark. Thus, the mark could represent more data than merely the two vari

ables captured by location (x and y). For instance, if point marks varied in size, then size

would be a third dimension (z) to each mark. The scale of sizes would represent the differ

ent values associated with that third dimension. Moreover, the choice of retinal character

istic would evoke a different response from the reader. Size, for instance, encourages the

perception of changes in magnitude. On the other hand, color (hue) is a poor retinal char

acteristic for representing changes in magnitude. Variations in color might be used for

showing classes of points: all red points versus all blue points.

Bertin also recognized that the plane itself may be organized in different ways. A cir

cular organization characterizes a pie-chart. A linear organization characterizes a Gantt

chart. An orthogonal organization characterizes a bar chart or line graph. Finally, Bertin

connected these observations into a system of designing graphs. Various organizations of

the plane may be linked with various mark designs. Different maps, networks, and dia
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1.5. Reading Levels:

O O O

O O O

Elementary Intermediate Overall

grams, therefore, would simply instantiate different combinations of these variables. A line

graph, for instance, was an Orthogonal organization of the plane between at least two vari

ables and perhaps more if retinal characteristics were invoked.

Bertin had made several leaps from other work. He had established a process of choos

ing a graph. He had described a taxonomy of planar organizations, and he had formalized

the process of designing individual marks, taking into account human perception.

Given that several individual mark designs or planar organizations may be acceptable,

Bertin asserted that various options yielded various reading levels. These reading levels

were scaled from elementary to intermediate to overall. If a graph is intended only to reveal

data single element by single element, then the graph is said to support an elementary read

ing level. If the graph allows the reader to see groups of data, then it supports an interme

diate reading level, and if the graph allows the reader to see entire trends in the data, then

it supports an overall reading level (see figure 1.5). Bertin stated that the choice of reading

level was a function of the message which the designer wished to convey.

Automating this process is a fairly new endeavor. Gnagamgari’s (1981) BHARAT sys

tem selected either a line graph, pie chart, or bar chart design for a single unary function.

The design logic was simple. When the function was continuous, a line graph was used.

When the function could be summed up to a meaningful total, as indicated by the user, a

pie chart was used. Otherwise, a bar chart was used. Functions involving more the one vari
able were not addressed.
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Mackinlay (1987) went on to formalize the construction of graphs into “graphical sen

tences.” Bar charts and line graphs were typical graphical sentences. Each sentence was an

arrangement of marks which were characterized by various attributes, including Bertin's

set of positional and retinal characteristics. In maintaining this linguistic view of graphs,

Mackinlay developed a “composition algebra” for combining the primitives into graphical

sentences. Mackinlay also recognized that multiple designs might result, so he asserted var

ious criteria for selecting among the designs.

These approaches all involved two stages: determining which graph to use based on the

data and then proceeding to specify the design of the graph itself. Several commercial sys

tem which ignored the first stage but provided the second stage became available during

the mid-1970's. The first wave was designed to extract data from large Database Systems

and render the graphs on remote plotting devices. The second wave, in the early 1980’s,

began extracting the data from spreadsheet programs and rendering the graphs directly on

display devices. In either setting, the user would select some portion of the data, then select

the graph to be applied. Since these systems did not judge the appropriateness of the graph

with the data, data was allowed to be forced into misleading designs. Sometimes a graph

was crowded with so much data that it was unreadable. Sometimes parts of the data were

arbitrarily ignored since they did not fit into the chosen design, and sometimes the designs

themselves simply misused retinal characteristics. However, if the researcher was aware of

the limitations of this approach, these systems could be used appropriately.

A driving force towards this widespread automation of graphical communication has

been the availability of suitable display devices. During the mid-1970's, CRT display de

vices began to give way to bit-mapped display devices. Now, instead of maintaining a

frame buffer of bytes to be cross referenced with a font table, the frame buffer stored more

primitive objects: pixels (or pels, picture elements), each corresponding to one “dot” on the

screen. These pixels can be represented by one bit, in which case the dot may be one of two

colors (indicated by 0 and 1), or by several bits, in which case the dot may be any of several

colors or several levels on a gray scale.

The hardware required to support these bit-mapped displays consists of four elements:
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the frame buffer, the sweeper, the graphics processor, and a display screen (Bennett 1985).

The frame buffer is the block of memory, essentially a rectangle or cube of bits, corre

sponding to each pixel seen on the screen. The sweeper, from time to time, translates those

bits from the frame buffer to pixels on the screen, thus, refreshing the screen. The graphics

processor, on the other hand, updates the frame buffer. Applications and other devices ac

cess the frame buffer through the graphics processor.

Since blocks of pixels could be drawn and shaded, bit-mapped displays were able to

display solid areas in color which is an essential feature in the display of graphs. The ability

to display solid areas was in contrast to the other major competing technology: vector dis

plays. Additionally, vector displays were significantly more expensive and were slow at re

freshing the screen. In the 1980's, bit-mapped displays finally became widely available be

cause their price had declined significantly. The decline was due to the development of in

expensive solid-state memory which could provide refresh buffers considerably larger and

less expensive than previously available (Foley and Van Dam 1982).

With the growing availability of devices suited to displaying graphs, there was a great

deal of effort in designing new types of graphs and in applying graphical principles to the

related field of document formatting. Newer designs include special types of geographic

maps (Zdybel et al. 1981), probability maps and volume rectangles (Cole 1986). In the

realm of document formatting, data graphs were integrated early on (Lipke et al. 1982),

and, more recently, graphical principles have been applied to the layout of tables (Beach

1985). During this period, the principles of graph construction were also applied to icon de

sign evaluators (Weitzman 1986). However, all of these approaches were still concerned

specifically with graphical communication.

5. Early Work in Graphical Information Processing.

The term “Graphical Information Processing” was first used by Jacques Bertin ([1977]

1981). He argued that by showing all of the data and by providing a means of simplifying

the data, one could extend graphical communication to an interactive process of discovery.
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Bertin also recognized that graphical communication would address problems of rapid per

ception and memorization while graphical information processing would address problems

of dimension and manipulation. This dissertation extends the definition to include query

ing.

One of the earliest forms of graphical information processing was “scalogrammatics.”

As described by Bertin, its designer V. Elisseeff (c. 1968) used it to recreate a possible

chronology of objects exhibiting certain characteristics. His approach built on the early de

velopment of the scalogram (Stouffer et al. 1950). The process was simple. First, a grid was

drawn. Along one axis, a list of objects, ancient Chinese vases in this case, was transcribed.

For instance, each row would represent one of the vases or one distinguishable type of vase.

Along the other axis, a list of all characteristics effecting any of the vases was transcribed.

The first column might represent all vases with a certain shaped handle. Then, each cell of

the table was either blackened in, signifying that the indicated vase had the indicated char

acteristics, or left white, signifying that the vase did not have the characteristic.

The simplification process followed. The rows were grouped such that like rows were

adjacent. Then, the columns were grouped such that like columns were adjacent, resulting

in a “near perfect” matrix. There would still be occasional white cells interspersed in-be

tween the black cells. The goal was to eliminate these breaks. The next stage was to move

those columns with breaks all to the outer edge of the matrix and rearrange them locally.

The end result was a triangulated matrix with an addendum matrix to the side. Elisseeff sug

gested that the addendum matrix may represent only anecdotal information.

The “perfect” matrix suggested a progression of the objects. In figure 1.6, vase H was

randomly recorded in the matrix. After the simplification process, the vase sits at the fourth

row. Based on its characteristics, vase H seems to have developed towards one end of the

chronology, fourth from the end. One may surmise that vase H inherited some characteris

tics from previous vases and passed them on to subsequent vases. Characteristic 4 either

originated with vase H, or was last seen in vase H, depending on the order of the chronol

Ogy.

The simplification could be done the other way around. Columns could first be
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grouped, then rows. Then, those rows interfering with a clean triangulation could be moved

down to form an addendum matrix, yielding a chronology of characteristics rather than ob

jects.

1.6. A Binary Data Matrix:

characteristics —-

The matrix provided a powerful framework which could be extended to any number of

objects and characteristics which was in contrast to other graphical methods. A pie-chart,

for instance, can only portray one row, or one column, at a time. In order to reveal the entire

data set, many pie-charts would have to be drawn. Likewise, a line graph can only portray

two objects or three if a retinal characteristic is invoked. Soon, compounded retinal char

acteristics may confuse the graph and multiple line graphs will have to be used. The matrix

is extendible to any number of objects and characteristics.

An underlying trait of this particular matrix is that there is no inherent ordering to the

objects orcharacteristics. The lack of necessary ordering is in contrast to a line graph which

exhibits an ordering of the points along the axis. However, the matrix may exhibit an or

dering of either objects or characteristics by disallowing any permutations of rows or col

umns. If characteristics were ordered in some way, rows could still be permuted without

compromising the essential ordering.

Bertin extended scalogrammatics from simple binary data to multi-valued data by real

izing that graphical communication techniques could be applied. He began to view the cells
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of the matrix as marks. Retinal characteristics were attributed to the marks to express multi

valued data. Bertin, however, maintained only one design for each mark. Typically, each

mark’s one design varied in size to show its magnitude relative to the other marks in the
matrix.

Initially, the matrix was drawn on large sheets of paper and the process of simplifica

tion, permuting the rows or columns, was done by hand. If rows were to be simplified, then

the matrix would be cut into strips, one per row. Then, the strips of paper would be rear

ranged by hand to the researcher’s liking. Later, a special apparatus called the “domino”

device was built. It used small tiles, each with a mark already drawn on the face. The marks

represented eleven visual steps of brightness (or gray level). The tiles would first be placed

in a manner to mirror the matrix. Then, thin rods would run through the tiles, much like the

rods connecting the cards in a card catalog file, allowing the researcher to lift up entire rows

or columns and move them elsewhere in the matrix. Although some limited attempt was

made, the computer was not seen as a viable option at the time because cathode-ray tube

display devices were poor at displaying the retinal characteristics.

A closely related study was developed by John Tukey (1977) and coined “exploratory

data analysis.” He proceeded to redefine the purpose of various mathematical and statistical

methods with the goal of building a framework for discovery. For instance, logarithms

(logbº = y) traditionally are a method used for determining the exponent (y) that must be

calculated when raised to a given base (b”) to yield another number (b) = x) (Hodgman

1959). Various functions using logs allow one to break apart larger expressions. Now,

however, Tukey also saw them as a tool for simply re-expressing data. Product or ratio data

can be converted to sums and differences using complex logarithm functions. Tukey assert

ed that re-expressing data, which also includes the methods of finding roots, reciprocals,

and powers, is one technique that a researcher may use in exploratory data analysis.

Graphs were also classified in terms of Tukey's framework for discovery. According to

Tukey, a researcher may use a box-and-whisker plot method as a summarizing technique,

or a line graph method as a relationship between two items technique, or even two overly
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ing line graphs to show one kind of relationship between two trends. Others extended the

types of graphs that may be used to include weathervane plots, Andrews plots, and

Chernoff faces (Everitt and Dunn 1983). Even subtle variations in a graphical method re

flected different exploration techniques. Tukey suggested that a linear placement of points

would allow one to see idiosyncratic behavior more clearly. Therefore, one may arbitrarily

change the scales of the graph in order to force the points into a more linear perspective.

Tukey provided a heuristic approach to drawing graphs in search of some specific rela

tionships. It was not essential to express all of the data or to provide a means of simplifying

the data. However, he did recognize that graphs could be adjusted over and over to reveal

different relationships among data.

Most recently, the Division of Advanced Scientific Computing of the National Science

Foundation sponsored a meeting of its newly organized Panel on Graphics, Image Process

ing and Workstations (McCormicket al. 1987). The panel asserted that there was sufficient

need to encourage a new field which they termed “Visualization in Scientific Computing

(ViSC).” Essentially, the field was to incorporate the use of graphs and other forms of art

into a general framework for assisting in research. The “new” field would converge the sep

arate fields of computer graphics, image processing, computer vision, computer-aided de

sign, signal processing, and user interface studies. As defined, the field straddled the defi

nitions of graphical communication and graphical information processing. Graphical infor

mation processing was loosely re-termed “interactive visual computing.” Graphs, in

particular, were pigeon-holed into a category called 2D data:

The most common form of visualization today is the 2D chart or graph.
We think of 2D pictures as having no depth information; they are often plots
of two variables, but can take advantage of gray scales and color to represent
additional information. For example, a 2D chart can supply pseudo colors to
array data to represent a third parameter value, such as density.

The focus of the discussion centered on 3D data or 2D projections of 3D data. Examples

of previous work were retroactively classified as ViSC work: molecular modelling, medi

cal imaging, geometric modelling of brain structures, geosciences, astrophysics, computa
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tional fluid dynamics, etc. In fact, any graph, picture, symbol, icon or animation that repre

sents any phenomenon of interest to a researcher may be an instance of this new field.

It should be noted that the various applications were done in a specific field. The work

in molecular modelling, for instance, attempts to show animation of conceptual models of

molecules (Ferrin 1986). These conceptual models may have no bearing on any other field.

In contrast, graphical information processing attempts to build tools that can be used across

fields. It is premature to determine whether ViSC will actually flourish as an independent

discipline. However, like earlier work in graphical information processing, it does repre

sent an intentional marriage between the processes of analyzing research data and the in

teractive use of graphs.

6. Approach.

The approach taken in this dissertation is that the matrix model of graphical information

processing can theoretically be extended to encompass querying, can operationally be ex

tended to current technology, and can then be evaluated as a research tool. The extended

graph will be called the interactive matrix chart or simply matrix chart.

Querying involves the redesign of individual marks in order to reveal new graphical ob

jects across the collection of marks. In order to support querying, a clear understanding of

the retinal characteristics will first be established. The appropriateness of compound retinal

characteristics will be discussed as well as a basis for determining variations of retinal char

acteristics based on queries. Also, a query specification mechanism will be offered.

In order to support the modern research environment, the concepts surrounding this

new model will have to be transferred and updated to modern equipment, involving the use

of bit-mapped graphics programming and hardware.

Then, an evaluation of the effectiveness of the matrix chart will be discussed. Various

researchers will be presented with their own data represented in the matrix chart and ques

tions will be posed to them. A careful study will be made as to the effectiveness of the ma

trix chart in supporting their research.
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1.7. Logical Architecture of the Matrix Chart:

->| | Specification * Presentation
Database “[HP

*—
The Matrix Chart (User Interface)

The overall architecture of the matrix chart will be similar to the design of an interactive

information system (Wasserman et al. 1986). An interactive information system is charac

terized by the clear separation of a database (data independence) and a user interface (dia

log independence). The matrix chart will operate on a database organized into tables or

through a filter which simulates this structure, and the matrix chart itself will act as the user

interface.

As the researcher engages in a dialog with the matrix chart, the chart will adjust to re

veal different graphical objects. Thus, the matrix chart may logically be thought of as a two

stage process. First, it will render an initial base design. Then, the researcher will either

query or simplify the base design. The chart will re-present itself in a new design, as per the

researcher's request. Then, the researcher will make more requests, and the chart will rede

sign itself again. The cycle will proceed throughout the session. At any time, the researcher

may view some subset of the chart or the underlying table of numbers. These two stages

may be termed the specification and presentation stages (see figure 1.7).

This dissertation will proceed by explaining a scheme for translating the underlying ta

ble of numbers into a form more palatable for the design of graphical marks. Essentially,

the translation amounts to establishing a distribution over the table of numbers. Next, an

overall description of the matrix chart and the types of operations that may be performed

upon it will be presented. Then, a discussion of the positional and retinal mark characteris

tics will follow along with a brief description of how the first pass matrix chart presenta
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tions (or base views) are generated. Next, a description of the query mechanism and the

ways in which individual marks may be adjusted to suit various queries will be presented.

Then, the simplification process will be reviewed, and, next, an implementation of the ma

trix chart is introduced. The implementation is affectionately called Gipper. Using Gipper,

an evaluation of the matrix chart approach is undertaken, and, finally, a discussion of the

results of the evaluation and the matrix chart is offered.
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II. Organization of the Data.

1. Distribution Tables.

Before a matrix chart can be specified or rendered, it should be recognized that nearly

any rendering of a number by a graphical mark will incur a certain loss of precision. Indeed,

the use of graphs generally obstructs the communication of actual numbers since a graphi

cal mark rarely reaches the precision of its underlying number.

The power of graphs lies in their ability to express relationships among numbers. A

graphical mark which is one color or another, or dimmer or brighter, or of some varied

shape expresses a relationship with another mark. However, it has no inherent ability to ex

press an actual numeric value. Even a series of progressively larger marks do not necessar

ily represent a series of actual numbers. They may only represent a series of numbers that

happen to increase in value.

The first problem then is to transform each of the actual numbers in the table into some

key which describes each number's relationship to the other numbers. For a table of arbi

trary numbers, the only relationship that clearly exists among the numbers is their relative

magnitude. By recognizing each number's relative magnitude, one establishes an ordered

relationship among the numbers. In some cases, the number's magnitude may be so close

that there is very little distinction among the numbers.

Functionally, establishing an ordered relationship amounts to calculating a distribution

over the numbers. First, the number of partitions and the range that each partition encom

passes must be determined. Then, each number in the table is identified within one of those

ranges. The perfect distribution would group all numbers into a series of “meaningful” par

titions. Unfortunately, the definition of meaningful may not be known. One of the research

er's goals in using the matrix chart is to discover relationships existing in the data even if

the data is not yet well understood. Thus, different distribution methods may lead to parti
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2.1. The Stepped Method:

<! Scale D

Partition 1 || Partition 2 | Partition 3 || Partition 4 || Partition 5

[10 28][29 46][47 64][65 82][83 100]
*— Equallength Ranges —-

tions which are more useful than other methods.

One method is to arbitrarily choose a number of partitions and simply divide the col

lection of numbers equally into those partitions. The lowest third of the ordered numbers

would be placed into the lowest partition, the highest third into the highest partition, and so

on. The method will yield several partitions each containing the same quantity of numbers.

Also, it will yield unequal length ranges for each partition and arbitrary break-points be

tween them. The relationship expressed by such a distribution method is perhaps too sim

ple.

A slightly more complicated method is to divide the range of numbers found in the col

lection by an arbitrary number of partitions, yielding a range for each partition. Then, num

bers are classified into the appropriate ranges. For instance, given 5 partitions, a high value

of 100, and a low value of 10, the length of each range is 1100 - 10 1/5 or 18. Thus, all num

bers falling within the range 10-28 are in partition 1. Those falling within 29-46 are in par

tition 2. Ultimately, those falling within 83-100 are in partition 5. The break-points between

partitions are still arbitrary. However, the ranges for each partition are now of equal length.

Because ranges increase at a fixed rate, this method will be called the stepped method (see

figure 2.1).

A third method involves taking a statistical distribution of the numbers. A normal dis

tribution, for instance, typically yields a series of partitions such that the majority of the

numbers falls into one particular partition. Other partitions progressively capture fewer of

the numbers. For the normal distribution, the number of partitions in the scale will likely

be pre-determined, corresponding to a desired number of standard deviations away from
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the mean. As with other approaches, ranges are typically not of equal length, and certain

partitions may simply be empty of corresponding numbers. While requiring much more

work, this approach offers benefits over the previous approaches since the break-points be

tween partitions are less arbitrary, thus suggesting meaningful divisions in the collection of

numbers. Other statistical methods include cumulative and frequency distributions (Dixon

and Massey 1969).

The last method in which a distribution may be established is to explicitly state the

scale. For instance, given a row of numbers corresponding to the amount of Ascorbic Acid

found in the blood, ranges have already been established categorizing normal and abnormal

states. Values of 0 to 0.4 mg/dl are low; values of 0.4 to 1.5 are normal; values 1.5 to 2 are

high. Scales are often available for quantitative medical science data (Krupp et al. 1986).

Moreover, the explicit method is not sensitive to jumps in the particular collection of num

bers, as with the other distributions, but is based on exact scales coinciding with the type of

data. However, since this approach bases the scale on the type of data, one scale cannot be

applied to the entire database in a uniform manner unless the data is all of that same type.

At the end of establishing a distribution over the underlying tables of numbers, there

exists a new table, a distribution table, in which all of the cells of the table contain a parti

tion number. There may be many distribution tables, each corresponding to a different dis

tribution method. Most importantly, these distributions each capture a different ordered re

lationship among the numbers in the database.

2. The Absolute Distribution Tables.

An absolute distribution chooses to group all numbers in the entire database in terms of

one distribution. In this case, the lowest numbers in the entire database are grouped into the

lowest partition, the highest into the highest partition, and so on. The choice of distribution

method is dynamic and many methods may alternately be used. Thus, there may be many

absolute distribution tables, each corresponding to a different distribution method.

Once all of the numbers have been mapped to their respective partitions, data values,
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despite the type of data, fall into the same scale. The absolute distribution table, therefore,

provides an overall rendering of the data collected. Obviously, distributions sensitive to the

type of data lead to confusion and are not appropriate for an absolute distribution table un

less all of the data is of the same type.

3. The Relative Distribution Tables.

One might choose to group each row into its own scale. In this case, each row would

have the lowest values of that individual row grouped into the lowest partition, the highest

values into the highest partition, and so on. The highest partition of one row may theoreti

cally be placed next to the highest partition of another row. The interpretation of such a

grouping is simply that these two partitions stand towards the high end of their relative
scales.

When rows are grouped into their own scales, the collection of distributions is called

the row relative distribution.The same may also be done for columns (column relative dis

tribution). However, it is typically appropriate to only perform the relative distribution ei

ther on rows or on columns. For instance, it rarely makes sense to establish a distribution

for one patient across many different types of measurements. It is more typical to establish

the distribution across many patients and for one type of measurement.

The row relative distribution proceeds by determining the highest number of partitions

in any one row's scale. Then, it forces all rows to have the same number of partitions in

their respective scales. However, each row’s scale only uses the number of partitions need

ed to express its own original scale. For example, say that a scale has five partitions, and

no other scale has more than five partitions, then five is the maximum number of partitions

for all scales. Now, if a second scale naturally has only three partitions, then those three

partitions will correspond to partitions 1, 3, and 5. Partitions 2 and 4, while having been

forced onto the second scale, are now ignored since they are not needed. Thus, using only

one actual scale, the row relative distribution creates a series of scale subsets sensitive to

the data on each row.
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The purpose of “normalizing” all of the scales to subsets of one larger scale is for com

parison. The 1-2-3-4-5 scale might correspond to five increasing sizes of a mark. If one is

comparing a 1-2-3 scale, then the 3 of the second scale might literally correspond in size to

the 3 of the first scale. Logically, however, it represents the highest level and should corre

spond more closely to the 5 in the first scale. The same process applies when establishing
a column relative distribution.

Actually, greater precision can be used. Levels 0-1 (in the 1-2-3 scale) correspond to

levels 0-1.66 (in the 1-2-3-4-5 scale), levels 1-2 correspond to levels 1.66-3.33, levels 2-3

correspond to levels 3.33-5. The ratio 5:3, or 1.6, may be used to yield new sizes. The first
partition in the 1-2-3 scale may yield a mark with a size equal to 1.6 times the size of the
mark for the first partition of the 1-2-3-4-5 scale. Likewise, the same may be done for levels

2 and 3, creating a precise normalization of all of the row distributions. Thus, the scale with

the most partitions may be used by itself, and all of the other scales may be normalized to

that one scale simply by multiplying each partition of the largest scale by the ratio of the
sizes of the scales.

4. Changing Distributions.

For each number in the underlying table, there exists at least one corresponding abso

lute scale partition and relative scale partition. The absolute scale partition speaks to the po

sition which that number takes on the scale of all numbers in the table, and any of several

methods may be used to establish that scale. Likewise, the relative scale first determines

the distribution of each row (or column) independently. Then, it proceeds to normalize the

distributions into transformations of the one scale with the most partitions.

The most important consequence of taking various distributions is in communicating

different relationships. The goal is to find that one distribution which best characterizes the

essential relationships among the data. Thus, in a setting where the data is poorly under

stood, a mechanism for switching among distributions is needed. On the other hand, in a

setting where the data is well understood, an explicitly stated (row or column) relative dis
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2.2. A Step Scale:

/ ■ º
A Number Line

Four Partitions

tribution likely characterizes the essential relationships.

Scalogrammatics did not have to address the issue of distributions since all of the data

was only one of two values. When Bertin extended scalogrammatics to multi-valued data,

he took a different approach to forming distributions. First, a number line was drawn for

each row. Then, for each number in a given row, a small dot was drawn along the number

line just above its corresponding number. When more than one dot fell onto a location on

the number line, the additional dot was stacked above the previous dot(s). The process fi

nally yielded a number line with various concentrations of dots.

Next, Bertin assumed that he was working with a fixed number of ranges. He placed the

number line over a specially drawn sheet of paper. The sheet of paper had converging lines

that were each equidistant from one another at any given latitude. The number of gaps be

tween lines corresponded to the desired number of partitions. For instance, in figure 2.2,

there is a number line with eight numbers identified by eight dots, and there are four con

verging gaps indicating four desired partitions. The number line is moved up and down and

shifted left and right along the converging lines in order to select arbitrary ranges. The goal

of these moves is to best fit the concentrations of dots together. The converging lines were

known as a “step scale.”

Next, one would translate the partition numbers into another table called the “step ta

ble.” In essence, Bertin's step table was roughly equivalent to a row relative stepped meth

od distribution table. Nevertheless, because a distribution table captures a relationship
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among the numbers instead of the absolute quantities, it serves to translate the table of num

bers into a form more palatable to the design of graphical marks.
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III. Organization of the Interactive Matrix Chart.

1. Organization of the Plane.

The building blocks of any graph are simply the plane and the marks placed on the

plane. For the matrix chart, the plane has a specific order. Over the plane is laid a matrix or

grid: a series of horizontal and vertical lines. The grid is organized evenly: the horizontal

lines are placed equidistant from one another as are the vertical lines. The space between

two neighboring horizontal lines is called a row. The space between two neighboring ver

tical lines is called a column, and the space intersecting a row with a column is called a cell.

=== mann
| l

Although the table and the grid are often described similarly, they are intrinsically dif

ferent. By defining the grid, one distinguishes between an organization of data and a repre

sentation of that organization of data. There will be certain operations defined for the grid

which might logically be inappropriate for a table of numbers.

The grid, and therefore the plane, are sized such that there are rows and columns corre

sponding to the underlying distribution tables. If there are twenty rows to the distribution

tables, then there are twenty rows to the matrix chart grid. Likewise, the same is true for

columns. The identification associated with each row and column provides a coordinate

system for the grid. Each cell may be identified by its (row name, column name) pair.

The matrix chart is actually a collection of grids, each of the same size, and each grid
forms the basis of a different view on the data. Some of these views will contain numerals
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in the cells, and some of these views will contain graphical marks in the cells.

2. Organization of the Marks.

Under Bertin's classification, a mark simply corresponds to one of the three elementary
geometric figures: area, line, or point. Each has a different meaning. An area mark covers

many locations in all directions on the plane. A line mark covers a stream of locations

across the plane, and a point mark covers only one location:

%,
%,

ºº%
22222

2º
%
z

The graphical views contain point marks in each of the cells. It is important to recognize

that a point mark may vary in many attributes: color, shape, size, etc. However, despite the

size of a point mark, there is an imaginary single point at the center of the mark which rep

resents some single precise location on the plane. In this case, that location will be identi

fied by a (row name, column name) pair.

Bertin asserted that there were eight characteristics that may identify a point mark. The

two positional characteristics for each point mark indicate a vertical and horizontal place

ment on the grid (i.e. a row name and a column name). Then, the six “retinal” characteris

tics adjust the point mark within the same location: brightness, color (hue), orientation, pat

tern, shape, and size. Needless to say, a given point mark may be void of any particular ret

inal characteristic. For instance, a point mark may have brightness, orientation, size and

shape but be void of color or pattern. Moreover, the design of these point marks may vary

during the interaction between the researcher and the matrix chart. Henceforth, the term

“mark” will be used synonymously with “point mark.”
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Each of the six retinal characteristics has the ability to express depth, and, in addition

to visual acuity (the ability of an observer to resolve the field of marks), depth perception

is the major component of pattern recognition. The perception of patterns is three-dimen

sional, but, unfortunately, “only two of these dimensions, the horizontal and vertical axes,

have a geometric basis in the flat image of the world formed on the retina” (Spoehr and Le

hmkuhle 1982). Depth is not explicitly represented on the retina.

Consequently, various stimuli cue the perception of depth (Schiffman 1982). With re

gard to binocular, or stereoscopic, vision, depth may be cued by the slightly different angle

our two eyes have on an object. On the other hand, a flat image on the plane does not take

advantage of binocular vision. In the monocular world, depth may be cued by interposition

(a near object partially covers a far object), shadows (the direction of shadows registers the

relative position), and motion (the relative directions and velocities of movement register

the relative depths of objects). Unfortunately, both interposition and shadowing run the risk

of obscuring other marks, and motion is simply unavailable to the designer of a graph.

On the other hand, several additional cues that evoke depth perception are available.

Depth may also be cued by linear perspective (physically parallel images converge with in

creasing distances), aerial perspective (muddied or less detail implies far away objects),

texture or pattern gradients (surface density increases at further distances), relative size (ob

jects at far distances appear larger), and shading or brightness (objects appear darker in the

distance). Linear perspective allows for variations both in orientation and shape, and aerial

perspective allows for variations in saturation levels. Thus, depth may be cued by orienta

tion, shape, color (hue), pattern, size, or brightness. Moreover, it is this ability to express

depth that makes the retinal characteristics a set of essential tools in the design of graphs

specifically directed at eliciting pattern recognition.

3. Operations and Views.

Assuming that a database has been chosen, the matrix chart renders one of several ini

tial representations of that database. These initial representations, base views, will yield
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3.1. Sequence of Views
and Processes
(initial version): Open a Database

!
A Database Table

Establish Absolute
- - - - - -

and RelativeCreate Distributions | pººl. Tables

! A Set of Distribution Tables

Select a Base View

A Graphical Base View

Query

A Queried View

Simplify

! A Simplified View

new representations as per the simplifying and querying processes. There are three base

views which may alternately be examined.

The first and simplest is simply to fill the cells with numerals corresponding to the

numbers in the underlying data table. While the view does not exploit graphical advantages,

it does allow the researcher to see the actual values yielding the graphical marks contained

in the other views. It must be recognized that there is a certain loss of precision when rep
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resenting a number, like 43, by a point mark, like a darkened gray circle. On the other hand,

this numeral view is not defined for the simplification and querying processes, and it is ar

gued here that the graphical views will provide additional reasoning power beyond the use

of merely the numeral view. The numeral view will, however, serve as a control for com

parison to the graphical views.

The other base views both contain graphical marks instead of numerals. One is the ab

solute view which presents a rendering of the absolute distribution. The marks in the abso

lute view will correspond to the partitions in the absolute distribution table. The other is the

relative view with marks which correspond to the partitions in the relative distribution ta

ble.

Given a base view, several operations may be chosen. The researcher may select anoth

er base view or may simply select another distribution method for evaluating the same base

view. The researcher may, however, choose to manipulate the base view, thus yielding a

synthesized view. There are two forms of manipulation: the process of simplifying and the

process of querying. Each results in a new view: a simplified view and a queried view. A

queried view may subsequently be simplified or queried upon again. A simplified view may

be simplified again but not queried (see figure 3.1).

At this point, the table of numbers has been translated into a set of distribution tables.

However, before the distribution tables may be translated into graphical base views, the ba

sic rendering issue, how one designs marks, will be presented.
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IV. Mark Characteristics.

1. Perceptual Interpretations.

Given that the matrix chart uses graphical marks to represent the distribution partitions,

relationships between distribution partitions are naturally expressed by variations in mark

characteristics. For example, two instances of a given partition will likely be represented

by two identical marks. Likewise, a partition that corresponds to the highest range of num

bers may be represented by the largest mark. In other words, the design of each mark takes

into account a deliberate relationship.

Bertin ([1967] 1983) asserted that variations in certain characteristics embodied certain

relationships. In other words, a collection of marks exhibiting a change in size embodies a

different relationship than a collection of marks exhibiting a change in shape. From the

researcher's point of view, these variations elicit a different interpretation of the view.

When marks vary in size, the researcher accepts a different interpretation than when the

marks very in shape. Bertin classified the characteristics into four categories of interpreta

tion: selective, associative, ordered, and quantitative.

In making a characteristic classification, Bertin embraced a bottom-up approach to per

ception (Spoehr and Lehmkuhle 1982; Zimbardo 1985). A bottom-up approach argues that

there exists a collection of stimuli, each carrying a series of individual properties. For the

matrix chart, each stimulus is a mark and the properties are its characteristics. Each stimu

lus is sensed by the reader, and the series of properties is recorded into a working memory.

Finally, only after many stimuli have been recorded, the many series of properties are clas

sified as an object. In this case, the object is a graphical object.

The bottom-up approach may be distinguished from a top-down approach to percep

tion. In the top-down approach, the reader immediately attempts to classify an object with

out examining each stimulus. One may classify an object immediately through memory or
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by enforcing a particular expectation. For instance, a photograph may be matched to a

memorized image without examining each independent stimulus. Additional factors, such

as knowledge and motivation, may encourage a top-down approach.

The bottom-up approach, more specifically, distinguishes among three phases. First,

the “sensation” phase merely involves reading a series of characteristics, and the character

istics are individually recorded into a working memory. One refers only to the component

characteristics: large and blue and circular and so on. The sensation phase continues while

reading across the entire grid.

Second, the characteristics are combined into a series of structures during the “percep

tion” phase (not to be confused with the entire bottom-up approach to perception). Here, a

second working memory contains the lists of combined characteristics. It is at the percep

tion phase that one refers to a mark and its definition as a large, blue circle.

Third, the entire list of marks is gathered into one graphical object during the “classifi

cation” phase. In essence, the collection of marks coming into the classification phase may

be thought of as a “pattern” of marks. On the other hand, once the pattern has been identi

fied, or interpreted, it may be thought of as a graphical object. Thus, in the sensation phase,

one refers to characteristics. In the perception phase, one refers to marks. At the beginning

of the classification phase, one refers to patterns, and at the end of the classification phase,

one refers to graphical objects.

In essence, Bertin argued that certain characteristic variations embedded into the sen

sation phase would elicit the interpretation of specific graphical objects during the classifi

cation phase. For example, changes in the characteristic size, under Bertin's classification,

elicit an ordered interpretation.

A characteristic is said to be selective if variations in that characteristic ultimately

cause marks to be interpreted as isolated. In a field of blue marks, a few green marks will

stand out. In a field of small marks, a few large marks will stand out. In a field of light gray

marks, a few dark marks will stand out. Color, size, and brightness, therefore, are said to be

Selective. Pattern and orientation are also selective.

On the other hand, a characteristic is said to be associative if variations in that charac
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4.1. Perceptual Selective
Interpretations Associative Ordered
of

- - - - - - - -

Characteristic Dissociative Quantitative
Variations:

Size

Brightness

Pattern

Color

Orientation

Shape

Combined Location on the Plane

teristic cause marks to be interpreted as “belonging to the same family.” For instance, in a

field of marks, one may group all of the blue marks, or all of the circular marks, or all of

the marks with some particular pattern. Thus, color, shape, and pattern are said to be asso
ciative. Orientation is also associative.

Conversely, some characteristics are dissociative. They obstruct the interpretation of

family groups within the pattern of marks. A collection of marks, despite the pattern, color,

and shape, may be difficult to group if those marks vary in size. Thus, size is dissociative,

as is brightness.

A characteristic is said to be ordered when variations in the characteristic elicit a

stepped or growing interpretation amongst the marks. An obvious example is variation in

size. Another variable that may be used to show ordering is brightness. A darker gray

tends to express a greater (or lesser) value. Pattern, also, elicits an ordered interpretation.

However, it is important to recognize that an ordering does not necessarily correspond to

absolute measurements.

Finally, some marks may express an ordered interpretation that is based on a numerical
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ratio. Mark B may be twice the size of mark A. Thus, there is an ordering from A to B.

However, since this ordering instantiates a numerical ratio, the intended interpretation

among the marks will be termed quantitative. Quantitative interpretations (not to be con

fused with quantitative data) are supported only by variations in size, since there is no in

herent meaning to twice the color, or twice the shape, or twice the brightness.

The plane is the exception. The relative location of marks on the plane may elicit any

of the interpretations. If several marks are placed at one edge of the plane and a few at the

other edge, then those few will tend to stand out. Thus, location on the plane is selective.

On the other hand, those many that stand together express an associative interpretation.

Relative location on the plane may be stepped, moving vertically up the plane, yielding an

ordered interpretation. Finally, the intervals among marks may be based on ratios, thus

yielding a quantitative interpretation.

The entire classification of characteristic variations and their perceptual interpretations

is shown in figure 4.1. Notice that some variables have no relation to certain perceptual in

terpretations. Shape, for instance, has no inherent meaning when speaking of an ordered in

terpretation; there is no inherent ordering from circle to triangle to square. Likewise, bright

ness has no effect as a quantitative interpretation. These variables which have no effect in

the various perceptual interpretations are left un-shaded in the figure.

The matrix chart will attempt to exploit the perceptual interpretations of each of the

characteristics. Given that certain ad hoc queries or simplifications may be requested, these

variations are the tools by which synthesized views will be developed.

2. Scales.

A collection of marks is essentially the intersection among a subset of each of the six

characteristics. Each subset will comprise a scale for that characteristic. In other words, a

given collection of marks may represent the intersection of five levels of brightness, four

levels of size, and two (levels of) shapes.

While perceptual interpretations may drive the choice of one characteristic over anoth
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er, all characteristics will have the ability to vary from mark to mark. To do this, one must

be able to consistently develop a scale for each characteristic". The development of char

acteristic scales, which is discussed in the following sections, is based largely on works by

Bertin ([1967] 1983), Miller and Johnson-Laird (1976), Zimbardo (1985), Rock (1976),

and White (1984).

2.1. Levels of Shape.

All of the marks in the matrix chart will have some mass and, therefore, some shape,

and there are an infinite number of shapes to choose from. Some imply an obvious symbol

ism, like outlines of cars, houses, etc., and some imply a subtle symbolism, like crosses and

arrows. Shape symbolism is never universal. A cross, for instance, will mean something

different if it happens to be red instead of another color.

Here, there is an attempt to minimize shape symbolism. Thus, the shapes used for the

matrix chart are the simplest of geometric shapes: circles, rectangles, triangles, etc. Since

shape evokes simply an associative perceptual interpretation, the only criterion is that

shapes are clearly different from one another. There is no inherent ordering to these shapes.

However, they metaphorically represent levels on the shape scale.

2.2. Levels of Color (Hue).

Hue is that dimension of “visible light” which represents the pure wavelength. If a

stimulus tends towards red, then the hue is “true” red (say 700 nanometers). If a stimulus

tends towards blue, then “true” blue is the hue. On the color spindle in figure 4.2, the hues

are along the edge of the circle.

Saturation speaks to the purity of the stimulus. A strong stimuli (true red and true blue)

are said to have high saturation. Those lying away from the pure wavelengths tend to be

1. For consistency, a scale of numbers will be said to be broken up into a series of partitions. A scale
associated with a characteristic will be said to be broken up into a series of levels.
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muddy or muted and are termed “low” in saturation. Pastels lie in between low and high

saturation. On the color spindle, the high saturation point is along the outside of the circle

while the low saturation point is along the center axis.

4.2. The Color Spindle:

Saturation Hue

Brightness, on the other hand, reflects the intensity of the light. White has the most

brightness and black the least. Colors with no hue, levels of gray, are along the center axis

with lighter grays towards the top and darker grays towards the bottom. If one chooses sev

eral colors based on brightness, then the hues may not coincide. For instance, an equally

bright blue and green will happen to yield a blue more saturated than the green. In other

words, the blue will be true blue while the green will turn out slightly tinted, as it turns out,

towards blue. Hue, thus, may be affected by brightness.

One manner in which a color scale may be established is by assuming a constant hue

and varying the saturation level. A green hue scale, for instance, may vary from a pale green

(almost white), to a very deep, saturated green, to a super-saturated green (almost black).

However, any variation in saturation level away from the pure hue causes the resulting

stimulus to appear closer to either white or black. Only the pure hues allow a clear distinc
tion between white and black.

The reason for this phenomenon is due to the sensitivity of the human retina. The retina

contains cones that are sensitive to the three primary colors: red, yellow, and blue. A given

color is defined in terms of which cones are stimulated. The color red, for instance, implies

that the red cone has been stimulated, and the other two cones have not been stimulated.
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Other colors are defined in terms of a combination of cones being stimulated. Moreover,

cones may be stimulated to varying degrees, implying different levels of saturation to the

stimulus. When all cones experience a stimulus at the same time, the color appears to be

blackened. For example, a saturated green involves equal and strong stimulation between

the blue and yellow cones. A super-saturated green involves some additional stimulation,

albeit slight, to the red cone. Thus, if either one or a combination of two of the cones re

ceives a strong stimulus, then the stimulus will appear to be a pure hue. However, if there

is any additional stimulus to the third cone, then the stimulus will appear to be black. On

the other hand, a weak stimulus, a pale saturation, will appear to be white.

In order to avoid colors that tend towards white or black, at most two of the three pri

mary colors must appear in equal amounts. The result is the six pure hues. A proper color

scale, therefore, will be based on the pure hues, amounting to a ring around the color spin

dle. However, sections of the ring will jump between levels of brightness. By using the pure

hues, the greatest amount of selectivity among the stimuli may be achieved. The pure hues

are red, orange, yellow, green, blue, and violet. As an aside, it is interesting to note that

about 8 percent of all males and 0.3 percent of all females have some form of color blind

ness or color weakness (Zimbardo 1985), suggesting a very tenuous approach when using
color.

2.3. Levels of Brightness (Gray Level).

A brightness scale is simply a color scale with constant hue and saturation. Typically

the least saturated hue, the grays, are used. However, one may have a “gray” scale of blues

or greens or any hue. However, the following discussion will use the term gray to distin

guish among levels of brightness in any hue.

Designing a gray scale is somewhat more complicated than simply choosing a sequence

of grays that appear to change from white to black. Take, for instance, the “standard” list

of grays provided with many drawing applications. Each level is defined in terms of its per

cent black. There is a linear progression in terms of the levels of black. At first, this seems
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a reasonable approach. However, when one considers that the human visual system per

ceives the ratio of black to white, not the absolute quantities, this scale becomes misleading.

There are two sets of relationships to be considered: the ratio of black to white within

one level and the compounded ratios between progressive levels. The compound ratio be

tween levels will yield a percentage termed the value progression. The value progression

represents the amount of additional change, of additional black, from one level to the next.

Thus, if a level was twice the intended value of a previous level, then the value progression
would be 100% since the second level should have an additional 100% amount of black.

Ultimately, the goal is not so much to match the value progression to an exact ratio but,

rather, to establish a consistent value progression. In other words, one level should progress

at the same rate from the previous level as the previous level did from its predecessor.

In figure 4.3, to the left of the gray scale are the percentages of black for each level. To

the right of the gray scale are the ratios of black to white. The implied value progression

from level to level when using percentages is merely the ratio between the percentages.

When moving from 6% to 12%, this would imply a 2:1 change, or 100% value progression.

One would expect the 12% gray to be twice as black as the 6% gray; the value would

progress by 100%. When moving from 50% to 75%, this would be a 3:2 change or 50%

value progression. When moving from 75% to 88%, this would imply a 88:75 change or

17% value progression.

However, the approach implies that percentages are a sufficient metric for measuring

the gray of a given level. Moreover, it implies that percentages are a sufficient technique

for choosing levels of a gray scale. Unfortunately, percentages fail to describe the ratio of

black to white which is the fundamental key to one’s perception.

When the ratios of black to white are compared, we see very different numbers. Instead

of perceiving the 12% gray as twice that of the 6% gray, progressing 100%, one perceives

it as progressing 11.3%. The value progression is the result of the ratio of the ratios of the

two levels. The distinction is caused by an error in choosing levels not based on the ratio of

black to white. Instead the designers of these systems have chosen a simple arithmetic pro

gression, ignoring human's tendency to perceive ratios rather than levels. Instead of per
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4.3. A Gray Scale:
A. B. C. D.

0% (0/100)

6% (6/94)
(47/22) 11.3%

12% (12/88)
(22/9) 144%

25% (25/75)
(3/1) 200%

50% (50/50)
(3/1) 200%

75% (75/25)
(22/9) 144%

88% (88/12)

100% (100/0)

A. Percentages of Black.

B. (Black / White) Ratios.

C. Ratios Between Neighboring Levels.

D. Value Progressions Between Neighboring Levels.

ceiving 25% gray progressing 100% over 12% gray, it is perceived as progressing 144%.

The important goal is to seek a value progression that is constant from level to level.

For instance, the transition from the 25% gray level to the 50% gray level progresses at the

same rate as the transition from 50% to 75%. Ideally, instead of an 88% gray for the next

level, which yields a value progression of 144%, one would attempt a level of gray which

yielded a value progression of 200% as with these previous levels. The appropriate result

would be a gray level of 90% for the next in the scale. It would be equal to a (90/10) ratio

of black to white. The ratio of (90/10) to (75/25) would yield 3:1, a value progression of
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200%.

Thus, choosing a scale becomes a process of choosing a value progression. Moreover,

one must take into account that the white and black levels of the scale typically do not rep

resent the extreme values, 0 and 100. Bertin provided a simple process for determining a

value progression. Given a number of scales (n) and a value ratio for black (B) and white

(W), the value progression will be the (n-1) root of the ratio of black to white:

——
B Y(n-1)
W

For instance, say that the black level is intended to represent the (90/10) ratio of black

to white and the white level (10/90). Given that there are 5 levels, the formula will yield

a value progression of 3. White, level 1, will represent (10/90). Level 2 will have a value

progression of 3 from level 1, resulting in a 25% gray level. In order to generate this num

ber, solve for x in the equation [x / (10/90) = 3]. Then, differentiate x to a ratio based on

100. In this case, x equals (1/3), thus the differential ratio will be 1 part to 3 parts, or (25

/75). Level 3 will be 50% gray. Level 4 will be 75% gray. Finally level 5 (90/10) will be
black.

Thus a scale for brightness may established by determining a value progression. The

levels of the scale correspond to the sequence of the ratios of black to white. Most impor

tantly, the scale will coincide with the way in which humans compare levels of gray: based
on a ratio rather than an arithmetic scale.

2.4. Levels of Orientation.

Orientation is simply the angle of the base of an object to the surface on which it sits.

In this context, marks have a base horizontal to the plane. They are parallel to the rows. In
other words, marks sit on each row at a 90 degree angle. A change in orientation results in

a change in this angle. Another way of looking at this is as a rotation of the mark.
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Not all shapes are capable of showing changes in orientation. Circles, for instance, have

no apparent difference despite the angle. In order for a mark to show changes in orientation,

it must generally have a linear aspect, meaning that the mark must seem to stand up. More

over, the aspect must, for humans, be about a 4:1, height to base, ratio. Marks having less

definition make it difficult to recognize changes in orientation. Tall rectangles, long ovals,

and tall triangles are all candidates for variations in orientation.

Even still, there is a limit to the number of partitions in the scale. Bertin argued that 5

was the most, but 4 was preferable:

— S | /
The angles are set to 30 degrees and 60 degrees rather than 45 degrees, creating more

of a distinction than would be found by using 45 degrees. Clearly there are not many levels

available to changes in orientation.

2.5. Levels of Pattern.

A pattern is simply a tile of one or several drawings. These drawings may be symbols

or simply geometric shapes. Variation in pattern is not found by changing the drawings. But

rather, variation in pattern is found by changing the scale of the pattern itself. By zooming

in, enlarging the pattern, while still maintaining the same sized mark, one yields a low level

on the pattern scale. By zooming out, shrinking the pattern, again maintaining the same

sized mark, one yields a high level on the pattern scale. Thus, the pattern level is identified

by the number of separate marks in a unitary area. One may describe the levels as spanning

from very sparse to very dense.

Brightness may be an implementation of pattern. A pattern consisting of a field of dots

or lines may span from very sparse, yielding almost a white brightness level, to very dense,

yielding almost a black brightness level. However, unlike pattern, brightness may be linked
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with color (hue).

Also, the size of an object directs the number of levels that may be attributed to a pat

tern. A very small object will allow for only a few pattern levels while a very large object

will allow for many pattern levels. The process of creating a pattern scale is similar to that

of creating a gray scale. However, one is concerned with the value progression of the den

sity of the number of objects rather than the intensity of the amount of black.

2.6. Levels of Size.

The size of a mark is, of course, the dimensions of the given mark. Changes in size in

dicate changes in those dimensions. While there may be an infinite number of levels to a

size scale, humans typically will not distinguish among more than 20 levels.

Assume that the smallest size of a square which may be presented is 2 mm by 2 mm

and that the largest size is 42 mm by 42 mm. Furthermore, assume that six levels are de

sired. One tactic would be to exhaust the entire range of sizes (e.g. 2 by 2, 10 by 10, 18 by

18, 26 by 26, 34 by 34, and 42 by 42) which may be appropriate when devising a selective

or dissociative interpretation.

However, when devising an ordered interpretation, by again taking into consideration

that humans perceive ratios rather than absolute values, a better approach would be to de

vise a size progression. The second mark should increase in size at a rate consistent with

that of the previous mark. The previous mark should increase in size at a rate consistent

with its previous mark, and so on.

Bertin again proposed a simple technique. Take the size progression 1.122. The first of

the 20 levels which may be distinguished by the researcher is assigned the number 10. Each

subsequent level is assigned the previous number times the size progression. Thus, the next

level will be assigned 11.22. The next level would be 12.58, and so on for 20 levels. The

next level, the 21st level, using this size progression happens to be assigned the number

100. Thus, this last level is 10 times the first level.

Now, allow these levels to each correspond to the area of a mark. Thus, the first mark
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is 2 mm by 2 mm or 4 square mm. The second mark is 1.122 times 4 square mm, or 4.888

square mm, and so on. The last mark will be approximately 10 times the size of the first

mark. In this case, it will be 39.36 square mm. The ratio between the sizes of two successive

marks is constant.

Of course, this example assumes the maximum number of perceivable steps are re

quired. If fewer steps are needed, then they may be extracted from the maximum set of pos
sibilities.

3. Characteristic Conflicts.

It is important to summarize the effects that each variable has on one another. One may

classify all of these characteristics into two broad categories: the boundary category and

the filling category. The boundary category includes shape, orientation, and size. The fill

ing category includes hue, brightness, and pattern.

The characteristics in the filling category are all potentially in conflict with one another.

They each propose a different manner of filling the given shape. Brightness offsets the sat

uration level, and therefore the hue, of a particular hue scale. Pattern may literally cover

over a level of brightness or hue. Thus, in an order of precedence, pattern will over power

brightness or hue. Brightness comes second, having the ability to confuse the hue levels.

Hue is last, being vulnerable to the covering by a pattern and the offsetting by brightness.

Brightness may, of course, be linked with a constant hue. However, by maintaining a

constant hue, there is no advantage over the basic grays. On the other hand, by combining

variations in hue with variations in brightness, the hue and/or brightness scales will involve

inconsistent jumps from level to level. There does not appear to be a consistent method for

devising a joint scale. However, when brightness is an implementation of pattern, clearly

hue cannot be applied.

Any of the fillings may also conflict with a given shape. The shape must have at least

an area to fill. A series of thin rectangles, for instance, will prevent the application of any

fillings. Likewise, if the shapes are all too small in size, then fillings will be useless. Thus,
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except for orientation, the filling category is dependent very much on the boundary catego

ry.

Within the boundary category, shape has a definite effect on orientation. Unless the as

pect of the shape meets a particular ratio of width to height, orientation is not useful.

These observations will become important when devising the best approach to the de

sign of a given mark. During the query process, mark designs may change quite frequently,

and the category relationships will direct the appropriateness of applying a given character
istic.

Now, given that the characteristics have been classified in terms of eliciting specific

perceptual interpretations, and given that mechanisms exist for developing scales for each

of the characteristics, and given that an understanding of the conflicts among various char

acteristics has been realized, the distribution tables may logically be translated into the

graphical base views.
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V. The Graphical Base Views.

1. Base Marks.

The base marks relate to each other in the same way that the corresponding distribution

partitions relate to each other. The partitions are ordered, and, therefore, the marks will also

express an ordered relationship amongst them. As established in the previous chapter, an

ordered relationship amongst marks is expressed by changes across the marks in either size,

brightness, or pattern. Small shapes, or lightly tinted shapes, or sparsely patterned shapes

are interpreted as having less value than large shapes, or dark shapes, or densely patterned

shapes.

The number of levels associated with the chosen characteristic equals the number of

partitions in the distribution scale. In figure 5.1, there are five partitions in the distribution

and, therefore, five levels to the ordered characteristic. In this dissertation, size was chosen

to distinguish among the base marks' levels. However, either brightness or pattern would
have been appropriate also.

2. Base Views.

The graphical base views are each a grid of marks of various sizes. In figure 5.2, there

are three rows and five columns. There are also five partitions in the underlying distribution

table. Variations in the partitions are indicated by changes in the size of the marks. The siz

es progress at a constant rate. Notice that on the second row, the third and fourth marks are

identical, meaning that the underlying database numbers fall into the same partition for this

particular distribution method.

The base view shown above may be either an absolute or relative base view. The de

cision to provide a brightness aspect to the marks is simply to assist in dissociating the
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5.1. Mark Characteristics Expressing an Ordered Relationship:

—HELD ºr
[T][T]| | | | *.
DJIII][III]|T| run
Less Value More Value

5.2. A Graphical Base View:

marks from the grid.

Thus, given the underlying tables of numbers, a distribution method is applied to the

table yielding a distribution table. During the distribution process, the number of partitions

is registered. A graphical base view is created such that each partition in the distribution is

represented by a different graphical base mark. The number of partitions in the distribution

equals the number of levels for the base marks. For instance, five partitions to the distribu

tion indicate five levels to the base marks. The base marks express an ordering just as the

partitions express an ordering, and the base views literally mirror the distribution tables.
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VI. The Queried View.

1. “Querying.”

While the graphical base views render an ordered relationship across the entire chart,

querying allows those marks to express different relationships through variations in the ac

tual mark designs. The ability to vary the marks' designs is the major functional advance

ment of the matrix chart over the earlier models developed by Bertin and others.

First, the researcher selects one type of relationship to be expressed and identifies

which, if any, specific subsets of the data are to be highlighted. Then, the marks of the base

view are redesigned in order to capture that relationship. The redesigned marks, or synthe

sized marks, are placed into a new synthesized view called the queried view. The entire

query process is modelled in the simplified structured chart found in figure 6.1.

The relationship chosen by the researcher is defined as a relation series, a sequence of

functions. The functions of a relation series sequentially apply various characteristics to the

design of the mark. This chapter will proceed by describing the query formulation phase

which includes choosing the desired relation series to be expressed. Then, the chapter will

discuss how those relation series are actually defined in terms of the characteristics.

2. Query Formulation.

Querying a field of marks is akin to searching for patterns. However, there are many

patterns and compound patterns that may be sought other than those simply provided by the

base views. The first phase in the query formulation process is to choose a particular rela

tion series to apply to the distribution table. The chosen relation series may be communi

cated indirectly by a relation map. The second phase is to focus on those dimensions which

are of particular interest.
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6.1. The Process of Querying:

The Query Process

Query Formulation

_Tº
Render Relation Series

Choose a Relation Series
(use a Relation Map)

l
Define Relation Series

Choose Dimensions
(optional)

Create
Queried View

Choose Characteristics
|

Develop Characteristics’ Scales

2.1. Choosing a Relation Series.

From the researcher's point of view, a given relation series expresses a given relation

ship among the data. However, in order to create the new marks that show these relation

ships, very specific actions must be taken in redesigning the marks. These actions are es

Sentially mappings, or relations, from the table of distribution partitions to the grid of

Tnarks. Moreover, each relation consists of several sub-functions. For instance, a relation R
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may consist of a size function, a shape function, a color function, and so on:

Vij= R(i,j)
= size() + shape() + color() + brightness() +...

where Vij is the mark at row i and column j in the view V

The relation actually yields the intersection of several image spaces from several larger

ranges'. There may be the range of all sizes, the range of all shapes, the range of all colors,

etc. Only a subset of those ranges are used: some of the sizes, some of the shapes, some of

the colors, and so on. A particular mark is an intersection among each of those image spac

es: a large, blue circle, for instance. However, because there are several functions in this

process, thus several domains and image spaces, we will call this entire process a relation

series rather than simply a relation.

A relation series may also be thought of as a non-continuous function in six-dimension

al space. The six dimensions each suggest an axis associated with one of the characteristics.

However, many of these dimensions, like shape, are not necessarily continuous. Thus, only

certain regions within the space receive a mapping, and these regions correspond to the
marks.

The first set of relation series will collectively be called the distribution-mark relation

series. These operate directly on the underlying distribution tables. Again, from the re

searcher's point of view, the application of a relation series reveals a new relationship

among the marks and, therefore, among the underlying data.

As seen in the base views, one type of distribution-mark relation series provides a one

to-one mapping. For each partition in the distribution, there is one and only one mark.

Moreover, the relationship among the partitions in the domain is ordered just as the rela

tionship among the marks in the image space is ordered (see figure 6.2). A relation series
of this nature is called an ordered relation series.

1. The term image space is distinguished from the term range. The range is the set of all possible results.
The image space is the subset of actual results. For instance, a range may be comprised of all numbers greater
than 0. However, the image space may be restricted to only the numbers 1, 2, and 3. Often, the terms are con
fused.
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6.2. An Ordered Relation Series:
Range of Shapes

The Domain

The Intersection of Several Image Spaces
-Range of Sizes

Another type is the associative relation series, characterized by a many-to-one relation

ship. The goal of the associative relation series is to show families of similar partitions.

Thus, several distribution scale partitions are grouped together and rendered by a similar

mark. For instance, the lowest and highest partitions may be grouped to demonstrate those

values which are at the edges of the distribution, perhaps indicating out-of-range data, and

the corresponding marks may be rendered with variations in color to distinguish among the
families.

The last type, which is closely related to the associative relation series, is the selective

relation series. The selective relation series is also characterized by a many-to-one relation

ship. However, instead of seeking similarities among partitions, the approach here is to ac

centuate the differences among partitions.
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Each of the distribution-mark relation series operates on one of the underlying distribu

tion tables. However, some may also operate on the resulting queried views themselves.

When a relation series operates on a queried view, it is called a mark-mark relation series.

In other words, some relation series may compound a queried view by adding another vari

ation to each of the marks. The result of a mark-mark relation series will be a compound

queried view.

Both the associative and selective relation series may be mark-mark relation series.

However, the ordered relation series may only be a distribution-mark relation series. As an

example, consider six partitions which have been appropriately ordered into six progressive

marks. Allow size to be the characteristic used to demonstrate this ordering. Now, an asso

ciation of those six partitions may additionally occur. The association may classify the six

partitions into three families, and color may be added to the various sized shapes to identify

the families. Now, each mark may be one of six sizes and one of three colors. In other

words, an associative mark-mark relation series has been applied to an ordered distribution

mark relation series.

However, the converse cannot occur. Consider six partitions which have been associa

tively grouped into three different marks. There is no basis for establishing an ordering

across such an association. The same is true of the selective relation series. Ordering, be

cause it is the most sensitive to the relationships among the partitions in the domain, must

be chosen first in a cascaded sequence of relation series.

Moreover, the associative and selective relation series may be continually cascaded

upon one another. One association may lead to the grouping of several marks. Another may

further group them into new groups, and so on. For example, an associative distribution

mark relation series may group six partitions into five different groups. Perhaps these

groups are identified by five different shapes. A subsequent associative mark-mark relation

series may group those five groups into three groups. Now, the new associative relationship

may be represented by color. Thus, each of the marks will be one of five shapes and one of

three colors. The marks may be associated again by changes in orientation. Clearly, there

is a limit to the number of cascaded mark-mark relation series that may occur. The limits
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6.3. A Relation Map:

Group 1 Group 1

Group 2 P- Group 2

Group 3 HP- Group 3

Partition 4 Group 4 \
/ A Mark-Mark Relation Series

A Distribution-Mark Relation Series

of this approach will be discussed in the next section in which each relation series is actu

ally defined in terms of the characteristics.

2.2. The Relation Map.

There are several ways in which the researcher may communicate which relation series

is intended. The approach taken here is to draw what will be termed a relation map. The

researcher simply matches partitions with “groups,” and there are the same number of

groups as partitions. For instance, an ordered relation series is indicated by classifying par

tition 1 into group 1, partition 2 into group 2, and so on. An associative or selective relation

series is indicated by classifying, for instance, partitions 1 and 2 into group 2, partition 3

into group 3, and partition 4 into group 4. As a partition is classified into a group, that par

tition is now unable to be classified into any other group. The additional choice of associa

tive versus selective needs to be stated explicitly.

In figure 6.3, there is either an associative or selective distribution-mark relation series

from the partitions to the first column of groups. Then, there is a compound associative or
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selective mark-mark relation series, yielding the second column of groups. In this case,

the first queried view may create three different shaped marks all of the same size. The sec

ond view, the compound queried view, may add two colors. Thus, the compound queried

view may render all instances of partitions 1 and 2 as red circles. Partition 3 may be repre

sented by a blue square, and partition 4 may be represented by a blue triangle.

Groupings may be arbitrary. The researcher may classify partitions 1, 2, and 3 into

group 1 and all of the latter partitions into group 2. Such a classification apparently pre

serves an ordering. However, since it does not maintain a one-to-one correspondence, it

does not fit the definition of an ordered relation series. It may be considered either an asso

ciative (or selective) relation series, or the researcher may have intended to maintain some

ordering. In that case, it may be termed an ordered associative (or selective) relation series.

Thus, both the first and second parts of figure 6.3. describe an ordered associative (or se

lective) relation series. An ordered associative or selective relation series will be treated just

as any other associative or selective relation series.

By providing a relation map the researcher may specify whether to see patterns which

show association among marks, partitioning or selectivity among marks, or ordering across

marks. Moreover, the process may sometimes be cascaded such that patterns may be com

pounded within patterns. The base views are simply the application of an ordered (distribu

tion-mark) relation series. Now, however, associative and selective versions of these may

be applied to the base views and again upon their own result.

2.3. Choosing Dimensions.

The researcher may select any of five possible sections of the data: all of the data, some

of the rows, some of the columns, some of the rows and some of the columns, or intersec

tions among some of the rows and columns. Typically, the researcher searchers for patterns

across all of the data and, therefore, does not need to specify any particular dimensions.

However, since a subset of the data may occasionally be of special interest to the re

searcher, he or she may supply a list of rows, columns, or particular cells. Ultimately, the

■ .
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selected marks are dissociated from the other marks.

3. Defining the Relation Series.

It is now possible to define the relation series in terms of the characteristics. A percep

tual manipulation is any characteristic variation across a set of marks intended to achieve

any of the five types of perceptual interpretations: dissociation, association, selection, or

dering, and quantitative. For instance, a change in the size of several marks to show an or

dering is a perceptual manipulation. A change in the color of several marks to show an as

Sociation is another perceptual manipulation. Each relation series is actually a sequence of

perceptual manipulations.

As defined, the matrix chart does not support any quantitative variables. In other words,

while the matrix chart may group partitions from an ordered distribution, there are no pro

visions for describing a distribution based on partitions which are separated by ratios. It is

assumed that all distributions will provide an ordered series of continuous partitions. Thus,

quantitative perceptual interpretations are not applied.

Also, if a subset of the data is chosen, then characteristic variations other than those al

ready rendered will have to be applied when “highlighting” those specific dimensions, al

lowing for previous relationships among marks to be maintained. The problem also arises

when rendering the mark-mark relation series. For instance, consider a view in which the

marks vary in size to show an ordered relationship. Size is used as an ordered perceptual

manipulation. Now, a selective relation series has been chosen to compound the previous

view. While size is also a characteristic that may be chosen to express a selective perceptual

manipulation, it would be inappropriate to adjust size since it has already been used to ex

press the ordered perceptual manipulation.

The application of the same characteristic variable to several perceptual manipulations

simultaneously will be termed characteristic overloading. In this case, in order to avoid

characteristic overloading, another characteristic could be used to show the selective per

ceptual manipulation, such as a series of variations in color. On the other hand, size may be

º
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used to show the selective perceptual manipulation and another characteristic, such as

brightness or pattern, may be used to show the original ordered perceptual manipulation. It

will be necessary to retain a list of the characteristic variables and how they are used. With

this list, it will be possible to avoid characteristic overloading.

The initial and a necessary goal of any rendering is to provide some mass to each mark.

Thus, all marks will have some shape. Initially, that shape will be the same for all marks.

Moreover, there will be no variation in the shape from one mark to another. Given that the

scale of shapes here is limited to simple geometric shapes, one may choose either a circle,

a square, a triangle, etc. The choice at this point is arbitrary since there will be only one

level to the shape characteristic variable. Likewise, a uniform size will be applied to the

shape.

The next goal of the view may be to focus, or dissociate, a portion of the data. Bright

ness is one visual variable which supports dissociation. Highlighting is merely a special

case of supporting visual dissociation through variation in brightness. Thus, the next part

in any query rendering will be to apply a dissociative perceptual manipulation on the cur

rent view. Size may also be used. In either case, the scale will be based on merely two lev

els. One level will represent those marks intended to be focussed upon and the other level

will represent those not intended to be focussed upon.

If the entire view has been selected, then there is no need to dissociate some of the

marks from others. In other words, the dissociation will cover the entire set of marks, thus

having no dissociative effect among the marks.

3.1. An Ordered Relation Series.

For the ordered relation series, those marks focused upon are ordered either by size,

brightness, or pattern. Clearly, if brightness was already used for the dissociative perceptual

manipulation of the relation series, then it could not be used again as the ordered perceptual

manipulation. Size will then be used. The converse is equally true. By avoiding the use of

brightness or size as both the dissociative and ordered perceptual manipulation, one avoids
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6.4. Characteristics Supporting an Ordered Relation Series:

shape
- - - -Dissociative

Perceptual
Manipulation

: size brightness
:..

--------------------------------
-------- } Conflict

pattern brightness size pattern

characteristic overloading. Moreover, due to the conflict that exists between pattern and

brightness, both falling into the filling category, they may not be used simultaneously.

Therefore, an ordered relation series may be expressed by a shape scale followed by a

brightness and, then, a size scale. The shape scale remains static with one level. The bright
ness scale imposes only two levels, and the size scale imposes the number of levels associ

ated with the distribution.

An alternate ordered relation series is a shape scale followed by a size scale. In this case,

the size variable only represents two levels. Then, either pattern or brightness may be used

to represent the ordered perceptual manipulation (see figure 6.4).

In those cases where the entire database has been selected, the dissociative perceptual

manipulation may be eliminated. Thus, an ordering may be shown by first presenting a sin

gle shape and then applying either a pattern, brightness, or size scale.

An example of an ordered relation series with no dissociation is seen in the graphical

base views. The initial shape for each mark is a bar/rectangle. Since all of the data is select

ed, there is no dissociative perceptual manipulation, or, in other words, all marks are disso

ciated equally. Then, variations in size are applied to show the levels of the distribution.

* º
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3.2. An Associative Relation Series.

Like the ordered relation series, an associative relation series begins such that all marks

must have some mass, some shape, and those marks of interest must be dissociated from

the others. Either variations in size or brightness may express the dissociative perceptual

manipulation.

With the first associative relation series, shape itself may serve as the associative per

ceptual manipulation. Groups, or families, taken from the relation map will each be ex

pressed by its own shape.

If variations in shape have already been applied to a previous relation series, then, in

order to avoid characteristic overloading, another characteristic will be used. Assuming

first that size was used as the dissociative perceptual manipulation, either variations in pat

tern, color, or orientation may be used as the associative perceptual manipulation. These

characteristics will serve to group marks together. However, since it is quite sensitive to

shape, orientation is often not a good candidate. The number of levels attached to the char

acteristic's scale corresponds to the number of groups, or families.

On the other hand, if brightness is used as the dissociative perceptual manipulation,

then none of the subsequent choices are especially good candidates. Orientation still has the

potential conflict with shape, and both color and pattern conflict with brightness since all

fall into the filling category of characteristics. Thus, it is likely better to use size as the dis

sociative perceptual manipulation (see figure 6.5).

3.3. A Selective Relation Series.

A selective relation series is similar to an associative relation series except that shape

may not be utilized independently. Also, both brightness and size are candidates for render

ing a selective perceptual manipulation when they are not used as a dissociative perceptual

manipulation (see figure 6.6).

In other words, when the entire database has been selected, there is no need for a disso

:

c.
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6.5. Characteristics Supporting an Associative Relation Series:

shape
Dissociative
Perceptual
Manipulation

--~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~--------------~~~~~~~~~~~~

brightness |
; Perceptual

Manipulations
• --~~~~

used when shape
has already been
used.

-----------------------------

: color |
-----

: orientation L.;

---

Conflicts
----------------------------------------------------

ciative perceptual manipulation. Size and brightness are candidates for expressing selectiv

ity among groups in the relation map. In addition, pattern, color, or orientation are candi

dates for expressing a selective perceptual manipulation. Orientation is the least desirable

of the choices because of its inherent conflict with shape.

4. Cascaded Relation Series.

The design of a mark becomes more complex when a relation series is applied to a pre

vious queried view. The manner in which characteristics have already been used effect and

restrict the manner in which further characteristics may be applied. The goal here is to avoid

characteristic overloading.

Figure 6.7 presents an example. There are at least four partitions to an underlying dis

tribution table. Those partitions are classified, via a relation map, into four groups. The

º
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6.6. Characteristics Supporting a Selective Relation Series:

Dissociative
Perceptual

/ Manipulation

shape

: S12C brightness || |
:---L-l. 3-4---------------------------...T.;

: color ...; ; ;

: orientation 3 : P" Conflicts2.
pattern :

brightness

size

groups are explicitly identified by the researcher as an associative relation series, with all

rows and all columns selected. The result is four different shapes, each corresponding to

one of the families. Therefore, the first queried view in the figure expresses an associative
distribution-mark relation series.

Next, the first queried view is compounded with another relation series. The groups cor

responding to the diamond and triangle are classified together in the relation map. The other

groups, the circle and square, are maintained as separate. In total, four groups are classified

into three groups. The relation series is also identified by the researcher as a selective rela

tion series. The result is the application of a brightness scale. There are only three levels to

the scale. The diamond/triangle group is assigned one level. The square group is assigned

another level, and the circle group is assigned the last level. Each shape is filled appropri

º
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sº6.7. A Sequence of Queried Views:

An Associative -

Distribution-Mark

Relation Series º
indicated by variation
in shape.

A Selective
Mark-Mark
Relation Series
indicated by variation C.
in brightness.

e

A Selective º
Mark-Mark º

| Relation Series
indicated by variation -

in size.

ately. Therefore, the second queried view in the figure expresses the previous associative º
relation series and an additional selective mark-mark relation series.

Next, the second queried view is compounded yet again with another relation series.

Here, the diamond/triangle group is left to itself, and the circle and square groups are clas- *

sified together. The three groups are classified into two groups. Again, the researcher iden

tifies the relation series as a selective relation series. The result is the application of a size

scale, distinguishing between the two groups. Thus, the third queried view in the figure ex
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presses an additional selective mark-mark relation series.

The first queried view allows one to see four families of objects. The eye moves from

circle to circle, triangle to triangle, square to square, etc. The view provides an overview of

the relative placement and frequency of each of the families.

The second queried view allows one to see some common distinctions among families

of objects. Some families clearly stand together, as indicated by the brightness. In other

words, variations in brightness express distinctions among families.

The last queried view shows a major distinction between two large sects of families.

The distinction between the two sects is expressed by the two sizes attributed to the marks.

More concretely, the rows of the views may correspond to three patients from a patient

database. The columns may correspond to the five working days of a given week. The un

derlying table of numbers may simply correspond to the amount of some substance, say

cholesterol, consumed by each of the patients for the given days over the week.

The four levels expressed in the first queried view may represent four different experi

mental ranges associated with the levels of cholesterol. Of course, there may have been

many more than four partitions to the underlying distribution. For instance, there may have

been eight partitions. The two partitions at the far ends of the distribution may have been

classified into one group. They may have been, for instance, out-of-range data. The next

closer two partitions at either end of the distribution may be grouped into the second group,

and so on. The eight partitions ultimately are classified into four groups, and, thus, four lev

els are rendered. In the first queried view, the researcher sees the occurrences of the new

classification.

The researcher now chooses to classify two of the groups together. He or she may return

to the distribution and again perform a distribution-mark relation series with a new relation

map. However, by returning to the distribution, the researcher abandons the previous clas

sification expressed in the first queried view. The goal of cascading relation series is to

show new relationships in addition to old relationships. The new relationship, in this exam

ple, is to show a distinction between the two outer most groups classified together and the

two inner most groups which are still maintained as separate. By deciding to seek a distinc

c *
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tion among three groups, the researchers chooses a selective relation series. In the second

queried view, the selective relation series is expressed by the addition of three levels of

brightness.

The researcher may focus attention to either the shapes of the objects or the patterns

within the objects. Shape, being an associative characteristic, tends to attract the eye to sim

ilar instances of a given level. Brightness, as used here, tends to force the eye away when

marks vary in their levels.

The last queried view expresses yet another added relationship. Now, the other two

groups are classified together, and the view renders the added classification by the addition

of a size scale. The scale has only two levels. The researcher may see the association of

shape, the selection of brightness or pattern, or the selection of size.

The process of reading the matrix chart clearly is not characterized by very close scru

tiny, but rather by allowing all of the marks to be encompassed within a broad view. Em

pirically, it is best to hold the page some distance away from the reader and allow the eye

to follow various similarities and differences amongst the marks.

Characteristics may be added to the marks until either they are exhausted or conflict

with one another. In total, a maximum of four characteristics may be used: each of the

boundary category and one of the filling category. With respect to the boundary category,

shapes will have to be chosen with a linear aspect in order to allow the use of orientation.

Moreover, the use of color may be eliminated completely. Consider the perceptual in

terpretations of color: associative and selective. Pattern is associative, selective, and or

dered, and it has the ability to serve in any circumstance that color may serve. Since only

one of the filling category may be used at any one time, pattern may always be substituted

for color. Brightness, the other member of the filling category, cannot be eliminated since

it is the only one supporting a dissociative perceptual interpretation. Moreover, brightness

cannot eliminate pattern since pattern may be associative. However, either pattern or

brightness may be used at any one time.

Since only four characteristics may be applied, at most four relation series may be cas

caded. The number reduces to three if subsets of the data are highlighted. Thus, there may

U
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be a maximum of three (or two) mark-mark relation series applied to a queried view after

the initial distribution-mark relation series is applied.

The process of determining a particular combination of characteristics in order to sup

port a mark-mark relation series involves the chaining of at least two of the charts shown

in figures 6.4, 6.5, and 6.6. In the example above, an associative distribution-mark relation

series was initially applied, exhausting the use of the shape characteristic. Then, a selective

mark-mark relation series was applied, exhausting the brightness characteristic. Then, an

other selective mark-mark relation series was applied, exhausting the size characteristic. As

a characteristic is exhausted, subsequent relation series are not at liberty to use that charac
teristic.

The design of the marks found in the compound queried view example above is driven

by chaining figures 6.5 to 6.6 and again to 6.6. The first distribution-mark relation series

begins at the top of the characteristic sequence with the shape characteristic. The mark

mark relation series both begin at the adjacent entry point labelled “Mark.” Thus, the first

mark-mark relation series in the above example entered the sequence below the shape char

acteristic and above the size and brightness characteristics. It proceeded to apply brightness

to the mark. Likewise, the last mark-mark relation series entered at the same point and pro

ceeded to apply size. Another selective mark-mark relation series could only be applied if

1) no subsets of the data were selected to be highlighted, and 2) the shapes were designed

to accommodate an orientation characteristic. The design would then fall through both size

and brightness to orientation which is the only characteristic that does not cause any char

acteristic overloading or conflicts.

Cascaded queried views clearly are limited by the number of characteristics which may

be combined at any one time. However, they do suggest a unique presentation of compound

relationships among the data.

º
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VII. The Simplified View.

1. “Simplifying.”

Simplifying the matrix chart involves rearranging the marks. The simplification process

may operate on either of the graphical base views or the queried view. However, there may

be certain restrictions to the process. While the mechanisms for simplifying are updated to

the modern computing environment, the basic activity of rearranging rows and columns is

similar to that used in scalogrammatics.

In some cases the rows and columns of a table are without a necessary arrangement. A

table of patients by characteristics, for example, has no necessary ordering across either di

mension. Patient rows may be rearranged, and characteristic columns may be rearranged.

In other cases, one or the other dimension may be fixed in its arrangement. For instance, a

table of patients by dates (an ordered dimension) is more restricted. It is typically not ap

propriate to rearrange dates into an arbitrary order. Clearly, the ability to rearrange rows

and columns is a consequence of the dimensions themselves.

Changes in the locations of marks expose relationships among marks. By location,

marks may be grouped together, revealing an associative arrangement. By location, marks

may be sectioned apart, revealing a selective arrangement, or, by location, marks may be

placed into a specific order, revealing an ordered arrangement. A view with rows or col

umns rearranged, a simplified view, captures one or more of these relationships.

Rearranging rows may only be done if there are clear criteria by which to judge the ap

propriateness of a move. Typically, the criteria are to force like rows together and unlike

rows farther apart. A row which has several high partitions scattered about may be placed

adjacent to other rows with similar profiles. Rows with drastically different profiles are

placed furthest away. The arrangement tends to show local groupings of similarities, parti

tioning of differences, and ordering across the rows. Likewise, the same may be done for
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columns.

2. The Automatic Method.

While one may rearrange rows and columns of either a base view or a queried view, an

automatic method may only be devised for the base views. The queried view’s marks are

not necessarily ordered. An associative queried view, for instance, may group high parti

tions with low partitions and render the families with different colors. Since there is no in

herent ordering to these colors, there is no clear criterion on how to distinguish among sim

ilar from different levels. The base views, on the other hand, express an ordered relation

ship. For an ordered relationship, the relative magnitude of the marks are identifiable.

Therefore, only a base view may be automatically sorted.

Recently, another structure, a dual of the binary data matrix, has provided a means of

achieving the best arrangement of rows or columns. It is called the PQ-tree (Booth and

Lueker 1976). The tree may be rearranged, simulating the permutation of rows or columns.

During the process, one tests for consecutive ones across the resulting sub-trees. While the

language is slightly different, the PQ-tree, its rearrangement, and the tests for consecutive

ones is identical to the binary data matrix and the rearrangement of rows or columns such

that similar dimensions are adjacent. Thus, when the view reduces to a binary data matrix,

the PQ-tree algorithms may be used.

However, the PQ-tree cannot be extended to multi-valued cells. The problem of auto

matically simplifying a view reduces to sorting the rows or columns based on a specific

comparison function. Comparing two rows is similar to establishing the greater of two vec

tors which is poorly defined in linear algebra. However, one may recognize that there is a

certain pattern to be achieved. Typically, the high partition cells are placed in the upper left

corner of the grid and a triangulation is sought. The triangulation yields high partition cells

across the diagonal of the grid.

Thus, vectors may be progressively sorted. The uppermost, or left most, cell in the vec

tor is the greatest weighted cell. A first ordering, a sort, is done across this greatest weighted

º
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cell for each of the vectors. Then, without compromising this ordering, the second cells are

sorted. In other words, if the first cells of several vectors are all of the same partition, then

they will all be placed adjacent to one another. It is the second cell of those vectors which

will determine an ordering amongst them. The sorting process continues throughout the

view, and it approaches an approximate triangulation.

In either case, the algorithm used to sort or rearrange the view is transparent to the re

searcher. Thus, whether a PQ-tree is built and tested for consecutive ones or a series of sorts

is performed on the view directly, the researcher has simply invoked the sort function. Fur

ther exactness or arbitrary simplifications may be achieved through the manual method.

3. The Manual Method.

In an interactive environment, the natural action taken by the researcher is to pick up a

row and place it down between two other rows. The other rows shift to make space for the

new row. The same rule is maintained when manually simplifying the matrix chart. The

same may be done for columns. The function is called the move function as applied to either

a row or a column.

7.1. Move and Separation Functions:

1.a. Move row j to location k:
M_row(V(1.j.k.n),1.m., j, k) --> W(1.kj.n), 1...m
M_row(V(1.k.j.n),1.m., j, k) --> W(1.jk.n), 1...m

1.b. Move column j to location k:
M column(V1..n, (1.j.k.m.), j, k) --> W1..n, (1.kj.m)
M_column(V1..n, (1.k.j.m.), j, k) --> W1..n, (1.jk.m)

2.a. Insert a separator in front of row j, yielding two sub-views:
Sep row(V1..n, 1...m., j) --> (V1.j-1, 1...m + win, 1...m)

2.b. Insert a separator in front of columnj, yielding two sub-views:
Sep column(V1..n, 1...m., j) --> (V1..n, 1.j-1 + wi.n, j.m)

º
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7.2. Sequence of Views
and Processes
(final version): Open a Database

!
A Table of Numbers

Establish Absolute
- - - - - - and Row Relative

Create Distributions | Distributions

!
A Set of Distribution Tables

Perform an Ordered
Distribution-Mark

-
D Select a Base View Relation Series

! A Graphical Base ViewPerform an
Associative or Selective

Perform an Distribution-Mark
Associative or Selective Relation Series
Mark-Mark
Relation Series

Dº Query

A Queried View

|

W Perform an Associative,
Ordered, or Selective

- -
Arrangement

D Simplify

! A Simplified View

Additionally, certain subsets of rows and/or columns may be separated from the others,

yielding two adjacent sub-views. The separation is simply some space between the rows

or columns. It provides an additional associative and selective grouping of rows or col

UIII]ns.

Further simplifications are allowed. However any switch to another view will result in

the elimination of those separations. The placement of separators is maintained only during
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the continuous manipulation of the simplified view. Sub-views are not treated like regular

views; no function may be applied to a sub-view. However, further moves and separations

may be added to the simplified view, thus overlapping sub-views. The insertion of a sepa

rator is an application of what is termed the separation function (see figure 7.1).

The researcher manually rearranges the simplified view through move and separation

functions. Each function renders another version of the simplified view. The researcher
may, of course, choose any arbitrary arrangements to the rows and columns. Ultimately, the

researcher uses the simplification functions to group, divide, and order rows and columns
by location.

Simplifying may be seen as the process of grouping marks by location while querying
is the process of grouping marks by design. It makes sense to rearrange a set of redesigned
marks, but it doesn’t necessarily make sense to redesign a set of rearranged marks. Thus, a

Queried view may be simplified while a simplified view may not be queried. All of the ma

trix chart processes are shown in figure 7.2.

2.

-
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VIII. Implementation of the Interactive Matrix Chart.

1. Gipper.

A prototype of the interactive matrix chart was built and given the name Gipper, short

for Graphical Information Processor. Gipper supports most of the functionality described
in the previous chapters, and a detailed description of its design is given in Appendix A.
The prototype is based on currentraster graphics technology, using common techniques in
cluding bit block transfers, widget toolkits, and direct manipulation.

When Gipper is first executed, the initial window appears (see figure 8.1). There is a

message bar for notes sent from the application to the researcher. There are a series of

menus, and below there is an empty grid of cells. The menus are labelled “Welcome,”“Da

tabase,” “View,” and “Query.” Each contains several commands. Further along the menu
bar, highlighted words may be written by the application indicating modes such as absolute

°r relative, simplified, and queried.

The balance of this chapter will explain the menu commands and mouse operations that

Ts.I. The Initial Gipper Window:

Note -->

| Welcome Database View Query

i’

~~
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8.2. The Welcome Menu:

Hell D. . .

Explanation...

may be performed on the chart and grid itself. Throughout these explanations, a small ex

ample will be demonstrated.

2. The Welcome Menu.

The Welcome menu consists of two commands (see figure 8.2). Selecting either com

mand causes a pop-up window to be displayed. The “Hello” command simply gives some

basic information about the application by presenting the author's name and address, date

of completion, etc.

The “Explanation” command opens an on-line help system, providing documentation

on all commands, mouse operations, and general topics in the application. Specific com

mands, mouse operations and general topics may be selected from a long list, and, upon se

lection, several pages of information about the subject are displayed with appropriate facil

ities for browsing the text with an encompassing text window. The on-line help system may

be continually used while executing other commands.

Throughout the application, command names with three trailing dots indicate that a

pop-up window will be shown in order to continue specifying the command. Those names

without the three dots usually do not require further specification. Furthermore, notes may

appear in the message bar to assist the researcher in correcting mistakes if commands are

incorrectly specified.
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8.3. The Database Menu:

Open. . .
£ i (; $6

3. The Database Menu.

The Database menu is responsible for opening and closing databases and quitting the

application (see figure 8.3). Selecting the “Quit” command simply exits the application.

“Open” calls on a pop-up window which provides a field for entering a desired database

file name. The database files are in a predefined format (see Appendix B). Once the data

base file name has been entered, a button is pressed on the pop-up window and the database

is loaded into the application. The empty grid is filled with a grid of numbers corresponding

to the underlying database, yielding the numeral base view. A new database may be opened

only after the current database has been closed by selecting the “Close” command.

In the menus, commands may only be selected at certain times. For instance, the Close

command may not be selected until a database has been opened. Commands which may not

yet be selected are made inactive within the menu, reflected by “graying” out the com

mands's name (see figure 8.3). When the state of the chart is such that those commands may

be selected, then the corresponding names will be darkened in.

Also, the bar in the menu simply indicates a null command. It is used merely to section

off command names which may perform pieces of a general task. In this case, Open and
Close both relate to the database file itself.
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8.4. The View Menu:

Note -->

Welcome Database Dimension. . .

$#&#3 hit; tº; 63-6

Show Graphics11

2 Warp Home
31 Deselect

1

51 53

4. The View Menu.

The View menu contains commands for changing the current view (see figure 8.4). For

instance, the researcher may wish to switch back and forth between the numeral base view

and the graphical views by using the “Show Numbers” and “Show Graphics” commands.

The numeral base view, of course, only shows the grid of numbers. The graphical views

initially show the absolute base view (see figure 8.5). However, various graphical base

views and synthesized views may later be established.

Further along the menu bar is the “Distribution” mode indicator (see figure 8.6), ap

pearing only when the researcher has switched to the graphical views. The researcher may,

by toggling the mode indicator, also switch between the absolute and relative base views

(see figure 8.7).

The prototype does not currently support switching between many different types of

distribution methods. For Gipper, the absolute scale partitions are created by performing a

stepped method distribution over all numbers in the database. On the other hand, the rela

tive scale partitions may either be stated explicitly in the input file (see Appendix B) or may
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8.5. An Absolute Distribution Base View:

Welcome Database Wieu Query

be created by the application. When created by the application, the relative scale partitions

are created by performing a separate stepped method distribution for each row or column,

and an appropriate normalization across rows or columns is performed. In an extended ver

sion of the application, researchers may choose between many distribution methods for the
absolute and relative modes.

Also, for the graphical base views, the marks have been chosen as bar marks, varying

in size, and maintaining the same pattern or brightness. Here, size is the characteristic vari

ation used to distinguish stages in the scales. The example database in the figures shows 7

rows (numbered 0 to 6) which correspond to 7 characteristics (named c_1 to c_7) and 12

columns (numbered 0 to 11) which correspond to 12 patients (named p_1 to p_12).

Not apparent in many of the figures is the existence of scrollbars along the edges of the

views, allowing for the researcher to see parts of the view which may be obscured by small

er screens. The scrollbars which are controlled by mouse operations enable the researcher
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8.6. The Distribution Mode Indicator:

Query ºFº
vº Absolute

Relative

to jump rows at a time, columns at a time, or tens of rows or columns at a time. However,

if the researcher comes to focus on some remote part of the view, the “Warp Home” com

mand allows the researcher to jump back to the upper-left most corner (the beginning) of

the grid.

The researcher also has the ability to select individual cells, entire rows or entire col

8.7. A Relative Distribution Base View:

Note -->

[ºne Database Wieu Query
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umns. The mechanism for selection is very simple since a three button mouse is used. First,

the researcher places the pointer over a cell. Pressing the left button automatically selects

the entire row containing that cell (“Row Select” operation). Pressing the middle mouse

button selects only that cell (“Cell Select” operation), and pressing the right mouse button

selects the entire column containing that cell (“Column Select” operation). Reverse video

is used to indicate a selected row or column. However, sometimes the reverse video may

interfere with the pattern or gray scale portrayed in the view. Thus, the “Deselect” com
mand allows the researcher to remove the reverse video used to show the last selected se

ries. Whenever one row or column is selected, all other rows or columns are automatically

deselected, resulting in only one row or column being selected at any one time.

The “Dimension” command found in the View menu is defined for any selected row or

column, implying really two commands: “Row Information” and “Column Information.”

It creates a pop-up window showing that dimension’s underlying numbers, names, absolute

scale marks, and relative scale marks. The pop-up window for a row dimension is displayed

horizontally while the pop-up window for a column is displayed vertically. These special

sub-views are provided in order to compare the various representations of a given row or
column across all of the views. If a row or column is not selected when the dimension com

mand is requested, then a message is sent to the note bar indicating that a selection must

first be made. In figure 8.8, the column corresponding to patient p_5 has been selected and

displayed. The dimension window shows the name of the column and the names of the

characteristics found in that column. There are scrollbars provided in order to shift down

wards to see the other characteristics. Also, the underlying database numbers, and the ab

solute and relative marks are shown.

Closely related to the Dimension command is the “Cell Information” command. When

the researcher selects a single cell, by pressing the middle mouse button over the cell, inter

view information appears for the single cell (see figure 8.9). Thus, the Cell Information

command applies to cells while the Dimension command applies to rows and columns.

Also, since all of the information may be presented without the need for a great deal of com

parison with other cells, the pop-up window disappears as soon as the mouse button is re
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8.8. A Column Dimension:

Column Information:

Column 4 - p_5
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8.9. Cell Information:

Abso I
=

jatabase View Query

I U I i | I I

7EED Cell Information:

Cell {3, 4} = 35
Identity: (c_4, p_5)

#

Unlike Row Select and Column Select, Cell Select does not apply reverse video to the se
lected cell.

Thus, the View menu provides commands for changing from the numeral view to the

graphical views. It provides commands for exposing inter-view dimensions, and it incor

porates mouse operations for scrolling and selecting rows, columns, and cells.

5. The Query Menu.

The Query menu provides the commands needed to perform simplifications and queries

(see figure 8.10). The commands closely follow the descriptions found in the previous
chapters.

The “Simplify” command is defined for any selected row or column. By selecting a row

or column, the researcher indicates on which axis the sorting or PQ-tree should be applied.
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Gipper uses a sort for ordering the rows or columns. If no row or column is specified, a mes

sage is sent to the message bar indicating an oversight.

Once the simplification has been performed (see figure 8.11), the researcher may wish

to manually group rows and/or columns. The manual simplification proceeds by selecting

a dimension with the appropriate mouse button and simply dragging that dimension to a

new location, thus implementing the move function. Here, it is called the “Move” opera

tion. Adjacent rows or columns are automatically moved over to allow space for the new

row or column.

Manual simplification may be done any number of times. Moreover, the researcher may

insert separators at any point to indicate a grouping of related rows or columns. The “Insert

Break” and “Remove Break” commands support the separation function. They are able to

be executed only when either a dimension which does not already have a break before it

has been selected (in the case of Insert Break) or a dimension which does have a break be

fore it has been selected (in the case of Remove Break)

A relative view which has first been automatically simplified, further tailored through

manual simplification, and which has several separators or breaks is show in figure 8.12.

Notice that there seems to be certain sub-views which seem consistent. The upper left sub

view shows a gradual decrease in the stages across the characteristics for some of the pa

tients. However, the lower left sub-view shows a fairly stable level for each of the charac

teristics for the patients. Either the Dimension command or the Cell Information command

may be used to see the underlying values associated with the given simplified view.

Also, whenever any sort or simplification is performed, either manually or automatical

ly, a mode appears along the menu bar to the right of the Distribution mode indicator: the

“Simplified View” mode indicator. One may select it, thus turning off the simplified view

and reverting back to the view associated with the Distribution mode indicator.

The last major command is the “Query” command. When Query is selected, the query

specification window appears (see figure 8.13). There are three main sections to specifying

a query. The first section involves the two windows labelled “Rows” and “Columns.” The

first window corresponds to the rows of the chart, and the second window corresponds to
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8.10. The Query Menu:

atabase Wieu Query. . .
Compound Query. . . .

Simplify
Insert Break

--~~~~~~

8.11. A Column Simplification:

Note --> Column has been selected

| Welcome Database View Query
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8.12. A Fully Simplified View:

Note -->

| Welcome Database Wieu Query

the columns of the chart. The researcher may select specific rows and/or columns from the

lists provided in these windows, and a scrollbar for each window allows the researcher to

access the other entries. The researcher has the option of selecting no specific row or col

umn, and those which are selected are ultimately dissociated from the other dimensions.

There are counters in the top window which list the number of selected rows and columns

to be dissociated. Intersections between rows and column are not currently supported.

The next section involves the subwindow labelled “Map” which is the implementation

of the relation map. In the figure, there are five partitions to an underlying distribution.

Therefore, there is a maximum of five groups that may be created. Here, the researcher has

grouped partitions 1 and 2 together into group 1. Partition 3 is left to its own group, and

partitions 4 and 5 are grouped together into group 5. Thus, the relation map has yielded

three groups from five partitions. There is no necessary ordering to the groups. Partitions 4
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8.13. The Query Specification Window:

ZEED
HPººl. Please select the dimensions and the rel
HHD][3][S][][3]

#;" that you want to have evaluated.

The number of dimensions currently selected is
The number of characteristics currently select

EZ■ 1 & 2 D 3 [] 4 D 5
[T] 1 [] 2 D 3 D 4 [] 5

D 1 [] 2 SA 3 D 4 D 5
D 1 D 2 D 3 D 4 D 5

[] 1 D 2 D 3 EZ■ 4 & 5

The number of new groups currently is... 3
Relation Series:

1. Associative

2. Selective
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8.14. A Queried View of a Selective Relation Series:

º -> - - § º R.

&
&
&

and 5 could have just as well been grouped into group 1 and partitions 1 and 2 could have

t i :
been grouped into group 5. The result of the given relation map is a new number of groups

from a previous number of partitions. The number of new groups is shown in the bottom

window.

The last section needed to specifying a query involves choosing between the two rela

tion series in the bottom most window. An ordered relation series is not provided since the

base views have already rendered such a relationship. However, either associative or selec

tive may be chosen. Once the relation series has been selected, the “Ok” button may be

pressed in order to render the queried view, or the “Cancel” button may be pressed to abort

the process. In either case, the query specification window disappears. In the case of the

“Ok” button, a queried view is now displayed in the chart and the “Queried View” mode

indicator appears in the menu bar adjacent to where the Simplified View mode indicator

appears.

Figure 8.14 shows the result of applying the query specified in figure 8.13 to the graph

ical base view in figure 8.12. The selective relation series chose size to express the selective

perceptual manipulation between the three groups. There are three levels to the size vari
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8.15. A Queried View of an Associative Relation Series:

&ii ii i i i i i i : :
&|&

able. Partitions 1 and 2 are represented by one size. Partition 3 is represented by another

size, and partitions 4 and 5 are represented by yet another size. Additionally, a gray level

was added to the marks in order to dissociate those dimensions selected by the researcher.

The researcher selected the c_2 and c_3 rows specifically, so those two rows have a differ

ent gray level than the others. Thus, the query incorporates one level to a shape variable,

three levels to a size variable, and two levels to a brightness variable. Simply put, the query

may be described as a selective query (or relation series) with the c_2 and c_3 rows selected

and with partitions 1 and 2 grouped together, 3 grouped by itself, and 4 and 5 grouped to

gether.

Figure 8.15 shows an associative query with the c_2 and c_3 rows selected and with

partitions 1 grouped by itself, 2 grouped by itself, 3 grouped by itself and 4 and 5 grouped

together. Here, shape is chosen as the associative perceptual manipulation. Thus, there are

four levels to the shape variable and two levels to the brightness variable.

After a query has been performed, the researcher has the option to perform a compound

query, and it is activated when the researcher selects “Compound Query” from the Query

menu. Again, the query specification window appears just as before. Now, however, there

are a different number of groups in the “Map” window. For instance, in the previous asso
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8.16. A Relation Map:

Map:
Group 1: Rá■ 1 & 2 D 3 [] 4
Group 2: D 1 D 2 D 3 D 4
Group 3: D 1 D 2 & 3 Rf4
Group 4: D 1 D 2 D 3 D 4

8.17. A Compound Queried View:

© &

ciative query example, the researcher grouped five partitions into four groups. A compound

query, therefore, may only act on those four groups (see figure 8.16).

The Compound Query applies an additional perceptual manipulation to each of the

marks. In figure 8.17, there is a selective compound query (performed on the previous as

sociative query) with the c_2 and c_3 rows selected and with groups 1 and 2 grouped into

a new group 1 and groups 3 and 4 grouped into a new group 3. What was previously four

groups became reclassified into two groups. Thus, first there is the associative query yield

ing four levels of shape. Then, there is the compound selective query adding two levels of

size. The compound queried view supports both the original associative relationship be

tween the marks, indicated by shape, and the additional selective relationship, indicated by
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8.18. Mode Indicators:

Relative Query Simplified

size.

6. Summation and Restrictions.

The expected sequence of commands is as follows. The researcher will open a database

and review the numeral base view. The researcher may select the Explanation command

and review the on-line help. Eventually, the researcher will perform Show Graphics and

switch to the graphical base views. Initially, the absolute view is shown. However, the re

searcher may easily switch to the relative base view by selecting the Distribution mode in
dicator.

When the researcher simplifies the view, either automatically or manually, or inserts a

break, the view changes to the simplified view and the Simplified View mode indicator ap

pears. The simplified view may be turned off simply by selecting the mode indicator.

A query may only be applied to one of the graphical base views, so the simplified view

will be turned off before a query. When a query is performed, the view changes to the que

ried view and the Queried View mode indicator appears. The researcher may manually

move rows and columns of the queried view and insert breaks, causing the Simplified View

mode indicator to again appear. Figure 8.18 shows the mode indicators signifying a simpli

fied queried relative view. In other words, a query has been applied to the relative base

view, and, then, some manual simplifications have been applied to the resulting queried

V1&W.

The process may continue for some time as the researcher selects different relation se
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8.19. Sequences of Perceptual Manipulations:

When performing compound queries, the following is a list of the
possible sequences in which mark characteristics may be applied:
1. Shape (assoc) Size (sel) Pattern (assoc/sel)
2. Shape (assoc) Pattern (assoc/sel) Size (sel)

3. Size (sel) Shape (assoc) Pattern (assoc/sel)
4. Size (sel) Pattern (assoc/sel) Shape (assoc)

5. Pattern (assoc/sel) Shape (assoc) Size (sel)
6. Pattern (assoc/sel) Size (sel) Shape (assoc)

In comparing the above possible sequences, the following is
a minimal list of the possible sequences of perceptual manipulations:
assoc --> sel --> assoc - supported by (1)
assoc --> sel --> sel - supported by (1)
assoc --> assoc --> sel - supported by (2)
sel --> assoc-> assoc - supported by (3)
sel --> assoc --> sel - supported by (3)
sel --> sel --> assoc - supported by (4)

ries and different relation maps. However, there is a limit to the number of perceptual ma

nipulations supported by the Gipper prototype. Gipper supports changes in shape (at most

five levels), size (at most five levels), and pattern (at most five levels). Pattern, as imple

mented, may also represent levels of brightness, but obviously it may not be used in both

roles at the same time. The other mark characteristics are not currently supported.

Since a view may only incorporate shape, size, and pattern, a queried view may be ad

ditionally compounded only two times. In other words, there are only two additional char

acteristics to apply after the first characteristic has been utilized. Figure 8.19 shows the pos

sible sequences of mark characteristics and their corresponding perceptual manipulations.

By eliminating the redundant perceptual manipulation sequences, it can be seen that pattern

need never be applied first, and, in the case of three sequential queries, at most two may be

exploited as selective or two may be exploited as associative. Furthermore, since pattern is

designed to also represent brightness, it may act as a dissociative perceptual manipulation,

and it may, therefore, be eliminated from the sequence, implying only one allowable com
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pound query.

Thus, while the Gipper prototype does not support all of the mark characteristics, it does

provide all of the basic functionality of the matrix chart. There exists a method and mech

anism for establishing distributions and rendering a numeral base view. There exists a

method and mechanism for rendering graphical base views. There exists a method and

mechanism for querying the base views, yielding a queried view, and there exists a method

and mechanism for simplifying either the base views or the queried view, yielding a sim

plified view. In addition, facilities have been added to support on-line help and inter-view

display. The Gipper prototype, therefore, supports all of the basic functionality of the ma

trix chart approach and provides some additional features intended to assist the researcher

when exploring the various views.
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IX. Evaluation.

1. The Test Design.

A test was designed to establish whether or not the matrix chart actually assisted re

searchers in discovering relationships in data. Using the matrix chart, researchers in various

fields were presented with their own data, and questions were posed to each researcher as

he or she manipulated the views. Each researcher was asked to give an account about what

was discovered and how current approaches to evaluating data compared to the matrix
chart.

The test design was as follows. Several researchers in various fields elected to partici

pate in the study, and each researcher offered a database which he or she intended to eval

uate at some later time. Each researcher already had an appreciation for the types of data

but was not yet familiar with the matrix chart approach to evaluating the data. Most impor

tantly, each had a history of evaluating like data, and each would be able to compare the

results exposed by the matrix chart with typical results exposed by other forms of analyzing

data. It was necessary to choose researchers who had not already evaluated the data since

the other evaluations might have slanted their derived hypotheses when using the matrix
chart.

Each researcher, or subject, was introduced to the matrix chart. Specifically, Gipper,

its menu commands and mouse operations were discussed. A small example was presented,

and, during the example, all questions were answered. Using Gipper, the subject opened his

or her respective database and reviewed the table of numbers in order to assure that the data

was transcribed accurately. The process of introducing the researcher to the matrix chart

will be termed the orientation phase.

Then, the session phase with the matrix chart began. The subject switched to the graph

ical base views of the distribution tables and established various queries and simplifica
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9.1. The Test Design: Introduction to Gipper
- -

including all commands and
Orientation mouse operations.

Render subject’s own database. | y
Answer questions and maintain
a log of all actions taken by the
subject. Ask the question, “Does Session
this view provide you with any
information?” as new synthesized

views are established.
!

The subject is asked whether
this approach was valuable and

Debriefi why. Also, the subject is askedeprlering what was discovered.

tions. During the session phase, the evaluator stood by in order to answer any questions that

arose. A log of the subject’s actions was made by the evaluator. In other words, each com

mand and mouse operation was recorded.

Moreover, each time that a new queried view or simplified view was established, the

subject was asked the same question, “Does this view provide you with any information?”

The subject was told that a “no” answer was just as valid as a “yes” answer. The answers

were also recorded in the log. When the answer was “yes,” a screendump of the view was

captured and the subject was asked to elaborate on what information was revealed. The sub

ject was given a maximum allotted time of one hour to work with the matrix chart.

After the session phase, a period of debriefing occurred. The subject was asked what,

if any, discoveries were made during the interaction with the matrix chart. If need be, the

subject was allowed to review the views that were captured during the session phase. Ad

ditionally, the subject was asked to compare the matrix chart to his or her other modes of

data analysis. The subject was lastly asked to offer some comments on the Gipper imple

mentation and how it might be improved.

This chapter proceeds by presenting the logs of three researchers who elected to be sub

jects. One researcher was working with dietary therapies for cancer patents. The second re

searcher was monitoring the long-term progress of Melanoma patients. The last researcher
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was applying various psychological statistical tests to patients undergoing therapy. The

commands associated with the on-line help system and showing dimensions have been ed

ited out of the logs along with many of the mouse operations.

2. A Dietary-Cancer Patient Database.

The first subject submitted a small database of 12 patients by 10 characteristics. The 12

patients formed a small group of cancer patients undergoing close dietary supervision. The

10 characteristics each corresponded to different blood test measurements. The measure

ments were labelled Alb (Albumin), BUN (blood urea/nitrogen level), FBS (fasting blood

sugar), Hct (Hematocrit), Hgb (Hemoglobin), K(Potassium), Na (Sodium), S. Crea (Serum

Creatinine), WBC (white blood cell count), and % lymph (% of lymphocytes). The follow

ing text is a transcript of the subject’s log.

Subject: to Gipper
Show Graphics (Absolute Base View is initially rendered)

Evaluator: to Subject
“Does this view provide you with any information?”
Answer:

“Not at this point.”
Subject: to Gipper

Switch to Relative Base View. Several Cell Information commands
were then performed.

Evaluator: to Subject
“Does this view provide you with any information?”
Answer:

“BUN is high for all of the subjects.”
“% lymph is low for all of the subjects.”
“K is about normal for all of the subjects”
“Others seem to flucuate.”

Subject: to Gipper
Select Row. Simplify. Several Cell Information commands
were then performed.

Evaluator: to Subject (see figure 9.2)
“Does this view provide you with any information?”
Answer:

“BUN, FBS, and WBC all seem to remain fairly high.”

•
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9.2. Dietary-Cancer Patient Database. A Row Simplified View:

Fº

“Alb and 9% lymph seem to remain fairly low.”
“There seems to be a trend from very high BUN levels
to fewer high levels of FBS, WBC, S. Crea, K, Hgb,
Hct, Na, Alb, and then ultimately no high levels in?’, lymph.”

Subject: to Gipper
Several Cell Information commands.
Turn off Simplified View...return to Relative Base View.

Subject: to Gipper
Query - Association with level 1 assigned to group 1,
2 to 2, 3 to 3, 4 to 4, and 5 to 5. Also, Bun and S. Crea were
selected to be highlighted. Several Cell Information commands
were then performed.

Evaluator: to Subject
“Does this view provide you with any information?”
Answer:

“BUN and S. Crea behave similarly across all of the subjects.”
“Alb and % lymph behave similarly across all of the subjects.”

Subject: to Gipper (see figure 9.3)
Query - Association with level 1 and 5 assigned to group 1
and 2, 3, and 4 assigned to group 2. Also, 9% lymph and WBC were
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9.3. Dietary-Cancer Patient Database. A Queried View:

© | @ () || @ | @ | @ | @ | @ () || @ || @ | @
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selected to be highlighted. Several Cell Information commands
were then performed.

Evaluator: to Subject
“Does this view provide you with any information?”
Note: Levels 1 and 5 are represented by the circles while the
others are represented by the rectangles.
Answer:

“Nearly all of the in-range data (levels 2, 3, and 4) is located in
the Hgb, Hct, Na and Krows. The other rows have most of the
data more out-of-range.”

Subject: to Gipper
Compound Query - Selective with level 1 to group 1 and level 2
assigned to group 2. Nothing was selected to be highlighted.

Evaluator: to Subject
“Does this view provide you with any information?”
Answer:

“It repeats and enhances the previous query.”
Subject: to Gipper

Select Column. Simplify. Rearrange Columns. Several Cell Information
commands were then performed.
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Evaluator: to Subject
“Does this view provide you with any information?”
Answer:

“There seem to be about three classes of subjects. Each
class has a different general profile. One has a notable
Hgb and Het and low FBS. The next has a medium Hgb and
Hct and high FBS. The last has either an Hgb or Het
and a high FBS.”

Subject: to Gipper
Query - Selective with level 1 assigned to group 1,
2 to 2, 3 to 3, 4 to 4, and 5 to 5. Also, nothing was
selected to be highlighted.

Evaluator: to Subject
“Does this view provide you with any information?”
Answer:

“It's very similar to the Relative Base View.”
Subject: to Gipper

Compound Query - Selective with levels 1 and 5 assigned to group 1,
2 and 4 to group 2, and level 3 to group 3. Also, nothing was
selected to be highlighted. Several Cell Information commands
were then performed.

Evaluator: to Subject
“Does this view provide you with any information?”
Answer:

“Most of the data seems to have fallen either in the level 1,
3, or 5. So, this does not add anything.”

Subject: to Gipper
Query - Selective with level 1 assigned to group 1,
2 to 2, 3 to 3, 4 to 4, and 5 to 5. Also, nothing was
selected to be highlighted. (Returns to a previous state.)

Subject: to Gipper (see figure 9.4)
Compound Query - Selective with levels 1, 2, 4 and 5 assigned to group 1
and level 3 to group 2. Also, nothing was selected to be highlighted.
Several Cell Information commands were then performed.

Evaluator: to Subject
“Does this view provide you with any information?”
Note. Different sizes correspond to different levels in the first query.
The addition of a pattern (or gray level) indicates two classes
based on the compound query. The light circles represent all except
the most normal level (level 3) while the dark circles represent only
the most normal level. There was some confusion in recognizing that
the smallest circles had the same sparse pattern (or light gray) as the
largest circles.
Answer:

“The most normal data (the level 3 data) seems to fall into
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9.4. Dietary-Cancer Patient Database. A Compound Queried View:
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K, Na, Hct, and Hgb. All of the other data is either extremely
or somewhat out of the normal.”

At this point, time expired, and the subject was asked to provide some insight into the

data. The subject concluded that these cancer patients seemed especially susceptible to kid

ney failures due to the high BUN readings. Also, there seemed to be particular patient pro

files and particular test result profiles, suggesting to the subject that some concentration

should be placed on those measurements characterizing given profiles. More specifically,

out-of-range values for BUN, 9% lymph, Alb, and FBS all seemed especially significant to

the patients’ conditions while K, Na, and HCt seemed the least significant.

The subject accepted that the tool was useful for exploring the data. However, very

large databases were seen as potentially problems if they could not completely fit onto one

screen. According to the subject, Gipper did reflect an approach not captured by other ap

proaches. The subject suggested that Gipper was “much more direct than other tools.” In
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particular, viewing the data table directly and performing statistical tests often took much

more time and effort than the matrix chart approach in the subject's opinion.

With respect to the implementation, the subject commented that small circles caused

some problems when also exposing a pattern within their boundaries. The subject also not

ed that it was necessary to always perform several Cell Information commands in order to

recall which dimensions were being represented.

The evaluator added the comment that it was often necessary to explain how marks

were created from the relation map even though this was covered in the orientation phase.

The subject often needed to be reminded of the relation map. Also, the subject often tried

to relate the marks to the underlying data first rather than searching for general patterns
across the chart.

3. A Melanoma Patient Database.

The second subject submitted a slightly larger database of 22 patients by 20 character

istics. The 20 characteristics each corresponded to measurements taken during the exami

nation of patients undergoing treatment for melanoma, a form of skin cancer. The measure

ments included the diameter of various melanoma found on the skin, the number of lym

phocytes found at various locations in the skin, the margins around tumors, etc.

The complete database is specified in the document by Clyman (1986). However, only

a subset of the complete database was submitted by the subject. The 20 chosen measure

ments are listed in the database file created for Gipper (see Appendix B). The following text

is a transcript of the subject’s log.

Subject: to Gipper
Show Graphics (Absolute Base View is initially rendered)

Evaluator: to Subject
“Does this view provide you with any information?”
Answer:

“No, it doesn’t seem very helpful.”
Subject: to Gipper

Switch to Relative Base View. Several Cell Information commands
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were then performed.
Evaluator: to Subject

“Does this view provide you with any information?”
Answer:

“There seems to be a lot more density in the middle.”
“The two left columns (Number of positive nodes and total
number of lymph nodes) seem pretty sparse.”

Subject: to Gipper
Select Column. Simplify. Several Cell Information commands
were then performed.

Evaluator: to Subject
“Does this view provide you with any information?”
Answer:

“Amount of pigment and microphage density seem
to have similar profiles across the patients.”
“Mole count and freckle count seem to have similar
profiles.”
“Solar lentigo and Clark’s Level seem to be similar.”
“Primary tumor thickness, smallest diameter, and plasma
cell density are kind of similar. But, they’re all the most
dissimilar from least margin around tumor, amount of
pigment and microphage density.”

Subject: to Gipper
Select Row. Simplify. Several manual row moves. Several insert
breaks. Several Cell Information commands were then performed.

Evaluator: to Subject (see figure 9.5)
“Does this view provide you with any information?”
Answer:

“Subjects 9 and 20 have very similar profiles.”
“Subjects 13, 5, and 14 have similar profiles.”
“Subjects 15, 8, 17, 16 have similar profiles.”
“Then, there seems to be a group that’s a bit more chaotic.”
“At the bottom, there seems to be a more vague profile
with subjects 12, 6, 4, and 1.”

Note. The subject then began describing the profiles by looking at
the Cell Informations for various cells in order to ascertain which
measurements corresponded to which columns.

“The first set of profiles had high lymphocytes in RGP,
microphage density, and amount of pigment. The other
measurements were all lower.”

Note. Continued for some time for each set of profiles.
Subject: to Gipper

Return to Relative Base View.
Query - Selective with level 1 assigned to group 1,
2, 3, and 4 to group 2, and 5 to group 3. Clark’s Level was selected to be
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9.5. Melanoma Patient Database. A Row Simplified View:

highlighted. Several Cell Information commands were then performed.
Evaluator: to Subject

“Does this view provide you with any information?”
Answer:

“Clark’s level seem to remain in the middle level except for a
few high levels.”
“There seems to be a density of middle levels in the middle
with many low levels on the outside edges.”
“High levels seem to occur all over.”
“Least margin around tumor and nucleoli size seem to
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9.6. Melanoma Patient Database. A Queried View:
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have had the most number of high levels.”

3 to group 2, and 4 and 5 to group 3. Clark’s Level was selected to be
highlighted. Several Cell Information commands were then performed.

Query - Selective with level 1 and 2 assigned to group 1,

“Does this view provide you with any information?”
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Answer:

“Clark’s level seem to remain fairly high except for a few
middle sized circles.”

Note. It was necessary to explain to the subject that the query
grouped level 4 and 5 together into the same size marks while the
previous query grouped level 4 with levels 2 and 3 into the same
sized marks. Thus, the last query seemed to classify the Clark’s Levels
into the middle sized circle while this query seemed to classify them into

the larger circle. The subject was a bit confused that one query could
lead to the conclusion that Clark's Level was in the middle range while
another could lead to the conclusion that it was in the high range.
The subject wanted to maintain that size represented an ordered
relationship between the marks instead of a selective relationship,
intended only to emphasize a distinction between the marks. After,
the distinction was again explained, the session continued.

“There seem to be very many levels 4 and 5 in the
middle of the view.”
“There seem to be many levels 1 and 2 on the right hand
of the view.”

Subject: to Gipper
Compound Query - Selective with level 1 and 3 assigned to group 1
and level 2 to group 2. No measurement was selected to be
highlighted. Several Cell Information commands were then performed.

Evaluator: to Subject
“Does this view provide you with any information?”
Note. Different sizes correspond to different levels in the first query.
The addition of a pattern (or gray level) indicates two classes
based on the compound query. The light circles represent all except
the most normal level (level 3) while the dark circles represent only
the most normal level. Again, there was some confusion in recognizing that
the smallest circles had the same sparse pattern (or light gray) as the
largest circles.
Answer:

“I still see three sizes of circles, except, now the big and
the little ones are of the same shading, while the middle sized
ones are a different shading.”
“There seems to be much more of the light shading than the
dark shading. There are many more low and high levels
than middle levels.”

Subject: to Gipper
Query - Selective with level 1 and 2 assigned to group 1,
3 to group 2, and 4 and 5 to group 3. Nothing was selected to be
highlighted. (Returned to a previous state.)
Compound Query - Associative with level 1 and 3 assigned to group 1
and level 2 to group 2. No measurement was selected to be
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9.7. Melanoma Patient Database. A Compound Queried View:
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highlighted. Several manual column moves. Several Insert Breaks.
Several Cell Information commands were then performed.

Evaluator: to Subject (see figure 9.7)
“Does this view provide you with any information?”
Note. Different sizes correspond to different levels in the first query.
The addition of 2 different shapes indicates 2 classes
based on the compound query. The circles represent all except
the most normal level (level 3) while the squares represent only
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the most normal level.
Answer:

“I still see three sizes, except, now the big and
the little ones are circles, while the middle sized
ones are a squares. The squares and the big circles don’t
seem that different in size though.”
“It seems pretty even between squares and circles.”
“It seems pretty even between big circles and little circles.”
“There are a lot more squares and big circles in the middle”
“The middle area must have more high values.”
“The measurements macrophage density, nucleoli size,
amount of pigment, freckle count, solar lentigo count,
mole count, and Clark’s Level are all either the middle size
or the largest size”
“Other measurements tend to be mostly normal or low.”

At this point, time expired, and the subject was asked to provide some insight into the

data. The subject concluded that these melanoma patients seemed to have consistently high

readings of nucleoli size and freckle count. Again, there seemed to be particular patient pro

files and particular test result profiles, suggesting to the subject that some concentration

should be placed on those measurements characterizing given profiles.

The subject asserted that all of the correlations yielded valid hypotheses. However, the

subject suggested that correlations probably were not meaningful unless three-quarters of

the row or column seem to behave in a particular pattern. In other words, a profile set was

probably most meaningful when three-quarters of the marks related to one another in the

same manner. The three-quarter rule was his own empirical rule for establishing profile

S■ tS.

The subject voiced some of the same concerns as the previous subject. First, very large

databases were seen as potential problems if they could not completely fit onto one screen.

Second, small circles caused some problems when also exposing a pattern within their

boundaries, and, third, it was necessary to always perform several Cell Information com

mands in order to recall which dimensions were being represented.

Again, the evaluator added the comment that it was often necessary to explain how

marks were created from the relation map even though an explanation was offered in the
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orientation phase. The subject often needed to be reminded of the relation map, and the sub

ject often tried to relate the marks to the underlying data first rather than searching for gen

eral patterns across the chart.

Compared to other approaches, the subject would have normally used a database sys

tem to extract rows or columns fitting a very specific format. The subject suggested extend

ing Gipper to allow for searching based on a given profile, searching perhaps for best or

closest fitting profiles instead of merely exact matches.

4. A Psychological Patient Database.

The last subject submitted a larger database of 30 patients by 30 characteristics. The pa

tients were all undergoing psychotherapy or psychological evaluations. The 30 character

istics each corresponded to a different scale score from one of two commonly used psycho

logical tests: the MMPI and the Medper. The MMPI yielded 13 scales and the Medper

yielded 14 scales. MMPI and Medper scale scores are statistical measures of various per

sonality traits such as clinical depression, compliance, and neurotic syndromes. The last 3

scales were attributed to sex, age, and education levels.

The names of the 30 scales are listed in the database file created for Gipper (see Ap

pendix B). The following text is a transcript of the subject’s log.

Subject: to Gipper
Show Graphics (Absolute Base View is initially rendered)
Several Cell Information commands.

Evaluator: to Subject
“Does this view provide you with any information?”
Answer:

“No, not really.”
Subject: to Gipper

Switch to Relative Base View. Several Cell Information commands
were then performed.

Evaluator: to Subject
“Does this view provide you with any information?”
Answer:

“There seems to be several columns in the middle which
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are fairly sparse. These are depression, anxiety, agitation,
and mania.”
“There are two vary sparse columns to the left. These are
FOL-Type 1 and FOL-Type 1*.”
“All of these sparse columns are low values.”

Subject: to Gipper
Select Column. Simplify. Several row moves and insert breaks.
Several column moves. Several Cell Information commands were
performed throughout this process.

Evaluator: to Subject (see figure 9.8)
“Does this view provide you with any information?”
Answer:

“There seem to be several classes of patients and
scale scores. Some are characterized by decreasing profiles.
Some have increasing profiles. Some have even profiles.
Some fluctuate in a consistent pattern it seems.”
“For the set of patients profiles 4th down. These all have a
descending pattern for the first set of measurement profiles.
There is no FOL-Type 3*. Then it descends from CRBT,
MMPI-Scale 2, MMPI-Scale 7, MMPI-Scale 8, Sex, and
Depression. Most importantly, the last set of
measurement profiles over to the far right has the most high
values, especially with FOL-Type 2 and FOL-Type 2*.”

Note. Continued for quite some time for each set of profiles as the
subject performed Cell Information commands.

Subject: to Gipper
Return to Relative Base View.
Query - Associative with level 1 assigned to group 1,
level 2 to group 2, 3 to 3, 4 to 5 and 5 to group 5. Nothing was selected to
be highlighted. Several Cell Information commands were then performed.

Evaluator: to Subject
“Does this view provide you with any information?”
Answer:
Note. It was necessary to explain to the subject that this query
grouped level which shapes corresponded to which levels. Diamonds
represented group 1, circles group 2, triangles group 3, squares
group 4, and yield sign group 5.

“There seem to be a concentration of squares in a few
specific columns. These correspond to CRET, MMPI-Scales
1, 2, and 3.”
“There seem to be many triangles on the far left (FOL) and
spread evenly across the right half of the view (the MMPI scales).”
“The left half seems to have more of a combination of shapes.
These are the Medper scales.”

“In general, there are not too many yield signs.”
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9.8. Psychological Patient Database. A Simplified View:
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Subject: to Gipper
Query - Selective with level 1 assigned to group 1,
level 2 to group 2, 3 to 3, 4 to 4, and 5 to 5. Nothing was selected to
be highlighted. Several Cell Information commands were then performed.

Evaluator: to Subject
“Does this view provide you with any information?”
Answer:

“FOL-Type 2 and 3 and CRET all tended to the larger circles.”
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“The states (ANX, DEP, MAN, AGI) all tend to be very small
circles.”
“The left hand side (The Medper Scales) seems more varied in the
sizes of the marks versus the right hand side (The MMPI Scales)
which seem more even.”
“This is actually very much like the base views.”

Subject: to Gipper
Compound Query - Selective with level 1 and 2 assigned to group 1,
level 3 to group 2, and levels 4 and 5 to group 3. No measurement

was selected to be highlighted. Several Cell Information commands
were then performed.

Evaluator: to Subject (see figure 9.9)
“Does this view provide you with any information?”
Answer:

Note. It was necessary to explain to the subject that this query
compounded the previous query. The original level 1 was now
represented by a white small circle. The original level 2 was now
represented by a slightly larger white circle. The original level 3 was
now represented by a medium sized gray circle. The
original level 4 was now represented by a slightly larger black circle.
The original level 5 was now represented by a very large black
circle. Thus, the 3 level white-gray-black pattern had been added
to the 5 sizes in the previous query.

“The different sizes are still apparent.”
“Now, there are 3 sets indicated by shading. There is white
set. There is the gray set, and there is the black set.”
“Most of the grays are on the left side. However, on the far
left side, there are mostly whites. Blacks seem to be located
in a couple of particular columns.”
“The white areas on the far right correspond to MMPI-Scale 10,
Education, Sex, and Age. The white area in the middle are the
4 Medper states. The white are in the far left are FOL
types 1, 1*, 2, and 3.”
“The dark areas are centralized in columns for MMPI scales
1, 2, and 3 and Medper scales CRET and to a lesser degree in
FOL types 2* and 3*.”
“Also, patient J.H. seems to have vary many black circles
on his row. On the other hand, patient A.D. seems to have
more white circles.”

At this point, time expired, and the subject was asked to provide some insight into the

data. The subject concluded that the patients seemed to have normal FOL, CREC, L, F, and

K scale scores. Additionally, CRET was typically very high along with MMPI scales 1, 2
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and 3. On the other hand, the Medper States were low along with FOL types 1, 1*, and 3.

Also, education levels were not especially high. Many patients had only completed high

school. All in all, the concentration of high MMPI scales 1, 2, and 3 along with the other

readings suggested to the subject that many of these patients fit a pattern usually associated

with neurotics.

Again, there seemed to be particular patient profiles and particular test result profiles,

suggesting to the subject that some concentration should be placed on those measurements

characterizing given profiles. Admittedly, the subject sometimes became preoccupied with

micro-relationships instead of general trends across all of the data. In this vein, the subject

would like to see the implementation allow for simplifications locally on sub-views

(amongst a specific subset of the rows or columns) in addition to the overall simplification

command. Also, the subject requested column and row headings for each view.

As suggested by the other subjects, the large database used here posed a problem for

the subject. Scrolling to see the last 10% of the rows became obstructive to an overall view

of the chart, and it was also necessary to always perform several Cell Information com

mands in order to recall which dimensions were being represented.

Again, the evaluator added the comment that it was often necessary to explain how

marks were created from the relation map even though an explanation was covered in the

orientation phase. The subject often needed to be reminded of the relation map, and, again,

the subject often tried to relate the marks to the underlying data first rather than searching

for general patterns across the chart. The subject suggested having an attached key that

might explain the design of each mark as new views appeared.

Compared to other approaches, the subject would have normally sorted through the data

by hand to extract rows or columns fitting a very specific format. The subject especially

appreciated the ease of moving rows and columns, establishing arbitrary arrangements. The

subject suggested that, for the queried views, one might automatically simplify those by re

arranging the rows and columns in order to group like marks. Last, the subject suggested

that the matrix chart approach represented a more objective analysis of the data since it was

independent of a scripted technique and more a function of the actual data collected. How
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ever, there would necessarily be some training necessary to encourage researchers to sit

away from the screen and search for general patterns rather than immediately interpreting

a specific row, column or cell.
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X. Conclusions.

1. Discussion of Evaluation.

The subjects' logs reveal two broad categories of considerations (see figure 10.1). The

first category addresses issues relating to the matrix chart approach, and the second catego

ry addresses issues relating to the given implementation of the matrix chart: Gipper.

With respect to the matrix chart approach, there appeared to be a significant paradigm

shift from viewing individual values and micro-relationships to viewing overall relation

ships. At first, the subjects attempted to identify specific marks in the chart. They per

formed Cell Information commands across the chart and asked why one specific mark was

of a specific design. The subjects were interested only in single marks.

Then, a preoccupation with micro-relationships became apparent as the subjects man

ually rearranged rows and columns. The subjects tended to seek like rows or like columns

and ignored those which were notably different. In other words, the subjects sought micro

relationships of similarities but overlooked overall relationships of similarities and differ

ences. Moreover, some of the subjects’ comments clearly supported a preoccupation with

micro-relationships. One suggested a profile searcher, and another suggested sub-view

simplifying. These facilities would deviate from an attempt to show overall patterns in the

data. However, as databases grow in size, divide and conquer approaches such as these may

become necessary.

Once the preoccupation with viewing individual marks and micro-relationships was

abandoned, general patterns were recognized across the entire chart. At that point, the sub

jects began sitting a bit further from the screen and began performing fewer Cell Informa

tion commands. Their comments about the data were more abstract, “there seems to be

more squares in this area.” However, the paradigm shift from viewing individual cells and

micro-relationships to overall relationships occurred only after some effort had been spent
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10.1. Evaluation Issues:

Matrix Chart Issues

Issues Related to Issues Related to
the Approach the Implementation

|
Paradigm Shift Mark Design
—

Size Problem ;§: VS.

with Fillings

with the matrix chart approach.

Also, with respect to the matrix chart approach, there appeared to be some trouble when

interpreting size as other than an ordered perceptual manipulation. When size was used

simply as a selective perceptual manipulation, subjects tended to say that larger sized ob

jects were “bigger in value” than smaller sized objects. The size problem was especially

evident when partitions 1 and 5, for instance, were grouped and expressed by a small circle,

implying to the subject that the small circle represented a low number. One subject asserted

that a key, a mark design key, would help to eliminate the size problem.

With respect to the Gipper implementation, several issues arose. First, as marks were

designed and redesigned, subjects had some trouble recalling the sequence of relation maps

which had been ordered. Again, the mark design key, already suggested by one subject,

might help subjects to more easily interpret the marks.

Also, with respect to the implementation, each of the subjects foresaw problems with

databases which could not be rendered on one screen. The one subject who did indeed have
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a larger database experienced a loss of continuity across the views when he was forced to

scroll down to see the balance of the marks. However, shrinking the marks does not seem

a viable option since all commented that for small marks, the internal fillings were difficult

to distinguish. On the other hand, for marks filled similarly, smaller sizes may be allow

able. Also, larger and higher resolution screens may help to reduce the continuity problem.

In the end, each subject was able to recognize specific profiles of patients and measure

ments, and all agreed that the matrix chart was a valuable aid. It seemed to the subjects a

more direct connection to the data whereas other approaches were either too tedious or in

volved some reshaping of the data which was not necessarily intuitive. In contrast, Gipper
“seemed intuitive.”

2. Future Directions for the Approach.

The evaluation suggests several advances that might be made to the matrix chart ap

proach. First, whether intentional or otherwise, there clearly exists a tendency to look at a

single cell or dimension rather than the entire body of marks. In an attempt to enhance the

tendency to view overall patterns, greater selectivity may be added to the marks. In other

words, groups might stand out from one another more explicitly. The relation series may

be redefined to incorporate an additional selective perceptual manipulation, thus better dis

tinguishing the groups of marks.

Additionally, retinal characteristics may be weighted in order of preference. For exam

ple, color may be the best at evoking a selective perceptual interpretation whereas size, on

the other hand, may be the worst since it often evokes an ordered perceptual interpretation.

Then, perceptual manipulations will be chosen based on the weight of various perceptual

interpretations.

Beyond the evaluation, the matrix chart approach suggests even more enhancements.

Mark backgrounds may be exploited within each cell. For instance, cells themselves may

be made selective from one another independent of their mark designs. The application of

color, for instance, to the mark backgrounds may simulate a large area mark (to be distin
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guished from a point mark) spanning many cells, thus encouraging another overall view of
the chart.

Drawing on the electronic spreadsheet notion of a formula value for a given cell, matrix

chart cells may also be defined in terms of other cells throughout the chart. For instance,

during a given session, the researcher may define a new cell as the sum of two other cells.

The underlying numbers for those two other cells may be added and placed into the new

cell, and the new cell would be assigned a distribution partition. Finally, a graphical mark

would be rendered for the new cell. Clearly, functions other than “sum” may be applied.

The goal of a formula values is to express dependent relationships. In this case, the depen

dent mark changes as its formula changes. Ultimately, the dependent mark may appear very

similar to another mark elsewhere in the chart, implying a common partition on their re

spective scales.

Cubes of data, rather than tables, may be incorporated, involving simplifications across

three dimensions and a three-quarter view of the chart. The researcher might slide a filter

through the cube to see specific slices, or the slices may flicker past, one after another, sim

ulating movement through the cube. On the other hand, cubes of data may be represented

by complex marks in the two-dimensional matrix chart. For instance, a diamond may cor

respond to a triangle and a yield sign found in the two slices of a two deep cube. A circle

may represent the sum of four wedges from the four slices of a four deep cube. One may

even attribute different colors to each of the wedges. However, if all of the mark character

istics are used, one will have to develop a means of querying independent of mark designs.

3. Future Directions for the Implementation.

Clearly, the advances suggested to the matrix chart approach may also extend to the im

plementation of the matrix chart. However, the evaluation suggests several additions to the

implementation which are independent of the approach.

The divide and conquer issues may become more useful as databases get larger. The

automatic creation and simplification of sub-views may be added along with profile search
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ers which search for exact, best-fit, or radically different profiles.

Clearly, the notion of a mark design key to explain the field of marks may aid the re

searcher when interpreting the chart. The key would show all of the previous relation maps

and how a given mark design changed from mapping to mapping. For instance, one may

imagine a window which shows a list of shapes and their associated partitions (assuming

an associative relation series). As a compound query was performed, the key might distin

guish between different colored shapes (assuming an associative or selective relation se

ries) and their appropriate partitions and groups.

Obviously, the implementation presented in this dissertation was merely a prototype of

the complete matrix chart specified in the earlier chapters. As a prototype, it did not include

all of the possible retinal characteristics nor all of the possible variations of the utilized ret

inal characteristics. A complete implementation would require the design of shapes which

would be able to incorporate orientation and color. More expensive color display devices

would also be necessary. Additionally, a display device allowing for greater resolution

would allow for more levels to be attributed to each of the characteristics, and it would re

solve the continuity problem created by small shapes with fillings and larger databases.

Finally, the evaluation performed in the previous chapter can be improved. Certainly,

some empirical conclusions were made clear by observing and questioning the subjects.

However, the computer-based implementation may also be compared to a paper-based im

plementation, and objective measurements of action/reaction time may be compared.

Moreover, objective measurements of the matrix chart approach, in general, may be com

pared to other medical reasoning phase techniques. Since the competing goal of each tech

nique is to provide some essential piece of information to the researcher, known relation

ships may be embedded into data and researchers savvy with many forms of analysis may

be evaluated as they ascertain those relationships while using various approaches. Clearly,

an evaluation of such scope would require many experienced researchers and many mature

tools which each characterize a given approach. Nevertheless, the evaluation performed in

this dissertation was able to suggest some definite deficiencies and some empirical benefits

with the matrix chart approach and implementation.
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4. Concluding Remarks.

Ultimately, a researcher seeks relationships between data. In today’s working environ

ment, that researcher has a battery of tools at his or her disposal. Each provides a particular

view on analyzing data, and some involve the researcher much more than others. The ma

trix chart approach does not claim to be a final and ultimate approach to research. Rather,

it exploits a particular strategy which is not addressed by other reasoning frameworks.
The main contribution made in this dissertation is to establish a formal method for de

signing and re-designing graphical marks in order to seek different relationships between

an underlying table of numbers. The tables evaluated in this dissertation captured 100,440,

and 900 points of data. However, in each case, the researcher was able to manipulate the

data without regard to the volume, and relationships were discovered.

The natural ability of humans to recognize patterns is the principle on which the matrix

chart approach is founded. By contrast, current computers are severely deficient in this re

spect. Given their intrinsic abilities, human and computer cooperative research is the theme

on which the matrix chart is applied.
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Appendix A. The Design of Gipper.

1. Module Papers.

Gipper is an implementation of the matrix chart. It was built using raster graphics pro

gramming on top of bit-mapped display hardware. Nearly 13,000 lines of C programming

language code were written over the Pixrect and Sun View libraries on top of the 3/50

Workstation".

The application is broadly broken into two large categories: the Resource Library and

the Main Design. The Resource Library contains many tool modules built especially for the

application: an array module, a bit array module, a table module, and so on. The Main De

sign is further broken into module sections. Each section encompasses a group of modules

which are somehow related. They are the Cells section, the Menus section, the Operations

section, the Windows section, and so on.

The entire approach embodies a large degree of encapsulation, and, in order to com

municate this encapsulation, a series of module papers, one per module, has been written.

The module papers will be in a form similar to UNDK manual pages.

Each category and section will begin with a paper describing the common ground be

tween the contained modules. Then, each module within the section will be described.

These descriptions will include external data declarations and visible routine declarations.

Visible routines are those routines available to other modules, to be distinguished from non

visible, or internal (static), routines.

An attempt will be made to show some of the essential coupling between modules by

explicitly referencing routines used from other modules. There may also be supplemental

notes at the end of a module paper in order to elaborate on a given routine or module.

1. The Pixrect and Sun View libraries and the 3/50 Workstation are all products of Sun Microsystems of
Mountain View, California.
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This appendix will proceed with a discussion of the Resource Library and each of its

modules. Then, the main design of the implementation will be discussed along with each

of its sections. Each section will be presented, in turn, with a collection of module papers.

At the end of this appendix, an overview of the architecture is presented with a discussion

of the program flow.
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2. The Resource Library.

Rs_LibraryO RESOURCE LIBRARY Rs_LibraryO

NAME

The Resource Library.

MODULES
Rs_Array
Rs_BitArray
Rs_Font
Rs_String
Rs Table
Rs_Window

DESCRIPTION
Part of the Gipper project entailed first developing a collection of resource modules. These six modules,
collectively called the Resource Library, provided the rest of Gipper with operations for maintaining ar
rays, tables, strings, and other basic data structures. The Resource Library, like the vendor provided li
braries, was used throughout the application. Tables, for instance, are a major part of the view structures.

The following pages provide module pages for each of the modules.
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Rs_Array0 RESOURCE LIBRARY Rs_Array0

NAME
Rs_Array - module for managing arrays.

DATA
typedef struct array_t
{

intar max_count; /* the maximum allocated number of items"/
int ar_current_count; /* the current number of items"/
caddr_t *ar_entries; /* the list of items"/

} Array;

SYNOPSIS
int array_count(ar)
Array *ar;

caddr_t array_extract(ar, index)
Array *ar;
int index;

caddr_t array_get(ar, index)
Array *ar;
int index;

void array_insert(ar, index, item)
Array *ar;
int index;
caddr_t item;

boolean array_ok_index(ar, index)
Array *ar;
int index;

void array_realloc(ar, length)
Array **ar;
int length;

void array_set(ar, index, item)
Array *ar;
int index;
caddr_t item;

DESCRIPTION
The array module implements routines for managing arrays of abstract pointers. These pointers may
point to any sort of structure. The structure is not known to the array subroutines. In C, the pointers are
implemented by a Caddress type (caddr_t). A caddr_t is referred to simply as an item in the array.

Array_count returns the number of items in the given array.
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Array_extract removes an item from an array and shifts all subsequent items down one position in the
array. The item removed is at the specified index and it is returned by the subroutine.

Array_get returns the item of a given array at the given index. It does not extract the item from the array
however.

Array_insert forces an item into the specified index in a given array, causing all other items to shift
down one place in the array.

Array_ok_index returns true or false as to whether or not a given index is within bounds for a given
array.

Array_realloc either creates or resizes an array to a given length.

Array_set assigns a given item to the position specified by the index in an array.
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Rs_BitArray0 RESOURCE LIBRARY Rs_BitArrayO

NAME

Rs_BitArray - module for managing bit arrays.

DATA

typedef struct bitarray_t
{

int bar_max_ints; /* the maximum number of allocated integers */
int bar current_bits; /* the corresponding current number of bits */
int *bar_ints; /* the list of integers */

} Bitarray;

typedef enum
{

BIT_CLEAR,
BIT_GET,
BIT_SET

} BitCommand;

SYNOPSIS
intbitarray_bitop(bar, index, cmd)
BitArray *bar;
int index;
BitCommand cmd;

intbitarray_count(bar)
BitArray *bar;

void bitarray_realloc(bar, length)
BitArray *bar;
int length;

int bitword get(bar, word, index)
BitArray *bar;
int word, index;

RELATED SYNOPSIS
int bits_to_int(count)
int count;

int ints_to_bits(count)
int count;

DESCRIPTION
This module operates on a structure which is an array of single bits. The bitarray will be used for arrays
of pixels to be placed onto the screen. More specifically, when shapes have patterns or gray levels drawn
within the borders of the shape, the pixels within the shape are placed into a bitarray first, and the pattern
is masked onto the bitarray. Later, the bitarray is transferred into the shape.
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All bitarrays are fixed-length. In order to increase the efficiency of the bitarray operations, integers were
used to hold the sequence of bits rather than building on the array structures

Bitarray_bitop does a BitCommand, either a BIT_GET, BIT_SET, or BIT CLEAR, on one if the items
in the bitarray. A BIT_GET simply returns the value of that bit. A BIT_SET sets the value to 1, and a
BIT_CLEAR sets the value to 0.

Bitarray_count returns the number of bits in the bitarray.

Bitarray_realloc either creates or resizes the length of a bitarray.

Bitword_get interprets the bitarray to be in sections or words. Then, it returns the ith bit from the nth
word in the bitarray.

Bits_to_ints gives the number of fixed-length bitarrays needed to hold a given number of bits.

Ints_to_bits gives the number of bits found in a given number of fixed-length bitarrays.

NOTES
For color monitors, this would have to be extended.
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Rs_Font■ ) RESOURCE LIBRARY Rs_Font()

NAME
Rs Font-module containing routines for supplemental font manipulations.

SYNOPSIS
void font close()

Pixfont *font get(choice)
Fontid choice;

void font openO

int font height(choice, s)
Fontid choice;
char *s;

int font_width(choice, s)
Fontid choice;
char *s;

DESCRIPTION
This module adds to the Pixrect library, providing subroutines for font manipulations that were not al
ready available.

Font_close closes all fonts used by the application (uses Pixrect.pf close).

Font_get returns a pointer to an already opened font with the indicated font identifier name. The pointer
is a system specific structure.

Font_height returns the height in pixels of the average character in the font as indicated by a given font
identifier name.

Font_open opens all of the fonts used by the application and assigns them each a font identifier name.
The names currently used are FONT_MY_MENU (used for menus and commands), FONT_MY_CAN
VAS (used for the views), and FONT_DEFAULT (the system default) (uses Pixrect.pf open).

Font_width returns the number of pixels a given string of text occupies when it is rendered in the given
font (uses Pixrect.pf_textwidth).
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Rs_Print0 RESOURCE LIBRARY Rs_Print0

NAME
Rs_Print-module containing routines for printing to stderr.

SYNOPSIS
void print err(s)
char *s;

void print_exit(s)
char *s;

DESCRIPTION
The print module simply holds two subroutines. Both are used throughout the application for severe error
conditions and internal checking.

Print err prints a message indicated by string s to standard error.

Print_exit prints a message indicated by string s to standard error and exits the program with error con
dition 1.
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Rs_String0 RESOURCE LIBRARY Rs_String0

NAME

Rs_String - module containing routines for supplemental string manipulations.

SYNOPSIS
void str itoa(i, s)
inti;
char *s;

DESCRIPTION
The string module holds the subroutines related to string handling.

Str itoa translates an integer n to a string s of corresponding characters. For instance, the integer 12 is
converted to the string “12.” The routine is essential for creating long strings which include numbers.
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Rs Table0 RESOURCE LIBRARY

NAME
Rs Table - module for managing tables.

DATA
typedef struct table_t
{

int thi_max_rows; /* the maximum number of allocated rows"/
int thi_current_rows; /* the current number of rows"/
Array **tbl_entries; /* the list of rows"/

} Table;

typedef enum
{

TABLE WHOLE,
TABLE_OFA_ROW,
TABLE_OFA_COLUMN

} TableUnit;

SYNOPSIS
void table column(tbl, index, column)
Table *tbl;
int index;
Array **column;

int table columns(tbl)
Table *tbl;

caddr_t table get(tbl, row, col)
Table *tbl;
int row, col;

boolean table_ok_col(tbl, col)
Table *tbl;
int col;

boolean table_ok_row(tbl, row)
Table *tbl;
int row;

boolean table_realloc(tbl, rows, cols)
Table **tbl;
int rows, cols;

Array *table_row(thl, index)
Table *tbl;
int row;

int table_rows(tbl)

Rs Table0
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Table *tbl;

void table set(tbl, row, col, item)
Table *tbl;
int row, col;
caddr_t item;

DESCRIPTION
The table module is used extensively throughout the application. The database and all of the views are
managed as tables. The table module itself is built on top of the array module. Rows of a table are each
an array.

Table column returns from a given table the index-th column itself and places this into the given array
(uses Rs Arrayarray_realloc and array_set).

Table columns returns the number of columns in a given table (uses Rs Array.array_count).

Table_get returns the item at the indicated row and column in a given table (uses Rs Arrayarray_get).

Table_ok_col returns true or false as to whether or not a given index is a legal column index.

Table_ok_row returns true or false as to whether or not a given index is a legal row index.

Table_realloc creates or resizes a given table to the specified number of rows and columns (uses Rs Ar
ray.array_realloc).

Table_row returns an array pointer to the specified row of the table.

Table_rows returns the number of rows currently in the table.

Table set assigns an item to the specified row, column entry in the table (uses Rs Array.array_set).

SEE ALSO
Resource.Rs_Array
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Rs_Window0 RESOURCE LIBRARY Rs_Window0

NAME
Rs_Window - module containing routines for supplemental window manipulations.

SYNOPSIS
void line draw(canvas, x0, y0, x1, y1)
int *canvas;
int x0, y0, x1, y1;

void line draw pr(pr, x0, y0, x1, y1)
Pixrect *pr;
int x0, y0, x1, y1;

void window_center_set(w, h)
int w, h;

void window_center_x(w, new_x, new_w)
int w;
int new_x, new_w;

void window_center_y(h, new_y, new_h)
inth;
int new_y, new_h;

DESCRIPTION
The window module provides routines for drawing and for calculating proposed subwindow coordinates.
These are extensions to the Pixrect and Sun View libraries.

Line_draw draws a line of pixels onto the screen (a pixwin) from an origin x0, y0 to a destination x1, y1
(uses Sun View.pw_vector).

Line_draw proraws into memory (a pixrect) a line from an origin x0, y0 to a destination x1, y1 (uses
Pixrect pr_vector).

Window_center_set initializes the width and height of the screen, recording those dimensions.

Window_center_x returns a suggested width and initial x placement on the screen for a subwindow
which initially has a given width. The routine is used for centering the object on the screen.

Window_center_y returns a suggested height and initial y placement on the screen for a subwindow
which initially has a given height.

NOTES
Cells within views are first built in memory, then transferred onto the screen. Sometimes a line is drawn
directly onto the screen, thus requiring line draw. Sometimes a line is drawn in memory for later render
ing on the screen, thus line draw pr.

Window_center_x and window_center_y use the information gained from the window_center_set sub
routine. Together, they suggest an x0, y0 and corrected width and height for all windows before they are
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3. The Main Design.

Main_Design0 MAIN DESIGN Main_Design0

NAME
Main Design.

SECTIONS
Main
Cells
Operations
Marks
Menus
Windows

DESCRIPTION
The main design of Gipper may be seen as several sections of modules. One section is concerned with
managing views, cell tables, and cells: the Cells section. The Marks section is concerned with the design
and redesign of cells and views. The Operations section encompasses all of the operations that may be
enacted by researchers themselves. These are user commands. The Menus section manages menus which
contain lists of commands found in the Operations section, and the Windows section contains modules
which draw the basic windows on which all of the other sections build. Lastly, there is the Main section
which initializes the environment and provides access to the database.

The following pages will begin with the Main section and then proceed with the other sections in an al
phabetical order.
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3.1 The Main Section.

Main_Section0 MAINSECTION Main_Section0

NAME
The Main Section.

MODULES
Data
Main

DESCRIPTION
The Main section contains only two modules: main and data. Main contains only the entry point routine.
The entry point routine, also called main, is the location where the program begins.

Data has many subroutines. The data module is responsible for reading in a table of numbers and provid
ing access to that table for other modules throughout the system. In addition to there being a table of num
bers, there may also be names, identifying row names and column names, and stage ranges, when scales
are stated explicitly. Also, the distribution mechanisms are built into the data module. A data item, thus,
actually consists of the original number, an absolute scale value and a relative scale value. Also, a record
is kept as to the order or rearranged order of the rows and columns, to be used later in the process of sim
plifying.
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DataO MAIN SECTION

NAME
Data-module for managing the database.

DATA
typedef struct data_item_t
{

int di_value; /* the value taken from the database */
int di_level abs; /* a corresponding absolute scale partition */
int di_level rel; /* a corresponding relative scale partition */

} DataItem;

typedef enum
{

DATA_ABSOLUTE_FORM,
DATA RELATIVE_FORM,

} DataForm;

SYNOPSIS
int data_columns()

DataItem *data_get_item(row, col)
int row, col;

void data generate_levels(levels)
int levels;

int data_level abs(item)
DataItem *item;

int data_level_rel(item)
DataItem *item;

void data_name_column(col, s)
int col;
chars[];

void data_name_row(row, s)
int row;
chars[];

int data_rangeO

int data_read(filename)
char *filename;

void data_rearrange(cmd, index1, index2)
TableUnit cmd;
int index1, index2;

DataO
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int data_rows()

void data shift(cmd, dest, source)
TableUnit cmd;
int dest, source;

void data_sort(cmd, index, method)
TableUnit cmd;
int index;
DataForm method;

int data_true column(col)
int col;

int data_true row(row)
int row;

void data_use_sort(on_off)
boolean on off;

int data_value(item)
DataItem *item;

DESCRIPTION
This module contains all of the routines needed for reading, accessing, and rearranging the database. The
database is read as a table of DataItems. Each data item contains a relative and absolute partition number.
These numbers are generated by this module.

Data columns simply returns the number of columns found in the currently read database.

Data_get_item returns the data item found at a specific row and column.

Data generate_levels initializes a given distribution mechanism over the entire table. It assigns the ab
solute and relative stage parts of each data item.

Data level_abs simply returns the absolute scale stage for a given data_item.

Data level_rel returns the relative scale stage for a given data item.

Data_name column assigns to a string the name associated with a given column.

Data_name_row assigns to a string the name associated with a given row.

Data_range returns the distance between the highest and lowest number in the database.

Data_read reads in a new database. It initializes an internal table and several arrays. It then proceeds to
read all of the row and column names and reads each of the data numbers. The argument is simply a file
name. In cases where the distribution scales stages are includes, data_read also reads those ranges in.

Data_rearrange changes an internal list of a virtual ordering of the rows and columns. An argument of
row or column and an index and new index indicates what is to be moved. As rows and columns are
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moved in the view, the new location is recorded through this subroutine.

Data_rows returns the number of rows found in the database.

Data shift moves a group of rows or columns over in the virtual ordering list.

Data sort establishes a new ordering to the list based on the simplification functions.

Data true column and data_true row return the corrected column and row, taking into account the re- o,
ordering that has been done by one of the above subroutines.

-

Data_use_sort sets or resets a flag which indicates whether calls to data_get_item should be filtered
through the ordered lists or taken directly from the table.

Data_value simply returns the value part of a data item.

SEE ALSO
Resource.Rs Table, Resource.Rs Array

NOTES
The database is managed as a table of DataItems. Thus, access to the table is with the Resource.R-
s_Table.table get routine. Dimensions are determined by the table_rows and table column routines. º
Also, all other Rs Table routines apply.

Some data, including row and column names, scale levels, and sorting order, are all managed as Resourc- *
e.Rs Array structures. Here, array get is used, and all other array routines apply.

>

º

,--
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J

Main() MAINSECTION Main() sº

NAME ('
Main - main. -

SYNOPSIS

main(argc, argv) 9.
int argc;
char **argv;

DESCRIPTION
There are no calls from the application to the main module. It is simply the entry point for the application.
First, it opens the fonts, then it creates the windows and then it starts the application off and running.

The routines that it calls are Resource.Rs Font.font open, then Windows.Frame.cf create, and then
Windows.Frame.cf go.

SEE ALSO
Resource.Rs_Font, Windows.Frame

!'.
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3.2. The Cells Section.

Cells_Section0 CELLSSECTION Cells_Section0

NAME
The Cells Section.

MODULES
Cell
CellArray
CellColumn
Cell.justify
Cell Row
CellTable
View
ViewManager

DESCRIPTION
The Cells section consists of eight modules. These modules are all concerned with the management of
the views and the cells contained in the views.

Views consist of a border and a cell table. The cell table consists of rows and columns of cells. Each cell
maintains its own location and graphical mark.

The ViewManager flips between views as the researcher performs different operations.

º

>

>.
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J

Cell0 CELLSSECTION Cell0 sº

NAME (
Cell - module for maintaining the cells. *

DATA *

typedef struct cell_t o
{

boolean cl_queried; /* is the cell selected for querying?"/
boolean cl_selected; /* is the cell selected (highlighted)?”/
intcl x0, cl_y0; /* the mark's upper left hand corner location */
int cl_x1, cl_yl; /* the mark's lower right hand corner location */
int *cl pr; /* the mark*/

} Cell;

SYNOPSIS
void cell copy(c1, c2)
Cell “cl, *.c2;

void cell draw(c, canvas, x_offset, y_offset)
Cell “c;
Window canvas;
int x_offset, y_offset; >

void cell design(c, row, col, rows, cols, mark_func)
Cell “c; ~

int row, col;
int rows, cols;
void (*mark_func)0; |

int cell height(c)
Cell "c;

void cell_mirror(c1, c2)
Cell "cl, *.c2; .
void cell move(c, x0, y0)
Cell “c;
int x0, y0; >

Cell *cell_new0

boolean cell_queried(c)
Cell "c;

boolean cell selected(c)
Cell “c;

int cell_width(c)
Cell "c; ar
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int cell_x0(c)
Cell "c;

int cell_x1(c)
Cell "c;

int cell y()(c)
Cell "c;

int cell y1(c)
Cell "c;

DESCRIPTION
The cell is one of the most primitive structures. Each cell corresponds to one cell in one view. The module
Cell contains all of its associated routines.

Cell_copy copies the entire contents of one cell, c1, to another, c2.

Cell design actually creates the mark portion of a cell as indicated by a mark function passed in. All
mark functions have the form mark_func(cell, row, col, rows, cols). These parameters passed into the
cell design routine are merely forwarded when mark_func is applied.

Cell draw draws the mark contained in the cell, c, at the location maintained by the cell. The offsets
indicate how much to increment the cells initial x and y coordinates in order to maintain a border around
the entire grid.

Cell height returns the height of a given cell.

Cell_mirror creates another cell which points to the same mark. In other words, it copies all of the non
mark data and then copies the pointer to the same mark, allowing the mirrored cell to place the same mark
in another location. Cell c2 becomes a mirror of cell c1.

Cell move resets the initial location of a cell and recalculates the other locations associated with the cell.
X0 and y0 are reset and x1 and y1 are recalculated.

Cell_new creates a new cell without specifying the mark or its location.

Cell_queried returns a flag as to whether or not the cell is a candidate for the query process. The flag is
indirectly set by the researcher during the query specification.

Cell selected returns whether or not the cell is currently selected by the researcher.

Cell_width returns the width of the indicated cell.

Cell_x0 returns the x0 of the indicated cell.

Cell_x1 returns the x1 of the indicated cell.

Cell y0 returns the y0 of the indicated cell.

Cell_y1 returns the y1 of the indicated cell.

º
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SEE ALSO
Marks

NOTES
The fields x0 and y() correspond to the upper left hand corner of the marks location. The fields x1 and y1
correspond to the lower right hand corner of the marks location. With these fields, width and height are
determined.

Cell_queried, cell_selected, cell_x0, cell_x1, cell_y(), cell y1 are all implemented as macros, allowing
them to extract the field directly from the Cell structure. Thus, they are also used when setting each of
these fields.
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CellArrayO CELLSSECTION CellArrayO

NAME
CellArray - module containing routines for managing arrays of cells.

SYNOPSIS
void cellarray_copy(a1, a2, count)
Array *al, *az;
int count;

void cellarray_draw(a, canvas, start, x_offset, y_offset)
Array *a;
Window canvas;
int start;
int x_offset, y_offset;

void cellarray_mirror(a1, a2, count)
Array *al, *az;
int count;

void cellarray_refill(a)
Array *a;

void cellarray_select(a, value)
Array *a;
boolean value;

DESCRIPTION
A cellarray is simply a collection of cells. There is no implied ordering to that collection.

Cellarray_copy copies of the cells in array al, of length count, to array a2 (uses cell_copy).

Cellarray_draw draws each of the cells in the array a into the indicated window. Start gives an offset
into the array to begin with. The x_offset and y_offset indicate buffer space to add to each cells location
(uses cell_draw).

Cellarray_mirror creates a mirror of array al, of length count, into array a2 (uses cell_mirror).

Cellarray_refill takes an array which is partially filled with cells and fills the balance of the array with
newly created cells (uses cell_new).

Cellarray_select sets the selected flag to value for each of the cells in the array (uses cell selected).

SEE ALSO
Cells.Cell, Resource.Rs_Array

NOTES
These functions all use Resource.Rs_Array.array_get, array_count and other array routines for accessing
the items in the array
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CellColumn0 CELLSSECTION CellColumn0

NAME

CellColumn-module containing routines for managing arrays of cells corresponding to columns inacell
table.

SYNOPSIS
void cellcolumn design(a,col, cols, mark_func)
Array *a;
int col, cols;
void (*mark_func)0;

int cellcolumn height(a)
Array *a;

int cellcolumn locate(a, ord, offset)
Array *a;
int ord;
int offset;

void cellcolumn move(a, ord)
Array *a;
int ord;

int cellcolumn width(a)
Array *a;

DESCRIPTION
These arrays are intentionally interpreted as columns from the table of cells associated with a given view.

Cellcolumn design designs or redesigns a column array of length cols with the indicated mark function
(uses cell design).

Cellcolumn height returns the distance from the top of the column to the bottom of the column taken
up by the cells of the column. It is the distance from the top of the first cell to the bottom of the last cell
(uses cell y() and cell y1).

Cellcolumn locate returns a row number associated with the given ordinate value, corrected by the off
set. Thus, if the ord is 40, indicating a y event of 40, this may correspond to row 2, and 2 is returned (uses
cell y() and cell y1).

Cellcolumn move shifts the location of a column array to a new spot. The ordinate corresponds to the
new x0 (uses cell y() and cell_move).

Cellcolumn width returns the width of the column from the left edge to the rightedge (uses cell_width).

SEE ALSO
Cells.Cell, Cells.CellArray, Cells.CellRow, Resource.Rs Array

NOTES
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Cell Justify0 CELLSSECTION Cell.JustifyO

NAME

Cell.justify - module containing routines for managing the relative location of cells in the celltable.

SYNOPSIS
void celljustify adjacent(thl)
Table *tbl;

int celljustify column gap(tbl, index, dist)
Table *tbl;
int index;
int dist;

void celljustify column move(tbl, dest, source)
Table *tbl;
int dest, source;

int celljustify row gap(thl, index, dist)
Table *tbl;
int index;
int dist;

void celljustify row_move(tbl, dest, source)
Table *tbl;
int dest, source;

DESCRIPTION
Each routine here rearranges the locations of cells in the celltable to fit various adjustments.

Celljustify adjacent arranges all cells in the table such that they are placed in an initial ordering all next
to one another starting in the upper left hand corner at cell 0,0 and ending in the lower right hand corner
at cell m, n where m is the number of rows and n is the number of columns.

Celljustify column gap places a gap before the indicated column of the table of length distance.

Celljustify column move moves a column, indicated by source, to a new ordering in the table indicated
by dest. For instance, column source 3 may be moved to destination 6. Other columns will shift over to
make room for the new ordering.

Celljustify row_gap places a gap before the indicated row of the table of length distance.

Celljustify row_move moves a row, indicated by source, to a new ordering in the table indicated by
dest. For instance, row source 3 may be moved to destination 6. Other rows will shift over to make room
for the new ordering.

SEE ALSO
Cells.CellColumn, Cells.CellRow, Cells.CellTable

NOTES
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CellRow0 CELLSSECTION Cellkow0

NAME

CellRow - module containing routines for managing arrays of cells corresponding to rows in a cell table.

SYNOPSIS
void cellrow_design(a, row, rows, mark_func)
Array *a;
int row, rows;
void (*mark_func)0;

int cellrow_height(a)
Array *a;

int cellrow_locate(a, ord, offset)
Array *a;
int ord;
int offset;

void cellrow_move(a, ord)
Array *a;
int ord;

int cellrow_width(a)
Array *a;

DESCRIPTION
These arrays are intentionally interpreted as rows from the table of cells associated with a given view.

Cellrow_design designs or redesigns a row array of length rows with the indicated mark function (uses
cell design).

Cellrow_height returns the distance from the top of the row to the bottom of the row (uses cell height).

Cellrow_locate returns a column number associated with the given ordinate value, corrected by the off
set. Thus, if the ord is 40, indicating an xevent of 40, this may correspond to column 2, and 2 is returned
(uses cell_x0 and cell_x1).

Cellrow_move shifts the location of a row array to a new spot. The ordinate corresponds to the new y0
(uses cell_x0 and cell_move).

Cellrow_width returns the width of the column from the far left edge to the far right edge (uses cell_x0
and cell_x1).

SEE ALSO
Cells.Cell, Cells.CellArray, Cells.CellColumn, Resource.Rs Array

NOTES
These functions all use Resource.Rs_Array.array_get, array_count and other array routines for accessing
the items in the array
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CellTable0 CELLSSECTION

NAME
CellTable - module containing routines for managing a table of cells.

SYNOPSIS
int celltable column width(tbl, index)
Table *tbl;
int index;

void celltable copy(tbll, thi2)
Table *tbll, *tbl2;

void celltable_draw(tbl, canvas, row0, col(), x_offset, y_offset)
Table *tbl;
Window canvas;
int row0, col();
int x_offset, y_offset;

void celltable_design(tbl, mark_func)
Table *tbl;
void (*mark_func)0;

int celltable_height(tbl)
Table *tbl;

void celltable_locate(thl, x, y, x_offset, y_offset, row, col)
Table *tbl;
int x, y;
int x_offset, y_offset;
int"row, *col;

void celltable mirror(thl 1, thi2)
Table th!!, thi■ ”;

void celltable_resize(thl, row, cols)
Table **tbl;
int rows, cols;

int celltable_row_height(tbl, index)
Table *tbl;
int index;

void celltable select(tbl, edge, index)
Table *tbl;
TableUnitedge;
int index;

int celltable_width(tbl)
Table *tbl;

CellTable0
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int celltable_x0(tbl, row, col)
Table *tbl;
int row, col;

int celltable_x1(tbl, row, col)
Table *tbl;
int row, col;

int celltable y(0(tbl, row, col)
Table *tbl;
int row, col;

int celltable y1(tbl, row, col)
Table *tbl;
int row, col;

DESCRIPTION
This module manages the basic celltable used by all of the views.

Celltable column width returns the width of the indicated column in the table (uses cellcolumn -
width).

Celltable copy makes an identical copy of all of the cells from thil to thi■ ! (uses cellarray_copy).

Celltable_draw draws the celltable into the specified window. It begins at offset row0, colò in the table
and adds the x_offset and y_offset to the location of each cell (uses cellarray_draw).

Celltable_design applies the mark function to each cell in the table. It redesigns and resizes each cell in
the table (uses cellrow_design).

Celltable_height returns the height of the celltable (uses cellcolumn height).

Celltable_locate returns the row and column in the table corresponding to the x and y coordinates (uses
cellcolumn locate and cellrow_locate).

Celltable mirror creates a mirror table thi2 from thil. The cells themselves are different, allowing for
different locations. However, they both point to the same mark. The routine allows for the second table
to be a re-ordered version of the first while still rendering the same marks (uses cellarray_mirror).

Celltable_resize creates or resizes a table to be the indicated number of rows and columns (uses cellar
ray_refill).

Celltable_row_height returns the height of the indicated row (uses cellrow_height).

Celltable select sets the select flags for some portion of the table, as indicated by edge and index (uses
cellarray_select).

Celltable_width returns the total width of the celltable (uses cellrow_width).

Celltable x0 returns the x0 location of the specified cell (uses cell_x0).
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Celltable_x1 returns the x1 location of the specified cell (uses cell_x1).

Celltable_yo returns the yo location of the specified cell (uses cell yo).

Celltable_y1 returns the y1 location of the specified cell (uses cell y1).

SEE ALSO
Cells.Cell, Cells.CellColumn, Cells.CellRow, Resource.Rs_Table

NOTES
Nearly all of these routines acquire specific rows or columns with the Resource.Rs Table.table_row and
table column routines. Also, checks are made of the passed in indices with table_ok_row and table_ok_-
col. Other Rs Table routines are used also.
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ViewO CELLS SECTION ViewO

NAME

View - module containing routines for managing a view.

DATA

typedef struct view_t
{

Table *ww_celltbl; /* the cell table */
int vw_x_offset; /* the left border */
int vw y_offset; /* the upper border */
int vw_row_start; /* the row currently displayed at the top of the window */
int vw_col_start; /* the column currently displayed at the left of the window */
void (*vw_mark_func)0; /* the mark function used on these cells"/

} View;

typedef enum
{

VIEW SELECT_CLEAR,
VIEW SELECT COLUMN,
VIEW SELECT_ROW

} ViewSelect;

typedef enum
{

VIEW SHIFT START,
VIEW SHIFT LINE_FORWARD,
VIEW SHIFT LINE_BACKWARD,
VIEW SHIFT PAGE_FORWARD,
VIEW SHIFT PAGE_BACKWARD,
VIEW SHIFT NONE

} ViewShift;

typedef enum
{

VIEW CURRENT,
VIEW EMPTY,
VIEW GRAPHICS,
VIEW GRAPHICS_ABS,
VIEW GRAPHICS_REL,
VIEW NUMBERS,
VIEW QUERY,
VIEW SIMPLIFY

} ViewType;

SYNOPSIS
Cell *view_cell(v, row, col)
View *v;
int row, col;
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int view_column width(v, col)
View ºv;
int col;

void view_copy(v1, v2)
View ºv1, *v2;

void view_delocate(v, row, col, x, y, abs)
View *v;
int row, col;
int *x, *y;
boolean abs;

int view_height(v)
View *v;

int view_insert gap(v, select, index, do_remove)
View ºv;
ViewSelect select;
int index;
boolean do remove;

void view_locate(v, x, y, row, col, abs)
View ºv,
int x, y,
int"row, *col;
boolean abs;

void view_mirror(v1, v2)
View *v1, *v2;

void view_query(v)
View *v;

void view_rearrange(v, canvas, x, y, row, col, newrow, newcol, select, button)
View ºv;
Window canvas;
int x, y;
int row, col;
int"newrow, *newcol;
ViewSelect select;
int button;

void view_redraw(v, canvas)
View ºv,
Window canvas;

void view_reset(v)
View *v;

void view_shift(v, shift, row, col)
View *v;
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ViewShift shift;
int"row, *col;

int view_row_height(v, row)
View ºv;
int row;

void view_sort(v1, v2, select, index)
View *v1, *v2;
ViewSelect select;
int index;

void view_start(v, row, col)
View *v;
int row, col;

void view_select(v, select, index)
View *v;
ViewSelect select;
int index;

void view_update(v, rows, cols)
View *v;
int rows, cols;

int view_width(v)
View *v;

int view_x_offset(v)
View *v;

int view_y_offset(v)
View *v;

DESCRIPTION
The view module contains all of the routines necessary to operate on views.

View_cell simply returns the cell located at the specified row and column (uses Resource.Rs Table.-
table_get).

View_column width returns the width if the specified column (uses celltable column width).

View_copy makes a copy of view v2 and places it into view v1 (uses celltable copy).

View_delocate returns the x0 and yo locations of the indicated row, column cell. Abs is a flag indicating
whether the offsets should be figured in (uses celltable x0 and celltable y0).

View_height returns the height of the view including the offset and celltable height (uses celltable_-
height)

View_insert_gap either inserts or removes a gap, or separator, located in the view. Select indicates the
type of dimension and index indicates which of this type are to be examined (uses celljustify column -
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gap or celljustify row gap).

View_locate returns the row and column associated with given x and y coordinates. Abs is a flag indi
cating whether the offsets should be figured in (uses celltable_locate)

View_mirror makes a mirror version of view v2 and places it into view v1. A mirror points to the same
marks, however, contains different cells. Thus, the locations of a mirror may change without the marks
changing. The simplified view is a mirror view (uses celltable mirror).

View_query redesigns the view to fit the last query (uses celljustify adjacent and Marks.MarksOue
ry.project_query).

View_rearrange moves either a row or column to a new location. In the case of a VIEW SELEC
T ROW, this move is made dynamic by the routines Marks.MarksMove.project_move_y and project_-
move_data. Then, the rows are re-justified with celljustify row_move. In the case of a VIEW SE
LECT COLUMN, the routines project_move_x, project_move_data, and celljustify column move are
used.

Canvas is the window where this action occurs. Button is the mouse button being held down. X and y are
the coordinates where the button was pressed. Row and column are the corresponding locations in the
celltable. Newrow and newcol are the resulting new locations of that same cell.

View_redraw redraws the view in the specified window (uses celltable_draw).

View_reset resets the data canvas to a size which will allow for the view (uses Windows.Canvas.dc_re
size).

View_shift changes the upper left hand corner cell. The routine essentially shifts the view back and forth
in order to simulate the actions made by the scrollbars. The ViewShift argument refers to the distance
that should be shifted. The row and col arguments refer to the new upper left corner cell. A LINE shift
shifts one row or column. A PAGE shift shifts 10 rows or columns.

View_row_height returns the height of the given row contained in the celltable (uses celltable_-
row_height).

View_sort performs the sort operation on view v2 yielding view v1 and then re-justifies view v1 (uses
Marks.MarkSort.project_sort and celljustify adjacent).

View_start resets the upper left corner cell of the view to the indicated row and column cell.

View_select sets the selected flag for each of the cells in the dimension indicated by select and index
(uses celltable select).

View_update resizes the view to include the indicated number of rows and columns. Then, it redesigns
and re-justifies the view (uses celltable_resize, celltable_design, and celljustify adjacent).

View_width returns the width of the view including and boundaries (uses celltable_width).

View_x_offset simply returns the x boundary or border around the celltable in the view.

View_y_offset simply returns the y boundary or border around the celltable in the view.
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SEE ALSO
Cells.Cell.justify, Cells.CellTable, Cells.ViewManager, Marks.MarkMove, Marks.MarkSort, Resourc
e.Rs Table, Windows.Canvas
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ViewManagerO CELLSSECTION ViewManager()

NAME

ViewManager - module containing routines for managing the the collection of views.

DATA
View **viewtbl; /* the collection of views"/

int view_current; /* index into the collection of the current view */

SYNOPSIS
void viewmgr_create0

View *viewmgr_current_viewO

void viewmgr_flip(choice)
ViewType choice;

int viewmgr_last selected(select, index)
ViewSelect *select;
int *index;

void viewmgr_select(select, index)
ViewSelect select;
int index;

int viewmgr_translate(choice)
ViewType choice;

void viewmgr_update(rows, cols)
int rows, cols;

View *viewmgr_view(choice)
ViewType choice;

ViewType viewmgr which()

DESCRIPTION
The view manager assists in managing the collection of views, including creating and resizing all of the
views. It includes switching between views. Most clients use viewmgr_flip in order to change from one
view to another.

Viewtbl is the collection of views. The views are named VIEW EMPTY, VIEW NUMBERS, VIEW -
GRAPHIC_ABS, VIEW GRAPHICS_REL, VIEW SIMPLIFIED, and VIEW QUERY.

View_current is the index into the viewtbl of the currently displayed view.

Viewmgr_create creates all of the initial views and updates the empty view (uses view update).

Viewmgr_current_view simply returns the current view.
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Viewmgr_■ lip switches from the current view to the indicated view (uses view_reset). When VIEW -
GRAPHICS is the argument, the routine determines which of the following should actually be displayed:
VIEW SIMPLIFIED, VIEW QUERY, VIEW GRAPHICS_ABS, or VIEW GRAPHICS_REL. This
determination is based on the various mode indicators (Operations.ExSimplifyMode, Operations.Ex
QueryMode, and Operations.ExScaleMode).

Viewmgr_last selected returns the last selected dimension specified by select and index.

Viewmgr_select selects the indicated dimension across all of the views (uses view select).

Viewmgr_translate converts a ViewType name into an index number. The index number is the offset
in the view table of the indicated view.

Viewmgr_update updates the size of all of the views to the indicated number of rows and columns (uses
view_update).

Viewmgr_view returns the view associated with the indicated ViewType name.

Viewmgr_which simply returns the ViewType name of the current view.

SEE ALSO
Cells.View, Operations.ExOueryMode, Operations.ExScaleMode, Operations.ExSimplifyMode
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3.3. The Marks Section.

Marks Section0 MARKS SECTION Marks Section0

NAME
The Marks Section.

MODULES
Drawshape
Draw Size
DrawValue
MarkBox
MarkOuery
MarkSign
MarkString
ProjectMove
ProjectOuery
ProjectSort

DESCRIPTION
The Marks section consists of ten modules. These modules are concerned with the management of the
marks and the projections of one view to another through changes in marks.
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Drawshape() MARKS SECTION DrawshapeO

NAME

Drawshape - module containing routines for drawing a specific shape for a mark.

SYNOPSIS
intmrk_shp_bar(pr, h, bound w, bound h)
Pixrect *pr
inth;
int bound w, bound h;

int mrk_shp_circle(pr, radius, bound w, bound h)
Pixrect "pr;
int radius;
int bound w, bound h;

int mrk_shp_octagon(pr, diameter)
Pixrect *pr;
int diameter;

int mrk_shp_rectangle(pr, w, h, bound w, bound h)
Pixrect "pr;
int w, h;
int bound w, bound h;

int mrk_shp_triangle(pr, w, h, bound w, bound h)
Pixrect *pr;
int w, h;
int bound w, bound h;

DESCRIPTION
This module contains the basic routine related to drawing any of a variety of shapes into a specified area
of memory (a pixrect). The memory is ultimately attached to the cell structure as its mark. Return values
indicate success (1) or error (0).

Mrk_shp_bar draws a bar (as in a histogram) of h pixels tall within a bounding rectangle of bound w
and bound h. The bounding information is needed to center the object.

Mrk_shp_circle draws a circle of radius pixels within a bounding rectangle of bound w and bound h.
The bounding information is needed to center the object.

Mrk_shp_octagon draws an octagon of diameter length across.

Mrk_shp_rectangle draws a rectangle of the indicated width and height within the bounding rectangle
of bound w and bound h. The bounding information is needed to center the object.

Mrk_shp_triangle draws a triangle of the indicated width and height within the bounding rectangle of
bound w and bound h. The bounding information is needed to center the object.

SEE ALSO
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Drawsize() MARKS SECTION Drawsize()

NAME
Draw$ize - module containing routines for allocating a specific size to a mark.

SYNOPSIS
int mrk_size update(pr, bound w, bound h)
Pixrect *pr;
int bound w, bound h;

DESCRIPTION
This module contains the basic routine related to allocating enough space, a size, to a specified area of
memory (a pixrect). The memory is ultimately attached to the cell structure as its mark.

Mrk_size_update allocates or reallocates an area of memory, a mark, corresponding to the bounding
width and height provided.

SEE ALSO
Cells.Cell
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DrawValue() MARKS SECTION DrawValueO

NAME

DrawValue - module containing routines for drawing a specific gray level into the shape of a mark.

DATA
typedef enum
{

TEXTURE WHITE,
TEXTURE GRAY_15,
TEXTURE GRAY_25,
TEXTURE GRAY_50,
TEXTURE GRAY_75,
TEXTURE BLACK

} TextureGray;

SYNOPSIS
int mrk_tzt_fill(pr., x_offset, y_offset, w, h, cmd)
Pixrect "pr
int x_offset, y_offset;
int w, h;
TextureGray cmd;

DESCRIPTION
This module contains the basic routine related to drawing a specific gray level into a specified area of
memory (a pixrect). The memory is ultimately attached to the cell structure as its mark. Actually, the gray
level is implemented as a pattern (or texture), and, therefore, it can act either as a gray level or as a level
of pattern.

Mrk_tºt_fill fills the shape of a mark with one of the gray levels as indicated by cmd. The w and h ar
guments give the size of the entire area of memory. The offset arguments give a bounding rectangle
which contains the entire shape. Then, the fill operation, line by line of the shape and detecting the edges
of the shape, fills in a texture approximating the gray levels indicated by TextureGray.

Returns 1 on success, 0 otherwise.

SEE ALSO
Cells.Cell
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MarkBoxO MARKS SECTION MarkBoxO

NAME
MarkBox - module containing routines for creating an empty box mark.

SYNOPSIS
void mark_box_design(c, row, col, rows, cols)
Cell “c;
int row, col;
int rows, cols;

DESCRIPTION
This module contains the basic routine related to creating the empty box markseen repeated in the empty
view.

Mark_box_design creates a fixed size drawing of an empty box. This box represents the border of an
empty mark. the mark is placed into the given cell. The other arguments are ignored. the mark is placed
into the cell. All other arguments are ignored.

SEE ALSO
Cells.Cell
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MarkOuery() MARKS SECTION MarkOuery()

NAME
MarkOuery - module containing routines for creating a queried mark.

SYNOPSIS
void mark_query_design(c, row, col, rows, cols)
Cell "c;
int row, col;
int rows, cols;

DESCRIPTION
This module contains the basic routine to create a queried mark. It first determines whether the mark
should be dissociated, then it applies the logic outlined in this dissertation to the design of the mark.

Mark_query_design creates the queried mark and places it into the given cell (uses Drawshape.All,
Draw$ize.mrk_size update, and DrawValue.mrk_tzt fill).

SEE ALSO
Cells.Cell, Marks.Drawshape, Marks.Drawsize, Marks.DrawValue
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MarkSign0 MARKS SECTION MarkSign0

NAME
MarkSign - module containing routines for creating a graphical base mark.

SYNOPSIS
void mark_sign design_abs(c, row, col, rows, cols)
Cell "c;
int row, col;
int rows, cols;

void mark_sign design_rel(c, row, col, rows, cols)
Cell "c;
int row, col;
int rows, cols;

DESCRIPTION
This module contains some basic for creating either the absolute scale or relative scale graphical base
marks. In both cases, the mark is placed into the given cell, and, in both cases, the mark itself is drawn
as a bar based on an ordered relation series (uses Drawshape.mrk_shp_bar and DrawValue.mrk_tzt_fill).

Mark_sign_design_abs creates the base mark for the given cell corresponding to the given row and col
umn. First, the scale partition from the underlying database is ascertained (uses Main.Data.data_get_item
and data_level abs).

Mark_sign_design_rel creates the base mark for the given cell corresponding to the given row and col
umn. First, the scale partition from the underlying database is ascertained (uses Main.Data.data_get_item
and data_level_rel).

SEE ALSO
Cells.Cell, Main.Data, Marks.Drawshape, Marks.DrawValue

NOTES
In both cases, the arguments rows and cols are ignored.
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MarkString0 MARKS SECTION MarkString0

NAME

MarkString - module containing routine for creating a numeral (string) mark.

SYNOPSIS
void mark_string design(c, row, col, rows, cols)
Cell “c;
int row, col;
int rows, cols;

DESCRIPTION
This module contains the basic routine for creating the numeral (string) base mark.

Mark_string design creates a fixed size drawing of a box containing the number associated with this
location in the underlying database (uses Main.Data data_get_item and data_value). It places the mark
into the cell. The arguments rows and cols are ignored.

SEE ALSO
Cells.Cell, Main.Data
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ProjectMoveO MARKS SECTION ProjectMoveO

NAME

ProjectMove - module containing routines for projecting a move in the view.

SYNOPSIS
void project_move_data(select, oldi, newi)
TableUnit select;
intoldi, newi;

int project move_x(tbl, dc, x_offset, y_offset, x, y, col, button)
Table *tbl;
Window do;
int x_offset, y_offset;
int x, y,
int col;
int button;

int project move y(tbl, dc, x_offset, y_offset, x, y, row, button)
Table *tbl;
Window do;
int x_offset, y_offset;
int x, y;
int row;
int button;

DESCRIPTION

This module contains the basic routines for moving rows and columns around in the view.

Project_move_data resets the database references such that references made to dimension newi are re
ferred to oldi. Select indicates the direction of the dimension (uses Main.Data.data_shift)

Project_move_x draws a box simulating the movement of a column while the user holds down the indi
cated button. X, and y indicate where the button was first pressed. Thl indicates the celltable over which
this action is occurring. The offsets (x_and y_) indicate the borders around the table, and dc refers to the
data canvas window. The value returned is the new x where the button was released (uses Cells.cell
table height, celltable column width, celltable_x0).

Project_move_y performs the same action as project_move_x except for rows instead of columns. The
value returned is the new y where the button was released (uses Cells.celltable_row_height, cell
table_width, celltable y0).

SEE ALSO
Cells.CellTable, Main.Data, Windows.Canvas.
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ProjectOuery() MARKS SECTION ProjectOuery0

NAME
ProjectOuery - module containing routine for projecting a query in the view.

SYNOPSIS
void project_query(tbl)
Table *tbl;

DESCRIPTION
This module contains the basic routines for applying the query routine to each of the cells.

Project_query calls the routine to redesign each of the marks which have been made candidates for que
rying (uses Marks.MarkOuery.mark_query_design).

SEE ALSO
Cells.CellTable, Marks.MarkOuery

c
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ProjectSort0 MARKS SECTION ProjectSort0

NAME

ProjectSort - module containing routine for projecting a sort in the view.

SYNOPSIS
void project_sort(tbll, thi2, cmd, index)
Table *tbl1, *tbl2:
ViewSelect cmd;
int index;

DESCRIPTION
This module contains the basic routines for applying the query routine to each of the cells.

Project_sort first instructs the data module to simplify the database. Then, it creates a mirror of thi2 and
places it into thil (uses Cells.Cell.cell_mirror, Main.Data.data sort and data_use_sort). Cmd indicates
on which access to do the sort. Index is ignored.

SEE ALSO
Cells.Cell, Cells.View, Main.Data
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3.4. The Menus Section.

Menus Section0 MENUSSECTION Menus Section0

NAME
The Menus Section.

MODULES
Menubar
Menudatabase
Menumessage
MenuGuery
Menu.OueryMode
MenuScaleMode
MenuSimplifyMode
Menu View
Menu Welcome

DESCRIPTION

The Menus section consists of nine modules. These modules are concerned with the management of the
menus and the messages displayed in the message bar.

The first step is to create the message bar and the menu bar which is done in the Menubar module. Then,
a message field is place into the message bar by the MenuMessage module. The menu bar itself is then
filled with each of the menus and several mode indicators. As these objects are placed into the menu bar,
the length of their names are recorded into a running sum such that the next names may be placed right
after one another without overlapping.

cº

º º

sº
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Menubar() MENUSSECTION Menubar()

NAME
Menubar - module containing routines for managing the menu bar.

SYNOPSIS
void menu_bar_create(parent, outside_x, outside y)
Window parent;
int *outside_x, *outside y;

void menu_bar_destroyO

DESCRIPTION
This module contains some basic routines related to the management of the menu bar where all of the
menus and mode indicators are drawn.

Menu_bar_create creates the menu bar and the message bar to fit within the parent window. The parent
will be the window created by the Frame module.

It also makes calls to create each of the menus and the message field within the message bar. The outsi
de_x and outside y arguments are increased by the width and height of the message and menu bars to
gether.

Menu_bar_destroy destroys the message and menu bars, the message field, and all of the menus.

SEE ALSO
Windows.Frame

SEE ALSO NOTES
The create function uses: Menu"Welcome.menu_welcome_create, Menudatabase.menu_database_cre
ate, MenuView.menu_view_create, MenuCuery.menu_query_create, MenuScaleMode.menu_scale m
ode_create, MenuGueryMode.menu_query_mode_create, Menu.SimplifyMode.menu_simplify -
mode_create, Menumessage.menu_message_create.

The destroy function uses: Menu Welcome.menu_welcome_destroy, MenuIDatabase.menu_database_de
stroy, Menu View.menu_view_destroy, MenuGuery.menu_query_destroy, MenuScaleMode.menu_s-
cale mode_destroy, MenuOueryMode.menu_query_mode_destroy, MenuSimplifyMode.menu_simpli
fy_mode_destroy, Menumessage.menu message_destroy.

* .
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Menudatabase0 MENUSSECTION Menudatabase()

NAME
MenuIDatabase - module containing routines for managing the database menu.

SYNOPSIS
void menu_db_create(parent, outside_x, outside_y)
Window parent;
int *outside_x, *outside y;

void menu_db_destroyO

DESCRIPTION
This module contains some basic routines related to the management of the database menu.

Menu_db_create creates the database menu and connects it to the parent window. This parent will be
the menu bar created by the Menubar module. It also makes calls to create each of the entries within the
IIICIlu.

The outside_x and outside y arguments are increased by the width and height of the database menu's
name within the menu bar, allowing the next name in the menu bar to be placed such that it does not over
lap with this menu's name.

Menu_db_destroy simple destroys the database menu and all of its entries.

SEE ALSO
Menus.Menubar

SEE ALSO NOTES
The create function also uses: Operations.ExOpen.ex_open_attach, ExEmpty.ex_empty_attach, ExClo
se.ex_close attach, ExOuit.ex_quit_attach.

'i)

tº .
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Menumessage() MENUSSECTION MenuMessage()

NAME

MenuMessage - module containing routines for managing the message field.

SYNOPSIS
void menu_message_create(parent)
Window parent;

void menu_message_update(s)
char *s;

void menu_message_destroyO

DESCRIPTION
This module contains some basic routines related to the management of the message field located in the
message bar.

Menu_message_create creates the message field and connects it to the parent window. The parent will
be the message bar created by the Menubar module.

Menu_message_update places the specified string into the message field.

Menu message_destroy simple destroys the message field.

SEE ALSO
Menus.Menubar
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Menu Query() MENUSSECTION Menu(\uery()

NAME
Menu Query - module containing routines for managing the query menu.

SYNOPSIS
void menu_query_create(parent, outside_x, outside y)
Window parent;
int *outside_x, *outside y;

void menu_query_destroyO

DESCRIPTION
This module contains some basic routines related to the management of the query menu.

Menu_query_create creates the query menu and connects it to the parent window. The parent will be
the menu bar created by the Menubar module. It also makes calls to create each of the entries within the
IIICIlu.

The outside x and outside y arguments are increased by the width and height of the query menu's name
within the menu bar, allowing the next name in the menu bar to be placed such that it does not overlap
with this menu's name.

Menu_query_destroy simple destroys the query menu and all of its entries.

SEE ALSO
Menus.Menubar

SEE ALSO NOTES
The create function also uses: Operations.ExOuery.ex_query_attach, ExEmpty.ex_empty_attach, Ex
Simplify.ex simplify attach, ExBreak.ex_break_attach, ExDebreak.ex_debreak_attach.
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Menu(\ueryMode() MENUSSECTION Menu(\ueryMode()

NAME
Menu QueryMode - module containing routines for managing the query mode indicator.

SYNOPSIS
void menu_query_mode_create(parent, outside_x, outside y)
Window parent;
int *outside_x, *outside y;

void menu_query_mode_destroy()

DESCRIPTION
This module contains some basic routines related to the management of the query mode indicator.

Menu_query_mode_create creates the query mode indicator and connects it to the parent window. The
parent will be the menu bar created by the Menubar module.

The outside_x and outside y arguments are increased by the width and height of the query mode indica
tor's name within the menu bar, allowing the next name in the menu bar to be placed such that it does
not overlap with this indicator's name.

Menu_query_mode_destroy simple destroys the query mode indicator.

SEE ALSO
Menus.Menubar

SEE ALSO NOTES
The create function also uses: Operations.ExOueryMode.ex_query_mode_attach.
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MenuScaleMode() MENUSSECTION MenuScaleMode()

NAME

MenuScaleMode - module containing routines for managing the scale mode indicator.

SYNOPSIS
void menu_scale mode_create(parent, outside_x, outside y)
Window parent;
int *outside_x, *outside y;

void menu_scale mode_destroyO

DESCRIPTION
This module contains some basic routines related to the management of the scale mode indicator.

Menu_scale mode_create creates the scale mode indicator and connects it to the parent window. The
parent will be the menu bar created by the MenuBar module.

The outside_x and outside y arguments are increased by the width and height of the scale mode indica
tor's name within the menu bar, allowing the next name in the menu bar to be placed such that it does
not overlap with this indicator's name.

Menu_scale mode_destroy simple destroys the scale mode indicator.

SEE ALSO
Menus. Menubar

SEE ALSO NOTES
The create function also uses: Operations.ExScaleMode.ex_scale mode_attach.
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MenuSimplifyMode() MENUSSECTION MenuSimplifyMode()

NAME
MenuSimplifyMode - module containing routines for managing the simplify mode indicator.

SYNOPSIS
void menu_simplify_mode_create(parent, outside_x, outside y)
Window parent;
int "outside_x, *outside y;

void menu_simplify mode_destroyO

DESCRIPTION
This module contains some basic routines related to the management of the simplify mode indicator.

Menu simplify mode_create creates the simplify mode indicator and connects it to the parent window.
The parent will be the menu bar created by the Menubar module.

The outside_x and outside y arguments are increased by the width and height of the simplify mode in
dicator's name within the menu bar, allowing the next name in the menu bar to be placed such that it does
not overlap with this indicator's name.

Menu_simplify mode_destroy simple destroys the simplify mode indicator.

SEE ALSO
Menus.Menubar

SEE ALSO NOTES
The create function also uses: Operations.ExSimplifyMode.ex_simplify mode_attach.
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Menu ViewO MENUSSECTION Menu ViewO

NAME
MenuView - module containing routines for managing the view menu.

SYNOPSIS
void menu_view_create(parent, outside_x, outside y)
Window parent;
int *outside_x, *outside y;

void menu_view_destroyO

DESCRIPTION
This module contains some basic routines related to the management of the view menu.

Menu_view_create creates the view menu and connects it to the parent window. The parent will be the
menu bar created by the Menubar module. It also makes calls to create each of the entries within the
InCIlu.

The outside x and outside y arguments are increased by the width and height of the view menu's name
within the menu bar, allowing the next name in the menu bar to be placed such that it does not overlap
with this menu's name.

Menu_view_destroy simple destroys the view menu and all of its entries.

SEE ALSO
Menus.Menubar

SEE ALSO NOTES
The create function also uses: Operations.ExDim.ex_sim_attach, ExEmpty.ex_empty_attach, ExT
mode.ex_tmode_attach, ExGmode.ex_gmode_attach, ExWarp.ex_warp_attach, and ExDeselect.ex_de
Select_attach.
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Menu Welcome() MENUSSECTION Menu Welcome()

NAME
Menu"Welcome - module containing routines for managing the welcome menu.

SYNOPSIS
void menu_welcome create(parent, outside_x, outside y)
Window parent;
int "outside_x, *outside y;

void menu_welcome destroy()

DESCRIPTION
This module contains some basic routines related to the management of the welcome menu.

Menu_welcome create creates the welcome menu and connects it to the parent window. The parent will
be the menu bar created by the Menubar module. It also makes calls to create each of the entries within
the menu.

The outside_x and outside y arguments are increased by the width and height of the welcome menu's
name within the menu bar, allowing the next name in the menu bar to be placed such that it does not over
lap with this menu's name.

Menu_welcome_destroy simple destroys the welcome menu and all of its entries.

SEE ALSO
Menus.Menubar

SEE ALSO NOTES
The create function also uses: Operations.Exhello.ex_hello_attach, ExExplain.ex_explain_attach.
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3.5. The Operations Section.

Operations Section0 OPERATIONSSECTION Operations Section0

NAME

The Operations Section.

MODULES
Activate
ExBreak
ExCell
ExClose
ExDebreak
ExDeselect
ExDim
ExEmpty
ExExplain
ExGmode
ExHello
ExMove
ExOpen
ExQuery
ExOueryMode
ExQuit
ExScaleMode
ExSimplify
ExSimplifyMode
ExTmode
ExWarp

DESCRIPTION

The Operations section consists of twenty one modules. These modules correspond to most of the oper
ations that the user may perform in the application.

Many of these operations are available via selecting a menu item from one of the menus. The basic strat
egy used here is to maintain the activation status for each menu item. Initially, there is a particular set of
operations which may be executed. These are the active operations, and, as operations are executed, a
different set of operations may become active. For instance, initially the open operation is active and the
close operation is inactive. After the open operation has been selected, the open operation becomes inac
tive and the close operation becomes active. Thus, the ability to perform an operation is dependent on
that operation's activation status.

Since many of the operations here are called from a menu, their execution is directed to an internal op
eration. In other words, there is no visible routine which performs the function associated with the oper
ation. The routine is internal. An operation for which this applies has a special section called INTERNAL
OPERATION which explains the function performed by the operation when it is selected.
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Activate0 OPERATIONS SECTION Activate0

NAME

Activate - activate, preactivate.

DATA
typedef enum
{

ACTIVATE_BEGIN,
ACTIVATE_BREAK,
ACTIVATE_CLOSE,
ACTIVATE_DEBREAK,
ACTIVATE_DIALOG,
ACTIVATE_DIM,
ACTIVATE_EXPLANATION,
ACTIVATE_GMODE,
ACTIVATE_HELLO,
ACTIVATE_OPEN,
ACTIVATE_OPEN_CANCEL,
ACTIVATE_OPEN_OK,
ACTIVATE_QUERY,
ACTIVATE_TMODE,

} ActivateCommand;

SYNOPSIS
void activate(cmd)
ActivateCommand cmd.

void preactivate(cmd)
ActivateCommand

DESCRIPTION
This module contains routines related to operation activation. While a particular operation is being exe
cuted, often other operations are necessarily rendered inactive.

Activate sets the appropriate activation status for all of the operations given that the specified operation
has just been performed.

Preactivate temporarily turns off all of the appropriate operations while the specified operation is being
executed.

SEE ALSO
All ex_*_activate routines in the Operations section modules.
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Exbreak0 OPERATIONSSECTION ExBreakO

NAME
ExBreak-ex_break_activate, ex_break_attach, ex_break enable.

SYNOPSIS
boolean ex_break_activate(setting)
boolean setting;

void ex_break_attach(parent, line)
Menu parent;
int line;

void ex_break enable(dim, row, col)
ViewSelect dim;
int row, col;

DESCRIPTION
This module handles the operation for inserting a break in the simplified view, known in the matrix chart
as the separation function.

Ex_break_activate sets the menu item for this operation either to active (TRUE) or inactive (FALSE).
It returns the previous setting.

Ex_break_attach creates the menu item for this operation and places it in the specified line of the given
menu. It also initializes any internal variables.

Ex_break_enable checks whether or not the specified dimension may in fact allow a break to proceed
it. The possibility for a break is independent of whether or not the operation has been activated. Only
dimensions which do not already have a separator are allowed to now have one. In other words, this rou
tine insures that a given dimension has only one separator. It calls ex_break_activate appropriately, thus
also setting the debreak operation.

Either row or col will be ignored since dim will instruct whether to look at the specified row or the spec
ified column.

INTERNAL OPERATION
The internal operation only occurs if the menu item has previously been made active and it has now been
selected. When the menu item associated with this operation has been selected, several actions are taken.

First, the module determines which dimension has been selected. Then it creates a mirror of the same
view. Into this mirror, the module inserts a gap in front of the selected dimension. Then, this mirror view
is displayed in the canvas. The mirror is the simplified view, and the simplified mode indicator is set
(uses Cells.View.view_mirror, view_insert gap, and viewmgr_flip).

SEE ALSO
Cells.View, Operations.Activate, Operations.Debreak, Operations.SimplifyMode
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ExCell0 OPERATIONSSECTION ExCell()

NAME
ExCell - ex_cell_show.

SYNOPSIS
void ex_cell_show(canvas, event, row, col)
Window canvas;
Event *event;
int row, col;

DESCRIPTION
This module handles the operation for displaying a cell across all of the views. It is known as the cell
information command.

Ex_cell_show displays the cell, indicated by row and col, in a pop-up window above that cell. The win
dow appears when the middle mouse button is selected over a cell. The window disappears when the
mouse button is released. It contains the marks for that cell in each of the views.

The canvas and event arguments are provided by the windowing system and aid in establishing when the
button has been released.
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ExClose() OPERATIONSSECTION ExClose()

NAME
ExClose - ex_close activate, ex_close_attach.

SYNOPSIS
boolean ex_close activate(setting)
boolean setting;

void ex_close attach(parent, line)
Menu parent;
int line;

DESCRIPTION
This module handles the operation for closing a database.

Ex_close activate sets the menu item for this operation either to active (TRUE) or inactive (FALSE). It
returns the previous setting.

Ex_close attach creates the menu item for this operation and places it in the specified line of the given
menu. It also initializes any internal variables.

INTERNAL OPERATION
The internal operation only occurs if the menu item has previously been made active and it has now been
selected. When the menu item associated with this operation has been selected, several actions are taken.

First, all views are emptied of their contents. Many of the other operations in the menus are made inac
tive, and the canvas is filled with the empty view, a gird of empty cells. The ExOpen operation is made
active in order to load a new database (uses Cells.View.viewmgr_flip).

SEE ALSO
Operations.Activate, Operations.ExOpen
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ExDebreak0 OPERATIONSSECTION ExDebreak0

NAME
ExDebreak - ex_debreak_activate, ex_debreak_attach.

SYNOPSIS
boolean ex_debreak_activate(setting)
boolean setting;

void ex_debreak_attach(parent, line)
Menu parent;
int line;

DESCRIPTION
This module handles the operation for removing a break, or separator, from the simplified view.

Ex_debreak_activate sets the menu item for this operation either to active (TRUE) or inactive
(FALSE). It returns the previous setting.

Ex_debreak_attach creates the menu item for this operation and places it in the specified line of the giv
en menu. It also initializes any internal variables.

INTERNAL OPERATION
The internal operation only occurs if the menu item has previously been made active and it has now been
selected. When the menu item associated with this operation has been selected, several actions are taken.

First, the module determines which dimension has been selected. Then it creates a mirror of the same
view, and, into this mirror, the module removes the gap in front of the selected dimension. Then, this
mirror view is displayed in the canvas. The mirror is essentially the simplified view.

SEE ALSO
Operations.Activate, Operations.ExPreak
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ExDeselectO OPERATIONSSECTION

NAME
ExDeselect - ex_deselect_activate, ex_deselect_attach.

SYNOPSIS
boolean ex_deselect activate(setting)
boolean setting;

void ex_deselect_attach(parent, line)
Menu parent;
int line;

DESCRIPTION
This module handles the operation for de-selecting all previously selected dimensions.

ExDeselectO

Ex_deselect_activate sets the menu item for this operation either to active (TRUE) or inactive (FALSE).
It returns the previous setting.

Ex_deselect_attach creates the menu item for this operation and places it in the specified line of the giv
en menu. It also initializes any internal variables.

INTERNAL OPERATION
The internal operation only occurs if the menu item has previously been made active and it has now been
selected. When the menu item associated with this operation has been selected, several actions are taken.

First, all views are refreshed such that there are no selected cells. Then, the current view is redrawn.

SEE ALSO
Operations.Activate

*
-
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ExDim.0 OPERATIONSSECTION ExDimO

NAME
ExDim - ex_dim_activate, ex_dim_attach.

SYNOPSIS
boolean ex_dim_activate(setting)
boolean setting;

void ex_dim_attach(parent, line)
Menu parent;
int line;

DESCRIPTION
This module handles the operation for displaying row or column information across all views.

Ex_dim_activate sets the menu item for this operation either to active (TRUE) or inactive (FALSE). It
returns the previous setting.

Ex_dim_attach creates the menu item for this operation and places it in the specified line of the given
menu. It also initializes any internal variables.

INTERNAL OPERATION
The internal operation only occurs if the menu item has previously been made active and it has now been
selected. When the menu item associated with this operation has been selected, several actions are taken.

First, for the selected dimension, all information across all views is gathered together. Then, that infor
mation is displayed in a pop-up window with scrollbars. If the selected dimension is a row, then the win
dow is very wide. If the dimension is a column, then the window is very tall. If no dimension was select
ed, a message is sent to the message bar. A cancel button on the window may be pressed to cause the
window to disappear.

The information shows the underlying database numbers, absolute scale marks, row relative marks, and
names all for each of the cells in the specified dimension.

SEE ALSO
Operations.Activate
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ExEmptyO OPERATIONSSECTION ExEmpty0

NAME
ExEmpty - ex_empty_attach.

SYNOPSIS
void ex_empty_attach(parent, line)
Menu parent;
int line;

DESCRIPTION
This module handles the operation for displaying a bar in the menu in order to separate related operation
nameS.

Ex_empty_attach creates the menu item for this operation and places it in the specified line of the given
menu. It also initializes any internal variables.

INTERNAL OPERATION
When the menu item associated with this operation has been selected, no action is taken.
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ExExplain() OPERATIONSSECTION ExExplain()

NAME
ExExplain - ex_explain activate, ex_explain_attach.

SYNOPSIS
boolean ex_explain_activate(setting)
boolean setting;

void ex_explain_attach(parent, line)
Menu parent;
int line;

DESCRIPTION
This module handles the operation associated with the on-line help system.

Ex_explain_activate sets the menu item for this operation either to active (TRUE) or inactive (FALSE).
It returns the previous setting.

Ex_explain_attach creates the menu item for this operation and places it in the specified line of the given
menu. It also initializes any internal variables.

INTERNAL OPERATION
The internal operation only occurs if the menu item has previously been made active and it has now been
selected. When the menu item associated with this operation has been selected, several actions are taken.

First, the on-line help system pop-up window appears. It provides a list of topics which may alternately
be selected. As they are selected, files of information are displayed in a text area within the window. The
text area has a scrollbar. The window may remain visible throughout the session with the application. A
cancel button on the window may be pressed to cause the window to disappear.

SEE ALSO
Operations.Activate
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ExGmode() OPERATIONSSECTION ExGmode()

NAME

ExGmode - ex_gmode_activate, ex_gmode_attach.

SYNOPSIS
boolean ex_gmode_activate(setting)
boolean setting;

void ex_gmode_attach(parent, line)
Menu parent;
int line;

DESCRIPTION
This module handles the operation associated with the switch-to-graphics-mode operation.

Ex_gmode_activate sets the menu item for this operation either to active (TRUE) or inactive (FALSE).
It returns the previous setting.

Ex_gmode_attach creates the menu item for this operation and places it in the specified line of the given
menu. It also initializes any internal variables.

INTERNAL OPERATION
The internal operation only occurs if the menu item has previously been made active and it has now been
selected. When the menu item associated with this operation has been selected, several actions are taken.

The current view switches from the numeral view to one of the graphical base views. The choice of
graphical base view is determined in the viewmgr_flipO routine.

SEE ALSO
Cells.ViewManager, Operations.Activate, Operations.ExTmode
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ExHello O OPERATIONSSECTION ExHello O

NAME
ExHello - ex_hello_activate, ex_hello_attach.

SYNOPSIS
boolean ex_hello_activate(setting)
boolean setting;

void ex_hello_attach(parent, line)
Menu parent;
int line;

DESCRIPTION
This module handles the operation associated with the hello operation.

Ex_hello_activate sets the menu item for this operation either to active (TRUE) or inactive (FALSE). It
returns the previous setting.

Ex_hello_attach creates the menu item for this operation and places it in the specified line of the given
menu. It also initializes any internal variables.

INTERNAL OPERATION
The internal operation only occurs if the menu item has previously been made active and it has now been
selected. When the menu item associated with this operation has been selected, several actions are taken.

A pop-up window appears showing the author's name, data of completion, and other miscellaneous in
formation. A cancel button on the window may be pressed to cause the window to disappear.

SEE ALSO
Operations.Activate
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ExMoveO OPERATIONSSECTION ExMoveO

NAME
ExMove - ex_move.

SYNOPSIS
void ex_move(canvas, x, y, row, col, newrow, newcol, dim, button)
Window canvas;
int x, y;
int row, col;
int *newrow, *newcol;
ViewSelect dim;
int button;

DESCRIPTION
This module handles the move.

Ex_move dynamically drags a row or column from one location to another location. Then, it updates the
view such that the dimension is now placed at this new location. Canvas is the window where the view
is located. Both xandy correspond to where the mouse button was pressed in order to select a dimension.
Row and col correspond to the respective row and column in the view. Dim states whether a row or col
umn has been selected, and button is the mouse button that was pressed in the selection process.

Newrow and newcol are the new positions after the move has taken place. The operation performs on the
current view and the result is reflected in the simplified view. At the end, the simplified view becomes
current, and the simplified mode indicator is set.

SEE ALSO
Operations.SimplifyMode

■
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ExOpenO OPERATIONSSECTION ExOpenO

NAME
ExOpen - ex open_activate, ex_open_attach.

SYNOPSIS
boolean ex_open_activate(setting)
boolean setting;

void ex_open_attach(parent, line)
Menu parent;
int line;

DESCRIPTION
This module handles the operation for opening a database.

Ex_open_activate sets the menu item for this operation either to active (TRUE) or inactive (FALSE). It
returns the previous setting.

Ex_open_attach creates the menu item for this operation and places it in the specified line of the given
menu. It also initializes any internal variables.

INTERNAL OPERATION
The internal operation only occurs if the menu item has previously been made active and it has now been
selected. When the menu item associated with this operation has been selected, several actions are taken.

First, a pop-up window is displayed. The window provides fields for entering a file name which is in a
specified format. The file is read in using the data_read() routine. Then, each of the views are updated in
order to hold the appropriate number of cells. Marks are then generated for each of the cells. Either a
cancel button or an ok button on the window may be pressed to cause the window to disappear.

SEE ALSO
Main.Data, Operations.Activate, Operations. Close

i.

º
* x
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ExQuery() OPERATIONSSECTION ExOuery()

NAME

ExOuery - ex_query_activate, ex_query_attach, ex_query level.

SYNOPSIS
boolean ex_query_activate(setting)
boolean setting;

void ex_query attach(parent, line)
Menu parent;
int line;

intex_query level(partition)
int partition;

DESCRIPTION

This module handles the query and compound query operation.

Ex_query_activate sets the menu item for this operation either to active (TRUE) or inactive (FALSE).
It returns the previous setting.

Ex_query_attach creates the menu item for this operation and places it in the specified line of the given
menu. It also initializes any internal variables.

Ex_query_level returns the group number associated with a given partition in the relation map.

INTERNAL OPERATION
The internal operation only occurs if the menu item has previously been made active and it has now been
selected. When the menu item associated with this operation has been selected, several actions are taken.

First, a pop-up window is displayed. The window provides fields for selecting dimensions of the view
and for establishing a relation map. It marks all of the selected cells queried flags. Then, it calls on
view_query to establish the new view. Either a cancel button or an ok button on the window may be
pressed to cause the window to disappear. The query mode indicator is then set.

SEE ALSO
Cells.Cell, Cells.View, Operations.QueryMode
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ExOueryMode() OPERATIONSSECTION ExOueryMode()

NAME

ExOueryMode - ex_query_mode_activate, ex_query_mode_attach, ex_query_mode_get, ex_query_-
mode_set.

SYNOPSIS
boolean ex_query_mode_activate(setting)
boolean setting;

void ex_query_mode_attach(parent, x, y)
Window parent;
int x, y,

boolean ex_query_mode_get0

void ex_query_mode_set(on_off, refresh)
boolean on off;
boolean refresh;

DESCRIPTION
This module sets and resets the query mode indicator.

Ex_query_mode_activate sets the mode indicator either to visible (TRUE) or invisible (FALSE). Since
there is only one setting, active coincides with visible and inactive coincides with invisible. It returns the
previous setting.

Ex_query_mode_attach creates the mode indicator and places it at the specified location in the given
window. It also initializes any internal variables.

Ex_query_mode_get returns the current reading on the query mode indicator

Ex_query_mode_set sets the current reading on the query mode indicator. It also sends a flag as to
whether or not to refresh the Screen.

INTERNAL OPERATION
The internal operation only occurs if the mode indicator has previously been made active and it has now
been selected. When the mode indicator has been selected, the view changes from the query view to the
last graphical base view. Selecting the mode indicator, in essence, turns off the query mode.

SEE ALSO
Operations.Activate, Operations.Query
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ExQuit() OPERATIONSSECTION

NAME

ExOuit-ex_quit_activate, ex_quit_attach.

SYNOPSIS
boolean ex_quit_activate(setting)
boolean setting;

void ex_quit_attach(parent, line)
Menu parent;
int line;

DESCRIPTION
This module handles the quit operation.

ExOuit()

Ex_quit_activate sets the menu item for this operation either to active (TRUE) or inactive (FALSE). It
returns the previous setting.

Ex_quit_attach creates the menu item for this operation and places it in the specified line of the given
menu. It also initializes any internal variables.

INTERNAL OPERATION

The internal operation only occurs if the menu item has previously been made active and it has now been
selected. When the menu item associated with this operation has been selected, the application quits.
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ExScaleMode() OPERATIONSSECTION ExScaleMode()

NAME

ExScaleMode - ex_Scale mode_activate, ex_scale mode_attach, ex_scale mode_get, ex_scale m
ode_set.

DATA

typedef enum
{

SCALE_NONE,
SCALE_ABSOLUTE,
SCALE_RELATIVE

} ScaleMode;

SYNOPSIS
boolean ex_scale mode_activate(setting)
boolean setting;

void ex_Scale mode_attach(parent, x, y)
Window parent;
int x, y;

ScaleMode ex_scale mode_get()

void ex_scale mode_set(scale, refresh)
ScaleMode Scale;
boolean refresh;

DESCRIPTION
This module sets and resets the scale mode indicator.

Ex_scale mode_activate sets the mode indicator either to visible (TRUE) or invisible (FALSE). It re
turns the previous setting.

Ex_scale mode_attach creates the mode indicator and places it at the specified location in the given
window. It also initializes any internal variables.

Ex_scale mode_get returns the current reading on the scale mode indicator

Ex_scale mode_set sets the current reading on the scale mode indicator. It also sends a flag as to wheth
er or not to refresh the Screen.

INTERNAL OPERATION
The internal operation only occurs if the mode indicator has previously been made active and it has now
been selected. When the mode indicator has been selected, the view changes from the given graphical
base view to the selected ScaleMode graphical base view. Selecting the scale mode indicator, in essence,
switches between graphical base views.
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ExSimplifyO OPERATIONSSECTION

NAME
ExSimplify - ex_simplify activate, ex_simplify attach.

SYNOPSIS
boolean ex_simplify activate(setting)
boolean setting;

void ex_simplify attach(parent, line)
Menu parent;
int line;

DESCRIPTION
This module handles the simplify operation.

ExSimplifyO

Ex_simplify_activate sets the menu item for this operation either to active (TRUE) or inactive (FALSE).
It returns the previous setting.

Ex_simplify_attach creates the menu item for this operation and places it in the specified line of the giv
en menu. It also initializes any internal variables.

INTERNAL OPERATION
The internal operation only occurs if the menu item has previously been made active and it has now been
selected. When the menu item associated with this operation has been selected, the application quits.

The rows or columns are rearranged and a simplified view is created to reflect this. The simplified view
becomes current, and the simplify mode indicator is set. The rearrangement of the rows or columns is
done by the data sort routine.

SEE ALSO
Main.Data, Operations.Activate, Operations.SimplifyMode
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.)

ExSimplifyMode() OPERATIONSSECTION ExSimplifyMode()
-

cº
cº

NAME 2-y

ExSimplifyMode - ex_simplify mode_activate, ex_simplify mode_attach, ex_simplify mode_get, cº º
ex_simplify mode_set. *

I.

SYNOPSIS 2.
boolean ex_simplify mode_activate(setting)
boolean setting;

void ex_simplify mode_attach(parent, x, y)
Window parent;
int x, y;

boolean ex_simplify mode_get()

void ex_simplify mode_set(on_off, refresh)
boolean on off;
boolean refresh;

DESCRIPTION o,
This module sets and resets the simplify mode indicator.

Ex_simplify mode_activate sets the mode indicator either to visible (TRUE) or invisible (FALSE).
Since there is only one setting, active coincides with visible and inactive coincides with invisible. It re- *

turns the previous setting. º

Ex_simplify mode_attach creates the mode indicator and places it at the specified location in the given
window. It also initializes any internal variables. sº

Cº
Ex_simplify_mode_get returns the current reading on the simplify mode indicator l |> "
Ex_simplify mode_set sets the current reading on the simplify mode indicator. It also sends a flag as to º
whether or not to refresh the screen. | `

INTERNAL OPERATION C.
The internal operation only occurs if the mode indicator has previously been made active and it has now º
been selected. When the mode indicator has been selected, the view changes from the simplify view to º
the last graphical base view. Selecting the mode indicator, in essence, turns off the simplify mode. º

-

A.
SEE ALSO

Operations.Activate, Operations.Simplify “. .
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ExTimode() OPERATIONSSECTION

NAME
ExTmode - ex_tmode_activate, ex_tmode_attach.

SYNOPSIS
boolean ex_tmode_activate(setting)
boolean setting:

void ex_tmode_attach(parent, line)
Menu parent;
int line;

DESCRIPTION
This module handles the operation associated with switching to the numeral base view.

ExTmode()

Ex_tmode_activate sets the menu item for this operation either to active (TRUE) or inactive (FALSE).
It returns the previous setting.

Ex_tmode_attach creates the menu item for this operation and places it in the specified line of the given
menu. It also initializes any internal variables.

INTERNAL OPERATION
The internal operation only occurs if the menu item has previously been made active and it has now been
selected. When the menu item associated with this operation has been selected, several actions are taken.

The current view switches from the numeral view to one of the graphical base views. The choice of
graphical base view is determined in the viewmgr_flipO routine.

SEE ALSO
Cells.ViewManager, Operations.Activate, Operations.Gmode

t".
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ExWarp0 OPERATIONSSECTION ExWarp0

NAME º

ExWarp - ex_warp_activate, ex_warp_attach. C
SYNOPSIS

boolean ex_warp_activate(setting)
boolean setting;

void ex_warp_attach(parent, line)
Menu parent;
int line;

DESCRIPTION
This module handles the operation associated with warp back to the upper-left hand corner of the grid. It
is used when the user scrolls to some distant point and wants to return to the beginning of the view.

Ex_warp_activate sets the menu item for this operation either to active (TRUE) or inactive (FALSE).
It returns the previous setting.

Ex_warp_attach creates the menu item for this operation and places it in the specified line of the given º

menu. It also initializes any internal variables.

INTERNAL OPERATION *-
The internal operation only occurs if the menu item has previously been made active and it has now been *

selected. When the menu item associated with this operation has been selected, the current view is auto- c
matically scrolled such that the upper-left hand corner of the view is now visible. º

SEE ALSO ,-

Cells.ViewManager, Operations.Activate

2.
•.

-
º

C

º
º, >

{".

º
º,

5..

■

Jº
S.
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3.6. The Windows Section. cº

Windows Section() WINDOWSSECTION Windows Section0

NAME
The Windows Section.

MODULES
Canvas
Frame

DESCRIPTION
The Windows section consists of two modules. These modules are concerned with the management of
the basic windows used by the application.

Frame is the base window underneath all other windows used by the application.
*

Canvas is the rather large subwindow of frame where the views are all displayed. º,

Since many of these operations here are called from the windowing system, their execution is directed to
an internal operation. In other words, there is no visible routine which performs the function associated

- - -

with the operation. The routine is internal. Operations for which this apply have a special section called ** -

INTERNAL OPERATION which explains the function performed by the operation when it is selected.
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Canvas() WINDOWSSECTION Canvas()

NAME
Canvas - module containing routines for managing the data canvas.

SYNOPSIS
void dc_clear()

int do create(parent, outside_x, outside y)
int parent;
int "outside_x, *outside y;

void dc destroyO

void do resize(w, h)
int w, h;

DESCRIPTION
This module contains some basic routines related to the management of the canvas where the views are
drawn. Due to implementation, the events sent to the views are first received deep within this module.
Then, this module translates and forwards those events to the appropriate view routine. The prefix de
stands for Data Canvas.

Dc clear simply erases the entire data canvas.

Dc_create creates the data canvas to fit within the parent window. The parent will be the window created
by the Frame module. It also creates scrollbars along the edges of the canvas and an appropriate mecha
nism for managing them. Also, it causes the ViewManager to be initialized. The outside_x and outside_y
arguments are increased by the width and height of the canvas window.

Dc destroy simple destroys the data canvas.

Dc_resize resizes the data canvas and resets the scrollbars appropriately.

INTERNAL OPERATION
There are basically two aspects to the internal operations. First, there are the handling of mouse button
events. Once abutton has been pressed, the location is identified and the corresponding cell is established
using view_locate0. If it was the left or right button, the dimension is identified and a call is made to
ex_moveO. If it was the middle button, a call is made to ex_cell_show0.

The other aspect of events is the scrollbar events. Given a scrollbar event, the view is shifted one or sev
eral rows (or columns) using view_shift (Cells.View).

SEE ALSO
Cells.View, Cells.ViewManager, Operations.ExCell, Operations.Ex.Move
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Frame() WINDOWSSECTION Frame() *

cº
NAME

Frame - module containing routines for managing the base frame. c
SYNOPSIS

boolean cf_create()

void cf goO

void cf destroyO

int cf self()

DESCRIPTION
The Frame module contains routines for creating and destroying the base frame. All other windows are
children of this base frame.

C■ create creates the base frame on which all other frames are built. It makes calls to initialize the mes
sage bar, the menu bar, and the data canvas. It returns TRUE if successful, FALSE otherwise. 1

Cf_go is analogous to “run.” It instructs the frame to start handling events.

Cf_destroy destroys the frame and all of its subwindows. It also signals to stop handling any more ºv
events. *

C■ self simply returns the frame identifier. º
SEE ALSO ".

Windows.Canvas C}.

y
* ,

C
º

º
2

“. .

º
*.
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4. Summary of Program Flow.

Given that the main design is classified into six sections (Main, Cells, Menus, Opera

tions, Marks, and Windows), the flow of the application is as follows. There are two basic

phases to the program: the initialization phase and the execution phase.

First, the initialization phase is where windows are created and messages are sent to

various other modules so that those other modules may be initialized (see figure A.1). In

the beginning (Main.main), the control frame is created (Windows.Frame), leading to the

creation of the message and menu bars (Menus.Menubar) and the data canvas (Windows.-

Canvas).

Within the message bar, a message field is created (Menus.Menumessage). Within the

menu bar, each menu is in turn created (Menus.Menu"Welcome, MenuIDatabase, Menu

View, and MenuOuery) and the mode indicators are created (Menus.MenuScaleMode,

MenuSimplifyMode, and MenuCueryMode).

As the menus are created, the Operations modules coinciding with the menu items are

sent messages to initialize. For the welcome menu, the initialized modules are the hello

module (Operations.ExHello) and the on-line help module (Operations.Exexplain). For the

database menu, they are the open module (Operations.ExOpen), close module (Operation

s.ExClose), and quit module (Operations.ExOuit). For the view menu, they are the dimen

sion module (Operations.ExDim), show graphics module (Operations.ExGmode), show

numerals module (Operations.ExTmode), warp home module (Operations.ExWarp), and

deselect module (Operations.ExDeselect). For the query menu, they are the query and com

pound query module (Operations.ExOuery), simplify module (Operations.ExSimplify),

break module (Operations.ExPreak), and debreak module (Operations.ExIDebreak).

Also, as the mode indicators are created, an Operations module coinciding with each

mode indicator is sent a message to initialize. For the query mode indicator, it is the query

mode module (Operations.ExQueryMode). For the simplify mode indicator, it is the sim

plify mode module (Operations.ExSimplifyMode). For the scale mode indicator, it is the
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A.1. Window Class Hierarchy: º
C

Control Frame
--

C

_TTs 2.
-

Message Bar Menu Bar Data Canvas

Message Field – Welcome Menu The data canvas
sends a message
to the view manager
to initialize itself

H Database Menu and all of the views. 2.

—l º,

º- View Menu .

º
The menus and º-

Query Menu
*

the mode indicators º
all send messages *—
to various Operations ... 1
so that those operations —| Scale Mode 2.
will be initialized. I 1.

— Queried Mode L'

º
* ,

- Simplified Mode C.

scale mode module (Operations.ExScaleMode). º,
As the data canvas is created, it sends a message to initialize the view manager module

(Cells.ViewManager), leading to the creation of the views: an empty view containing a grid ! -
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A.2. View Class Hierarchy:

View Manager

View

Message Passing

Cell Table “[HP- Table

Cell Array -—- Array
|

Cell T- Cells pass messages
to the Marks modules
which are the ones to
design individual marks.

of empty cells, a numeral view, an absolute scale view, a relative scale view, a simplified

view, and a queried view (Cells.View) (see figure A.2). Each view contains its own cell ta

ble (Cells.CellTable) of cell arrays (Cells.CellArray) of cells (Cells.Cell). The cell tables

are implemented as tables (Resource.Rs Table) which are, in turn, collections of arrays

(Resource.Rs Array). In some cases, it may be preferable for the cell table to apply an op

eration to an array which is specifically known to be a row or column (Cells.CellRow and

CellColumn).

At the end of the initialization phase, the user is presented with the empty view, and

only certain menu items are made active (Operations.Activate). Each time that a menu item

is selected by the user, other menu items are reset to an appropriate activation status.
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A.3. Message Passing:

Mode Indicators Cells.View T
Some routines
make calls to
the Marks
modules for
redesigning

Menu Item Routines Hº-º- Cells.ViewManager views.

Some routines
make calls to

Mouse Operations Hº-5- Operations _* database.

The execution phase essentially handles the execution of various events supplied by the

user. As the user enacts a given menu event (by selecting a menu item), mode indicator

event (by selecting a mode indicator), or mouse event (by pressing a mouse button in the

data canvas), messages are passed from one module to another (see figure A.3).

In the case of mouse events, the events are received by the data canvas. When a right

or left mouse button is pressed, calls are made to the view_select routine in the view man

ager module (Cells.ViewManager). When the mouse button is held down and dragged

across the view, calls are made to the ex_move routine in the move module (Operations.Ex

Move), and, when the middle mouse button is pressed, calls are made to the ex_cell_show

routine in the cell information module (Operations.ExCell).

In the case of mode indicators events, the events are received by the mode indicators

(Operations.ExOueryMode, ExScaleMode, and ExSimplifyMode). In each case, a call is

made to the viewmgr_flip routine in the view manager (Cells.ViewManager) in order to

change to a new view.

In the case of menu events, the events are received by the appropriate Operations mod

ules as mentioned earlier in the initialization phase. Each module calls one of the view man

ager or view module routines (Cells.ViewManager and View) and perhaps other Opera

tions modules’ routines. In some cases, the module may supply its own pop-up window in
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order to specify more information before sending a message to another routine.

As the view module routines receive messages, they may make calls to the cell table

module, other view routines, or the Marks section which consists of modules for redesign
ing views (Marks.ProjectMove, ProjectOuery, and ProjectSort). The Marks section also

contains the modules for designing marks (Marks.MarkBox, MarkOuery, MarkSign, and

MarkString) and applying individual mark characteristics (Marks.Drawshape, Drawsize,
and DrawValue).

Additionally, some Operations and Marks modules may make calls to the database, ei

ther to read the data our to access various information about the data (Main.Data).

The purpose of the proceeding summary was merely to provide an overview of the de

sign. Clearly, there exists much greater detail and much more message passing than was

described here. However, the above summary does capture the overall flow of the Gipper

design.

-

s
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Appendix B. Test Databases.

1. File Format.

Each of the databases read by Gipper during the evaluation are listed below. The files

are in the following format. Those lines preceded by the “H” symbol are comments and,

therefore, ignored. The first non-comment line begins with “c” and contains a number in

dicating the total number of columns in the database. Then, each of the column names are

listed on a new line. On the line following the final column name, a “.e” marks the end of

the list, serving as an extra check. On a new line, a “r” and a number indicating the total

number of rows is written, and, on the following lines, the row names are listed. Again, a
“.e” indicates the end of the list.

At this point, Gipper has read the column names and row names and has registered the

number of columns and rows. Next, the application will proceed to read the data. There are

the indicated number of rows by the indicated number of columns consisting of the actual

data provided by the researcher. For instance, the Dietary-Cancer Patient Database consists

of 10 rows by 12 columns of data. Therefore, there are 10 lines each with 12 numbers on a

line.

Following the first table of numbers, there may be an optional second table of numbers

of the same size. The optional second table consists of explicit partitions for each of the cor

responding numbers in the first table. When explicit partitions are available, they are used

in place of the relative distribution method.

For instance, the Dietary-Cancer Patient Database happened to place hemoglobin (Hgb)

on the first row of the database. A row of hemoglobin blood test measurements were re

corded across the row. Since hemoglobin had a known distribution scale (three levels: <12

is low, 12 to 15 is normal, -15 is high), each number in the row was mapped to its corre

sponding distribution partition. Low values were mapped to the number 1, normal values
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to the number 2, and high values to the number 3. The mapping was done for each of the

rows since each of the rows had a known distribution scale. Then, the rows were manually

normalized to five levels, numbered 0 to 4. Thus, partition 1 was mapped to partition 0. Par

tition 1 was mapped to partition 2, and partition 3 was mapped to partition 4.

When explicit partitions are not used, the distribution and normalization process are

handled automatically by the application. In some cases, it may be more appropriate to ap

ply explicit partitions and normalization to the columns instead of the rows. Nevertheless,

the scales used to establish explicit partitions are provided by the researcher.

2. Dietary-Cancer Patient Database File.

# Dietary-Cancer Patient Database.
# Built April 1990
# column count
.c 12
# column names

Subject 1
Subject 2
Subject 3
Subject 4
Subject 5
Subject 6
Subject 7
Subject 8
Subject 9
Subject 10
Subject 11
Subject 12
.C.

# row count
.r 10
# row names

Hgb
Hct
Alb
% lymph
WBC
S. Crea
BUN
Na
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K
FBS
.C.

# data
12 12 14 13 11 12 11 14 14 15 15 15
35 38 4238 37 363639 39 4245.45
2 2 2 2 22 2 2 2 2 4 3
7 8 4 3 3 8 7 7 6 6 9 9
13 11 1920 2012 13 10 10 11 11 12
0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1
20 23:41 4145.4642 2019 1819 20
128 130 135 137 136 132 140 135120 120 140 139
4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 3 3 4 3
120 138 110 115 125 140 108 123 114 11785 100
# explicit partitions
222 202 02 22:44
0 222 2002 222 2
0 00 00 00 00 020
0 00 00 00 00 000
4444444 2.24 44
2 24.4.4.4.4.22 24.4
4 4.4.4.4.4.4.4.4.4.4.4
0 0 22 2022 00 22
222 222 22 22 22
4 4.4.4.4.4.4.4.4.4.22
# end of database

3. Melanoma Patient Database File.

# Melanoma Patient Database.
# Built April 1990
# column count
.c. 20
# column names
Lymphocytes in RGP
Lymphocytes at base of VGP
Lymphocytes interspersed in VGP
Macrophage density
Plasma cell density
Nucleoli size
Amount of pigment
Freckle count
Solar lentigo count
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Mole count
Subsite
Primary tumor thickness
Skin thickness
Clark’s Level
Count of mitoses
Least margin around tumor
Largest diameter
Smallest diameter
Number of positive nodes
Total number of lymph nodes
.C

# row count
.r 22
# row names

Subject 1
Subject 2
Subject 3
Subject 4
Subject 5
Subject 6
Subject 7
Subject 8
Subject 9
Subject 10
Subject 11
Subject 12
Subject 13
Subject 14
Subject 15
Subject 16
Subject 17
Subject 18
Subject 19
Subject 20
Subject 21
Subject 22
.C

# data
2 22:40 2 4 3 2 3 2251 538 27 11919
2002 032 4 34 406 334 3 2010 6 11 27
23 320 433 23.306 04 31 15761 1
0 2 02 3 4.2 24 2.208 1033 13 12 20201 6
3 22 30 23 222 228 05 31 15 2013 125
0 224 04 42 24 224.46.44208 7 124
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40 23 22 3 44 3 2251 5 31 1020 20 1566
300 30 33 332 230 2 5 45 7 12 122 29
4 2240342 332252 64 2 2014 11 1 20
0 202032 4 24 201 143 57 29 15 15 16
20 020 4 22232 22 35 30 6 6 1 1
0 22 4 34 33 34 227 6 5 4 22 25 1010 1 10
3.2 24 2 3,322 2201 2249 530 2526
3 22 23.3 22 33 1385 1 57 11 15 12335
4.0020 4 223 32261 34 15 208.82 8
3 00 203 2.42 4 63 1443 30 2015 4 17
3 00 20 4 23 32.404 2.33 530 10 101 8
220 2.03.222 2406 11 33 31991 3
22 220 4 222 32279 749 25 10 102 16
4 20 4 234 222 306.2 4 33 15 15 14 1 26
220 2.33 24 4 2407 1 2 4-51 2020 20 1 18
2333 0 33 44 2224 1 4 3 230 10 10 19
# explicit partitions
22 24 02 4 3 2 32 0 22 141 000
2002 032 4 34 4 1 1 30 31 0 32
23 320 433 2330 220 20 000
0 2 02 3 4.2 24 223 12 2 1 33 00
32 230 23 22 220 220 23 1 0 1
0 224 04 42 24 2 1 33 0300 0 1
4023 22 3 44 3 2 0 220 1 33 44
300 30 33 332 2 1 2 30 0 1 1 02
4 224 0 34 23 3 2 13 30 31 1 0 1
0 2 020 3 24 24 24 24 14 2.200
2 00 2042 22 30 0 1 204 0000
0 22 4 34 33 34 222 3 4.41 1 00
3.2 24 2.33 22 220 1 31 04 400
3 22 23 3 22 33 1 1 0.41 1 2 1 02
4 00 20 4 223 32 0 1 33 30 000
3 00 20 32,424 00 23:04 3 2 1 1
3 00 2042 33 24 0 1 2 041 1 00
220 2.0 3 22 224 00 204 0000
22 220 4 2.2 232 3 4 31 4 1 1 0 1
4 20 4 2 3 4 2.2 230 220 22 20 1
220 2.33 24 4 24 003 2.33 30 1
2 33 30 33 44 2.2 0 220 4 1 1 00
# end of database
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4. Psychological Patient Database File.

# Psychological Patient Database. c
# Built April 1990. :

# column count ..".
.c 30 -
# column names

FOL (Functional Overlay)
FOL-Type 1
FOL-Type 1*
FOL-Type 2
FOL-Type 2*
FOL-Type 3
FOL-Type 3*
NCP (Non-compliance)
CREC (Counter-Recovery)
CRET (Counter-Return)
DEP (Depression)

-

ANX (Anxiety) º
AGI (Agitation) º
MAN (Mania)
MMPI-L ºv
MMPI-F

s

MMPI-K S.
MMPI-Scale 1 º
MMPI-Scale 2 {

MMPI-Scale 3 º
MMPI-Scale 4 Cº.
MMPI-Scale 5 1.
MMPI-Scale 6 2.
MMPI-Scale 7 | º
MMPI-Scale 8

-

MMPI-Scale 9 º
MMPI-Scale 10
Age

-
º

Sex K?
Education

.C º
# row count
.r 30

# row names Q.

S.B. º,
E.M.

J.P. º
A.D.
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P.A.
B.H.
D.S. A
J.M.

L.M. {
R.S. Cº.
L.T. :
J.Z.

-

L.L.
C.P.
A.P.
E.V.
J.H.
A.O.
S.D.
G.B.
K.C.

R.H.
-

V.J. *.
Q.U. º

J.T.

J.S. ºv
E.G.
M.M.
M.J. **
K.T.
.C.

# data Cº.
34 25 018 057 181 72 682 1 0 044 5548 66.82 61 55 495979 7743 67 41 0 14 i
54.70 81 1 120 88.44 520 000 44 485972 53 67.57 55.59 50 59 78 42 53 1 12 2.
66 180 60 1 220 24 73 79 0 1 0 0 63 66.51 75 6873 64 67 65 5867 65.47 19 1 11 ! º
19 161 590 240 67 12 14 000 0.40 60 49 4958 62 71 69 65 6665 70 48.291 12

-

383 058 1390 7846 540 000 66 4851 72.68 71 5355 56.60 65 73.49 371 8 º
50 330 31 0 360 81 79 722 00 0.40 50 46.80 72 67 63 62 62 61 5945 41 53 2 12 {-

34 210 440 35 191 50 50 0 1 00:50 5842 65 72 69 62.57 5971 5345 65 31 1 11 º
73 250 53 1 22038 7679 00 20 66.58 61 72.63 80 55 43 56.5658 5845 372 12 º
62 00871 13 0.91 50 73 000 2.44 50.4280 5671 6061 4742 44 884527 1 12 *

31 50831 11 1 74 34 58 0 1 00:56,5857 779671 62 67 6869 75 50.54 361 12 (...
79 200 52 1 28 0 7396.91 00 0046.60 4989 86.89 64 51 53 6867 8668 23 2 12
84.28.0 26 1 46 1 42.8991 0 1 1 0.46 64 4470.71 6855 53 53 63 64 68.51 43 2 16 2,
31 22 1 260 521 24 37 41 0 1 2 1 44.625754 71 70 83.4379 7377 55.56342 16 ºv.
76 360 350 29 1 1988 95 003 2.60 62 61 7770.71 69 65 79 75.82 7545 28 1 12
31 400 70 421 84.48 482 1 00:56,5851 64.80 6462 49 4776 64 48 68562. 12
73 00 69 1 31 081 4631 0 1 20535048.52754743 6747 54 4838 68.58.1 14 ■ º
81 400 19 141 0 93 96.93 2 1 00:50 645799 94.91 82 81 79 73 60 53.52351 12
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C

69 0079 1 21 0 96.52 68 0000535048 77 5662 46.53 47.5850 73.4741 1 14
58 15 0.44 0.41 1 71 4242 22 20:53 60 53 62 75 71 67.57 65 73 63 6543 381 14
58.35 0 1 1 0 53 0506860 23 0046 62.59 74.90 7576 32.59 81 75 50.55 50 2 14
73 380 140 481 6676.681 32 0 60 50 49 64 65 72 50 5944 66.61 48 46.202 12
42 24 1 500 260 43.79 69 0 1 2050 66.58 5958 6760 6582 62 65 60 65 28 1 12
54 28 148 0230 147679 0 0 1 0.50 73.577684 80 71.4573 6680 58 63.352 13
73 61 781 160 1950 73 003 0566049 80 7773 5769 6271 71 53 69 361 16
42 230 400 370 60 47 540 00 046 50 53.44 535676.49 69 50 54 5845 29 2 12
2731 0 66 12 0 69 52 600 000 56.4851 52 575946 4747 46.44 53.4636 2.18
934 1781 180 67 9092 000 360 53.4688 72 8662 43.35.48 44 53 49 261 12
54 11 0 450 44 1 24 72 640 0 1 0 466646 64 69 68 6734 79 65 69 6558 322 18
16 12 1 700 18058 15 220 0 1 2 36 5353 54 49 4767 635661 58 7552 372 12
97 18 0.461 361 32.96.98 0 220 60 62.49 88 104.89 7457 65 75 65 55 52.40 1 15
# explicit partitions
2 1 0 00 24 223 320 0 1 2 1 2 3 22 1 2 33 12 23.2
2004 400 323 000 0 1 1 2 3 222 22 22 31 4 1 1
2003 41 0 22 30 2002 223 23 22 222 2 1 0 1 1
0 0 4 20 1 0 2 1 1 000 0 1 2 1 1 2 23 22 22 31 1 1 1
2002 4 1 0 22 300 00 2 1 2 3 2 3 222 22 31 2 1 0
2 1 0 1 0 1 0 22 33 00 0 1 2 1 33 22 222 21 1 4 3 1
2 1 0 20 1 4 3 230 2002 2 1 2 3 22 22 3 2 1 2 1 1 1
2 1 0 24 1 0 224 003 02 22 3 2 3 2 1222 21 2 3 1
2004 400 323 000 3.1 2 1 3 23 22 1 1 1 31 1 1 1
2004 40 4 2230 2002 22 3 4 3 222 23 22 21 1
4 1 0 24 1 0.24 40 00 0 1 2 1 33 3.222 22 32 0.31
4 1 0 1 4 24 2 3 4 0 22 0 1 2 1 33 22 22 22 22 332
2 1 4 1 0 24 22 20 2.3 2 1 22 2.333 1 33 3 22 1 32
4 1 0 1 0 1 4 2 3 400 4 3 22 2 3,332 2.33 33 1 1 1 1
220 00 2 4 3 2 23 2002 22 23 22 1 1 3 2 1 2 4 31
2003 4 1 0 22 20 230 22 1 2 3 1 1 2 1 2 1 1 2 4 12
4 2004 20.34 4 3 2002 22 4 4.433 332 22 21 1
2003 41 0 4 23 00 00 22 1 3 22 121 22 31 21 2
2002 02.42 22 33 30 222 23 3 22 23 22 12 12
2 1 0 00 2.02 23.3 40 0 1 22 3 433 1 2 3 3.223 3.2
2 1 0 00 24 223 2 4 3 0 22 1223 22 122 1 1 0 31
2 14 20 1 0 22 30 23 1222 222 223 22 22 1 1 1
21 42 0 1 0 1 2 4 002 0232 33 33 1323 22 23 1
204 34 00 22 300 4 0 22 1 33 3 22 2.33 22 21 2
2 1 0 20 1 0 22 30 00 0 1 22 1223 1222 21 13 1
2 1 0 34 00 22 300 00 2 1222 21 1 1 1 1 2 1 2 33
40 4 34 00 2 3 4 000 4 2.2 1 33 3 2 1 1 1 1 2 1 0 1 1
2002 024 223 00 2 0 1 21 22 22 1 3 22 22 1 33
0 0430 00 2 1 1 00 23 1 22 21 1 2 222 23 22 31
4 00 24 14 24 4 0 33 0 22 1 34 332 23.222 21 2
# end of database
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